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“He who interrogates me knows how to read
me.”
Lacan
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n e present fourth volume of The Freudian Schwl of Melbourne has
mainly dedicated to the subject of The Freudiun Clinic.
.

This book, like the previous ones, is the.continuation of the first
.,Australian psychoanalytic annual. publication. The intention of this
work is to transmit the psychoanalytic experience from a particular
frame. This is why although different styles are to be found, the bulk of
.the book remains within a precise context.
I

..

The field of psychoanalysis leads to different lines of thought. The
works follow the discovery of the Freudian unconscious from the point
‘.wherethe path was taken up by the Lacanian teaching. Nobody can expect the text of this reading to be simple and conclusive. We consider it
the transference of an unfiiished work.
..I’

Nothing in regard to the psychoanalytic symptom& self evident. Sufficient proof of this is the wide spectrum of resistances that such a
discovery has produced in the psychoanalytic group. The difficulties
that ‘thetext presents are intrinsic to the subject.of psychoanalysis itself.
There is yet another difficulty that the reader ought to remember. Until the appearance of The Freudian School of Melbourne and its publication, the audience, that is you, were scarcely given the opportunity to
question and work psychoanalytic writings from this particular view.

We founded the School in 1977, when we assumed the right of taking
up the responsibility that the transference gave us. In that act of foundation, the field of a discourse took its demarcation. The space thus created
was organized around seminars on Freud and Lacan, and the annual
homage to Freud.

:..

The fact that this specific psychoanalytic activity gave place to discontent was due to the effect that experience shows when the cause is
Freudian.
1
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('.. .I had learnt that psychoanalysis brings out
the worst in everyone. But I made up my mind
not to answer my opponents and, so far as my
influence went, to restrain others from
polemics., . Perhaps this attitude on my part
has been misunderstood: perhaps I have been
thought so good-natured or so easily intimidated
that no further notice need be taken of me. This
was a mistake; I can be as abusive and enraged
as anyone; but I have not the art of expressing
the underlying emotions in a form suitable for
publication and I therefore prefer to abstain
completely."
Freud

I.

When there is transference -even negative- the enactment of the
listening becomes crucial. To listen is to take responsibilities for those
who, by addressing their demand to us, establish a transference. As
analysts our foundation had the function of an interpretation which, as
such, producedclssociations. However, it is well known since Freud, that
clssociations are no guarantee of the lifting of repression.
In our foundation we propose to work the texts of Freud from the
place in which a psych&alytic thought was produced, namely the texts
and seminars of Lacan. Our work in this regard follows Lacan's
teachings on the ethics of psychoanalysis, I can, I ought.
Our proposition is a proposition to work -to make possible the advancement of psychoanalytic theory.
Oscar Zentner
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PART I

HOMAGE TO FREUD

THE FREUDIAN CLINIC

All papers presented in this book have been written by members of The
Freudian Schwl of Melbourne, residing in Melbourne, except where indicated

"Both of the parties to the dispute obtain their
share: the Trieb is allowed to retain its appeasement and proper respect is shown to reality. But
as is well known, the only free thing in this life is
death this success is achieved at the price of a
rift in the I which never heals but which increases as time goes on. The two contrary reactions to the conflict persist as the nucleus of a
splitting in the 1. The whole process seems so
strange to us because we take as self-evident the
synthetic nature of the processes of the 1. But
we have been manifestly wrong in this."
Sigmund Freud

"The analyst should not misunderstand what I
shall call the power of accwion to the being
from the dimension of ignorance since he has to
answer to that which throughout his discourse,
questions him from this dimension. He has not
to guide the subject to a Wissen. a knowledge,
but in the ways of access to this knowledge. He
must engage him in a dialectic operation, not in
order to say to him that he is mistaken, because
he is perforce in error, but to show him that he
speaks badly, this is to say that he speaks
without knowing, as an ignorant, for it is the
way in which he is in error which counts."
Jacques Lacan

THE ANALYTIC CONSTRUCTION*

Oscar Zentner
“After all, being declared dead
was an advance on being buried
in silence.”
Freud
“What is a father? It is the dead
father, Freud replies,. but no
one Listens. . .”.
Jxan
“Give thy thoughts no tongue,
Give every man thine ear,
but few thy voice. . .”
Shakespeare

:

Some years ago Mr. E., a man in his late twenties, came to see me
complaining of unhappiness and desolation. He was a loner, without
A shorter version of this paper was read at
1982. Fondation du Champ Freudien.

9
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friends or interests and detached from everyday life.
This young man had been forced to separate from his family in or
to go abroad on his own, to work in his uncle’s business. In this way
was told, he would obtain work experience. He had been travelling an
living with his family in different countries all his life, since his ste
father, a diplomat in the foreign office, was posted a

.;.~..ampted hismother’s silence. In this way. he could maintain his
deaa’fatheras non-existent. His depression was caused by an identification with the foreclosure of the knowledge of a father who, rather than
dead, was kept as non-existent. As a result of this identification with an
unknown dead father, E. introduced himself as having no desire, since
this W& preferable to coming into contact with his desirefor adead
&h& In relation to his father, E. equated ‘‘1 never had you” and “I
&e never wished your death” with: “I have never lost you.” It was
$&sely this that permitted his mother to.master his desire, turning him
into
.. an impotent.
. .
It was after the recollection of his mother saying: “Let the past belong
to the past”. in reference to his father’s death, that E. brought other
memories. His father was drunk the day he died in the &r accident. He
then associated another of his mother’s’statemen.tsdirected at him and
& Siblings “DO not idealize,your father, do not think that he did not
have any problems.”,The maternal command prohibited E., in this way
from having an idea (representation) of his father.

*

,

*

*

E. started his analysis in order to receive the death certificate of h
father, which would ensure his inscription into a
father’s death he said “I never knew my father. . . he died in a car a
dent when I was very small.” He introduced himself as not knowing
father’s history.
A couple of screen memories gave us some important hints.
remembemfhiding behind some rocks on.the beach when he was
small, frightened that his father would throw him, yet again, into
sea. Another memory, pertaining to the same time,
one of his sisters naked. The themes offear -as in
and of seeing -as in the second memory- became
variables throughout the analysis. To see, referred to ha
the difference between the sexes and the screen memory of
thrown into the sea,’ referred to the fear of castratio
knowledge.
There were two ideas that preoccupied E. One, that he was im
the other, that his stepfather was impotent too. I inferred that
reference to a certain impotence in his father, since he needed
him a lot; so much so, that he did not know or di
anything about his life.
E. said that he had aphotograph of his father. To this he associ
that
. . his
. . father was a sportsman and a lover of racing cars. Indeed
wy’ what had killed his father. One summer night his father
friend went on,a,dangeroustrip in his racing %..His
Thep?.was an accident and both died. E, add@ that t
he knew of his father and of Kis death. He said he
time and that anj”ay, in whome, the:subject of his father’s death
. .
never touched upon.
10

In regard to the screen memory of being hidden for hours at the beach
to avoid his father’s threat to throw him once more into the sea, I proposed the hypothesis that it was a reference to the summer of the death
of his father. For E., the accident slowly began to take the shape of a
drovoked accident, of suicide, since he remembered again the words of
his mother:. “DO
. not think that your father did not have any problems.”
.

.

I introduced the .following construction. The father, a sportsman,
tyrannical and arrogant, facing E. when he was between three and three
and a half years old, could not tolerate that E., small, shy and inhibited,
was afraid of the sea.’ If E. was afraid, this would expose a lack in his
ciiallengkd his father in the field of fear.
father. E., therefoie,
. ,
..
...
. . . .
E. commented on the following family anecdote in response to the
construction. One day his father, while driving the same racing car and
realizing that thcbrakes were not working, pressed the accelerator in a
defiant attempt,.challenging the car and his fate: He did not kill himself
on.that occasion by mere chance. According to E.’s mother, his father
used.to.say. with pride: “I am never afraid.” This reminded us of.E.’s introduction in the analysis “I never knew my father”.
~

11
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mvering what he already knew, E. started to m
and from anonymity to history. The
story is precisely. not to know it, -that is
tij &,unconscious.
the university, E. was unable to sit and stud
. He used to awake and see an image in
try, in vain, to grapple with and seize. He t
O)&ve the light on all night and.was only able to go to sleep
?.This hallucination which disappeared after some months, was t
ose life had been foreclosed and who was n
ding over thccastration to the son. '
allow E. to have fear. E. confirmed this with
ferenteciations -the current one being, "I lose my head." The
h~erikn, of his diad father was'to.run towards panic in order
f%r, Gnce.it is in fear that castration comes into play. The Scen
beach would be linked' to a father who, driven always by pa
not allow his son to have what he never did -namelyfear. In
way, he left to his son as'a figure of identification, a father i
fear was the result of castration, panic erased all differences,
castration.
.,.. . ,
The.father actually dieil'duc$g the summer in'which E. remem
being hidden behind the. &ks on the beach. I interpret& to E.
&haps, because he felt so much at the mercy of his father, wh
thrown him into the Sea On several occasions, he might have desir
death; In this way, the factual death of his father arrived fo
confirmation of what his thought was able to produCe.
. .

this dead father -alive in him- who demanded from him not
fear,~notto ask, not to know, because to ask.was to know that
dead -as E. desired. This situation carried him to panic,
t himself 'detached from everyday life'.. .
.
:/

+-E.
paid the price for the death of his father as the expression of his
d&,

by carrying him alive inside, without burial, and identified with

G . . A typical and frequent expression:of E. during his analysis was, "I
rotten": It was in this frame of.mind that he began to think about
&ig to the graveyard where his father was buried, but described an in-.
Zriforce which did not permit him to do so. (He related this to.the fact
a a t he could never be close to.his stepfather;because to adopt a step
father was to give the death certificate to the dead father, the consequence of which would be that castration would.return to him.)E. reqiestedmy company, to go to the cemetery, because he did not in fact
w'ht to see the grave. He had to go to bury his father and to constitute
thegrave which, truly, did not.yet exkt for him. E.'s thought of asking
me to ammpany himwas connected to his wanting awitness to attest
to the fact that his father was dead and buried or to convince the father
to allow himself to be buried.
7 .

.One day in a pub of ii-repute and involved in an absolutely banal incident, hereceived a black eye. "I was embroiled in a fght. I was really
looking for it." In this passage to the act,E. was telling me that.about
twenty-four or.twenty-five years ago, hkfather, who he always wanted
to.believe had never existed and of whom he thought he knew nothing,
was killed in an accident: An accident he.was already seriously thinking
was closer to a deliberate act than to .chance.
"

The dHy of his father's death, E. w& in his playmate's house. He said
he'thought'that he had not been.able to'ky good-bye to'his father on

He then rememkred how unhappy he
to be a t ' s c h d wh
someone could see his schobl repbrt as he w& enrolled with hii ste
father's name, while he cu&ntly kept using the'sumame of his father:
That non-coincidence made him uncomfortable but he accommodated
himself -yet again- to the'ambiguity. He was never able to say that;
his mother-had re-married. It was around this t h e k t h a t I showed him
that.nobody had to know -including myself- that his father was for
him neither.dead nor buried; E. said that he had never visited the erave
..
of his father.
. . .. ,

E. spokeof his hatred, of all th& years lost, of:the silence in the family, of his life that was worth soJittle, of.himself ageing. He wondered
what on earth the analysis was going to. be useful.for,if, when finished,

12
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I

that day, i d that this *e
d a t e d to hikdifficulty.iiiseparatingfrom
to the s i t of refraining from seeing people
people and de&&
in order
to avoid themoment
altogether
inhibited
&d'&'Iitary,
. ..
.. . of ..the.firewell. So,hebecame
. ,
,

..

.
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nobody would.want to look at him anyway because he would be ugly,
and old. l3e’wa.iafraid he was transparent in such a way that everybody)
could find out what he had discovered in his analysis and that, on tKe
whole, nobody liked murderers.
..
. .

..

*
r

,

*. .

.

*

.

.
’.

i

E.’s opening statement in the analysis dealt with his knowing (“Inever

.

. ’

..;.,Theearly introduction of the,two screen memories were.the kind of
.emblems (bhons) with which.E:.filled up the apparent gaps in his
history..Though the connection between seeing (the naked sister) and
,being punished for it are self evident, we think it justifiable to connect

the Screen memories with.E.’s account.of his father’s death, ‘‘I never
h e w my father, he died when I was very small.”
.’.: If now’weallow ourselves to equate ‘to know’ with ‘to see’ we will advan& a few things. It is not uncommon that a child‘s way of knowing is
though seeing. If this is so, then E. said; 5‘1 do not know that which I
have not seen.” But Et’s position is more complicated. He will then, say,
“I never Saw my father, he diedwhen I was very small”. The first part
i-kfersto the negation (Verneinung) ‘I never saw’, the second, ‘I was very
small’, is anincomplete statement. It wasatask for the analysis to complete the sentence by adding, “I was too small to be responsible for my
father’s“eath’’. Hence we arrive at the following equation:
..’ ‘Inever knew my father .= I never saw him
= conscious.
’
I knew my father
= I saw him
= unconscious.
Indeed, this is the constitution of the subject where the ‘I’ as not
.knowing (= seeing) is split from the unconscious.
We are facing the splitting of tksubject’in its constitution and the
&entia1 hrt played by negation (Verneinung) between flight. and
repression. The unconscious’knowledge(of his father) is fixed through
negation in that which makes of the unixnsciousa not.suid. As Lacan
showed, the moment of the death of the father, his factual death, is also
the moment in which the.wish for his death. will return. upon the son
under the form of his castration.’Then the statement,,L‘Inever knew my
father, he died when I was very small....’.’has,also’the function of , a p
peasement; in order to deflect the castration from him. And this not
without asprice,as we hope we have been able to convey. . ;.,

knew”) and his being (“I was very Small’’). The emphasis in the use of
never touched upon.the distance between what his ‘I’ knewand what he
did.not know in regard to the death of his father. The negation atpched
to the father’encompassedalso the repression of knowledge itself. But,
who or what wasthe agent of this repression?,This, we think, can be e x
p1ained.s follows: On.the one hand the repression is reproduced by the
maternal mandate in .the active.silence (no mention of E.’s father), and
on the other hand; it.is E.’s father however, who produced in E. an ab;
solute and repressed knowledge; expressed as never.. It is the return of
the never (between flight and.repression).thatin conjunction with the ‘I’
of E. produces knowledge under.the.signof negation: 1‘1never knew my
. .
father. . .”
!
E. /dentifies.with the paternal mandate ‘You never‘ becoming ‘1
never‘:In this way,the superego mandate.takesadvantage of what the ‘1
never‘ knows, that-the u n c o ~ i knows.
o ~...
,
.
.,
” ,Freud states’in the New k k r e s o f Psychoanalysis, Lecture XXXI,
right at the’end, the task of analysis not unlike a.task.of civilization
Wo ;Es’warsollIch werden. The superego mandateiseems to tell E. WG
Es war Ich soll(nicht) werden,‘that we’cantranslate as Where-It wasi
never.ought to.&. E. is ipribed in the paternal genelogy by.the
mand.“io;unever:. ,Thu&”where It (thefather) was, I (the sbn) willnevei
become.: It ‘is.around tKis:&i,nt .that,E.’s,a,ndysisstarted. He &e,tc
rekve the: death &&fi,&te of his’father’in order to be’,inscribed a
gen&IOb!in a way otKerthan “‘a rejected son. E. show:& this in his dif
ficulty in +lating to his stepfather and h& fear ofb;king reject+ by hi&
However, the ambivalence of E. with his stepfather wai the displaa5
ment’of a conflict between him a d his:mother wliich,.accordingto E.3
about anything ir
.words ran :as:follows;3“nobddy ever Wed at
&elation’to the’past-norhrelation to’my fat

The choice of this fragmented history has, tor us, the.& of.discussing some aspects of the mnstruction. If the transference is an inevitable
event from which it can be justly said, that without ,it,.there is no
analysis,.the.construction instead, seems not to be so essential to an
analysis, at least in psychoanalytic.literature.

14
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“The transference is unthinkable unless one
Out from .the supposed subject of knowing:
will now have a better idea of what he is SU
..
ed.to know. He is supposed to know that
which no ‘one can escape;as ‘soon as he
mulates it -quite simply, significati0n:Signi
tion implies, of cour
.
.
, brought out the dim
cannot refuse& Th
one by which we can mgnd
..
a n absolute, point with no knowledge. It i
.
.
solute precisely by virtue of being in no
.knowledge, but the. point, of attachment
..
links his. very desire ,to the resolution Of
which is to be reveal& The subject comes
play pn.the basis of,this fUndamentd SU
..
-the supposed subject of knowing, Simp
:
virtue of being a subject to desire.”
:
:.
Even if the construction is So complete as tO-&e PI
tion of the analysis,’ there still remain artah..quatio.ns.
subject resolve that which Freud differentiated between
heard and what had been experienced, that i S to say,
tion? H o w . d m the analysand k c h the,
becomes history?.How does he resolve h
.’

.

I

.

preserved as cause? The’teminatbn ofan analys
f a t s in the analyst:He has to become a rema
an effect was .pointed out by. Freud in his-:admonition to Fer
Theoretically he has to arrive at an end ‘arbit
The only point where the termination of the analysis can be f0
is through the:subject’s.questioningwhether
1n.regards to the theme of construction, F
.
structions in Analysis that,
..
.
“The analyst has nei
ed any of’the material under consideration:
16

&:, ’

.

task cannot be to remember anything. What is
his task? His task is to make out what has been
forgotten from the traces which it has left behind
or, more correctly, to consrnrct it . . .for analysis
the construction is only a preliminary labour. . .
If, in accounts of analytic technique, so little is
said about ‘constructions’, that is because ‘interpretations’ and their effects are spoken of instead. But I think that ‘construction’ is by far the
more appropriate description. ‘Interpretation’ a p
plies to something. . . such as an association or a
parapraxis. But it is a ‘construction’ when one
lays before the subject of the analysis a piece of
his early history that he has forgotten.. .We do
not pretend that an individual construction is
anything more than a, conjecture which awaits
examination, confiiation or rejection. . .The
path that Starts from the analyst’s construction
ought to end in the patient’s recollection; but
does not’always lead so far. Quite often we do
not Succeed in bringing the patient to recollect
what has been repressed. Instead of that, if the
analysis is carried out correctly, we produce in
him an aSsUred conviction of the truth of the
construction which achieves the same
therapeutic result as a recaptured memory?”’

uph laying down sufficient theoretical precautions, we .think
as far less cautious in his hopes for the future of.the construeanalysis. Freud was not interested in finding a better analytic
‘:tool, as he himself stated,
..
‘.‘I believe that,.we should gain a great deal of
valuable knowledge from work of this kind upon
psychotics (aswell as neurotics) even if it leads to
no therapeutic success.’“
I

I

17
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. "The delusions of patients appear to me to be t

equivalents of the constructions which we bul
up jn the.course of an analytic treatment
tempts at explanation and cure, though'it is t
that these, under the conditions of a psycho
can do no more than replace the fragment
reality that is being disavowed in the present
another fragment that has already been disa
ed in the remote past. It will be the task of
individual investigation to reveal the intim
connections between the material of the p
disavowal and that of the original repressi
Fkud is here stressing an old subject of his own:
"The essence of it is that there is not only
. .
in madness, as the poet has already
but also a fragment'of historical tmt
plausible to suppose that the compulsive be
attaching to'delusions derives its strength prec
ly from infantile sbrces of this kind. All that
can produce today in support of this th
reminiscenes, not fresh impressions. I
probably be worth while to make an attemp
study cases of the disorder in question on
basis of the hypotheses that have been here
fobard and also to &my out their treatmen
those same lines."l0
There are two things that are strikimg.for us in Freud's paper
structions in Analysis. One is the distinction-between knowledge
historical truth regardless of the therapeutic success: the other is t
parent disregard in mentioning the transference. - k c a n judges se
whether the psychosis;.in thecase of the Wolf Man, was not trigger
by the determination of Freud to mark and date, almost until the birt
of the subject, his relation to the primordial scene, his fantasm (19 0 a
Many things ought to be'aid he&; At the level of the theory, F
was with the Wolf Man answering:Jung's position regarding infan
sexuality. Oddly enough, it was with the Rat Man that Freud
',

18
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"

jng -hard indeed- to use some of Jung's ideas. However, in both
.the transference is used and taken into account, but the
therapeutic success in both still leaves open a fruitful field for discussion.
'.me'RatMan died during the war and his case will remain as an interrogation. The wcalled therapeutic success of the Wolf Man, Sergei
.: Wnstantinovitch Pankejeff, is no less of an enigma from the
,$hoanalytic
viewpoint. He had a long life. He died in 1979 and had
an::open collaboration with psychoanalysis, .Freud, Brunswick, Gar-.
diner.' Eissler, Sohs, and it would be safe to add the big Etc. It is really
,debatable
..~.,
whether.one could support 'Freud's coniment in relation to the
cure of the Wolf Man. What is clear is that the patient never overcame
the transference with Freud. The price was to live Freud's construction
$rid to remain in that point where someone either becomes an analyst or
remains living the findings of the analysis until the end. This is not a sim$e matter.
: ! ' We thin'k that the construction is onlyable to produce a structural
change when it can elicit a topographical regression, only way in which
the relations between,unconscious signifers can be altered. The other
point is the focalization of the f a n k m of the subject. These two aspects
were worked through in the infantile neurosis of the Wolf Man, yet the
transference to Freud continued- or w& it'that none of the analysts
who treated him after Freud, were able to point out anything different
other than that the transference to Freud was inexorable? Perhaps,.one
of.the c?nsequences of the construction isthe intransitive character of
the transference it awakens.
If Freud -following here expressly what has been said by Lacan- in
the case history of Dora situated himklfin the transference in,the place
of Mr. K.,in what emminent place for the Wolf Man would Freud be
situated if the Wolf Man had chosen, in his way, not to be another
analyst but to be the analysand of Freud and, by real heritage, the analyq d of ,analysis par. excehence? If being an analyst .is the secondary
benefit of a true neurosis, to be the Analysand with capital letters is to
be the privileged interlocutor of psych&nalysis.ll
,
.
But Freud was.wwed by.his previous cases and so too, was Ruth
Mack Brunswick. Freud thought.that anantiquity given as a gift could
settle'and finalize the debt of the patient to him. The misunderstanding
-5
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was that.the patient had always thought that psychoanal
to him. This debt, of course, he wanted unpaid; placing himself
guarantor of the .analysis. .This secondary benefit is, we-think;
tomatically expr@ in the collection of money that Freud orga
for several years for him.
We want to show that just as the psychosis was not foreign to’the
struction (as Lacan explained), the subjection of’the subj
analysis was given not as a debtor but as a guarantor. I n ot
the fact that the construction clarified the infantile neurosis,
the fact that there was memory or conviction in the analysa
not. to ,be sufficient for the neurosis to terminate.
Let us retum to the apparent disregard for therapeutic success
struction. The analyst performs a task somewhat similar to the
the archaeologist; that is, the reconstruction of the debris into a
cant order. However, Freud recognizes the limitation of the com
by underlying the quality of the material used by both in
since. . .
“Indeed, it may as we know, be doub
any psychical structure can really
of total destmction.””
We add the doubt as to whether something that is analysedis able t
destroyed. Freud’s statement was far from being a rhetorical one.
his affirmation of the overdetermination that reigns in th
where everything is and, moreover, everything is forever. It was
conviction which led him to use free association and to the recogn
of the lack of time in the unconscious. This confide
think that somehow. .the analyst’s task is easier.
chaeologist..
It is, insofar’as Freud‘s work with construction continued, ‘that
’
allowed himself to treat the material in a pseudoarchaeblogical m
thus offering the patient a piece of his life. This is of utmastimp6rtan
whether it can be remembered, as in the best’cases,or not.
“If the analysis is carried out”correctly, we’p
duce in him an assured convictibn’of the truth
the .construction .which achieves. the . sam
therapeutic result as a recaptured memory.””;.?

ions in Analysis is a.rigorous paper,, however, many
ns can be detected. .Freud:was settling:t,he account
bout trauma and fantasy and.his answer.is,$iewhat
ng ,is in. tt&.histoncal truth not factual history but
.nuchtrZglichkeitre:p;dering of the past where trauma, fantasy,
retation, and construction,., a&quire ‘meaning -psychoanalytic
ng- $long,*.there is. someone to listen to the unconscious act o the advice of Polonius, “Give,thy thought no tongue, give
voice.’?
an.thine ear, but.few
..
. . thy
..
:.
The fact that Freud takes the path not giving precedence to trauma or
._....
,to fantasy
* . ’ . is.clear in !he following:. .
,:
,‘:,This second phase is themostimportantand the
., .
mostmomentous of a//.But we may say of it in a
,. .
‘certain kn& that it has never-:had:areal
existence. It is never remembered; it has’ never
s u W e d in becoming conscious: Tt is a’construction of the analysis but is no less a n e a i t y
’ . .
,.
on that.
’.” , . ..
.The F p n d part of this quotation is to.be read more than twice by.those
..who make of the awareness of an ego the new eschatological mosaic
tablet to be followed in a so-called analysis. We add that this construc. tion is neither of ,the analyst nor of the .analysand, but intrinsic to
analysis.itself. In this regard, we understand why for Freud the construction,. not withstanding it being used in the. clinical situation, was a
necessity ‘of the theory. .
Constructions in Analysis. was written in 1937 and we have good
.grounds to think that .by then, the therapeutic success with the Wolf
Man was.in doubt. In 1919, instead, while the therapeutic success was
x . sure for Freud, he wrote A Child is Being Beaten, where the problem of
construction is dealt with.by .taking the clinical material very much in
.the way.he describedin 1937, as the only way in which the archaeologist
.could re-create what .had been.destroyed. We refer to a phase that has
never existed.
. .These,cqrre&tions .are of. interest.for us. Success or; failure, the ad, vance of the. theory. we the main purpose in Freud. Or,.? Lacan puts it,
..cure..ja.surplF..inan analys$a, surplus of theyanalysis
. . it&.
..,
To.say it
. without, euphemisq,the,cure
...
.
1s not the aim..
.
. . . .. .: . ..
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It was in Erinneren. Wiederholen und Durcharbeiten (translated.
Remembering, Repeatingand Working -Through) that Freud, havi
the Wolf Man and his famous dream in mind wrote the follo
“There is one special class of experience
most importance for which no memory can,
rule, be recovered. These are experiences w
o&urred in very early childhood and
understood at the time, but which.
nachtriglich (translated by Strachey as s
quently) understood and interpreted.”I6
However, in Die Wege der Symptombildung’ Freud ca
fantasies Urphantmien and referred them to some kind of uni
tasies which occur in subjects regardl& of any factual expe
mean in this regard what Freud understood to clarify for instance i
Wolf Man case with reference to the primordial scene -Urszene
Urphantasien.
In our subject, his amnesia was the repetition on the one hand o f t
.fulfillment of the maternal order which belonged to the past and had
be forgotten, and on the other hand, his amnesia was his particular w
of remembering for me.
“Above all, the patient will begin his trea
with a repetition.. .When one has anno
the fundamental rule of psychoanalysis t
tient with an eventful life history and long
of illness and has then asked him.to say
curs to his mind, one expects him to pour
flood of information; but often the first
that happens is that he has nothing to
long as the patient is’in treatment he can
escape from this compulsion to repeat; and in
end we understand that this is his way
remembering.”“
It is time for us to see whether M not there is any modification to
direction of an analysis according to the use of construction or to the
of interpretation, but there is no need for a choice since we t
analysis move with both: This is the way that Freud, hesitantly a
i
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, showed us.
It was in The Two Principles of Mental Functioning that Freud
pointed to:
“The strangest characteristic of unconscious
(repressed).. .processes is due to the entire
disregard of reality testing. . .But one must never
allow oneself to be misled into applying the standards of reality to repressed psychical
structures. . .undervaluing the importance of fantasies. . .”I9
It is in this text that we learned of the dream of a man after his
father’s death
“. . .his father was alive once more and that he
was talking to him in his usual way. But he felt it
exceedin& painful that his father had really
died only without knowing it.”m
Freud proposed to add to the narrative of the dream.
‘: . .as the dreamer wished, in consequence of his
wish”.
“The dream-thought then runs: It was a painful
memory for him.. .to wish for his father’s death.. .and how terrible it would have been if
his father had had any suspicion of it! What we
have here is thus the familiar case of selfreproaches felt after the loss of someone loved,
and in this instance the self-reproaches went
back to the infmtile signifmnce of death wishes
against thefather.’,’
This same dream is discussed in The Interpretation of heams.
Lacan showed in this dream the constitution of the subject as fundamentally not knowing. In Freud‘s example the patient was suffering
from a self repmach which sprang from the fact that he wished the
death of his father. The dream showed someone dead without knowing
it, while the dreamer knows his father died.
In the case of E. he did not know anything about hk deadfather. The
point of contact between being awake and saying, “I do not know
23
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&,jut my father" (negation)and having a dr&m.where,itis t
f&ii:ii;ho.does not:know.heis dead is striking. In both cases it impli
in a different position in regards to a live son. On the.0
de&&ei
hand.the.1ackof knowledge is in the father (dead),on the other, the lac
ofi.knowledgek i n the son.
'!:.!ForE:'the function of ,the interpretationiwasthe restitution of an
sion. The elision that E:put into play Was not the death of his father
sdmething of him 'still alive, something that .ujuld be read as: forma
deid,' almost unknown, but very'much alive somewhere.
wanting to know anything of the life of his father was, as
. His
, .:.. ,.not
donstruction revealed,"the result of the maternal'mandate, "I'do
want you to know that your father was ever alive" -which-w&not, .
condition
. ., of the ,subject:
different to the symptomatic
. . .
. .... , '
We have, accordingly, the., identification
.. . .
of the analysand with
father 'who did not know he was ever.alive; since for the subjec
father had been alive, E. would, have.&n thought by anoth
father). We,,put in th,k GZarre way 'the' fact that the analysan
almost hothing.about the life of his father. The father bequeaths an
case,
to erase the fcktprints
of his existen
heritance to the son; in this
..
. . ... .
. ... .
..
symbolic.
becoming
ledge of,..E. .about .his dkad father has for us al
of the Yerdanguhg ,where ,something is in the pla
something else.. The d$th of his father the statement, "my
die$" is &n avoidan?,,baug.'if we ask, :Who knows that he
would notfind,it easy'to.,&y "Y'because (E.) ought to have
something before. qe.,ought to have known that he who is dead w
a'live tiefore dying, and.thk is .what in E. is.repressed, the symptom.
E. knows but he presents himself in the analysi
opens many.different paths. Maybe this so becall
knowledge..~nstituted. .:;
as not kno$ing; as- n
'anything of;a.d+ire ofwhich i t 'would be insuffi
. . . of .that d
g
d .father.
. .
'that he..wish@.theideath
We hold that the problem that E. poses foras is the
sufficient thata father is.a$ve.inorder to wish his
ficiqt,that he;is d%d.in orderaot towish:it. But
,
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cuffice either. What E. avoids is to live the existence of the one who w.
.&the death of the other; that which since Freud is called mourning.
&it,.,iSE. then a melancholic? This is not so sure if by that is understood
[hat the subject does not know what he has lost.
.:, Moreover, we think that what E. presents
a different thing
altogether. He has lost and he knows it, but what he has lost does not
&n to constitute the knot of his neurosis.'The loss is not sufficient to
&bark
on the search for the lost. What E. lacks is at'the level of the fan. ... ..
mm. We think E. is telling us that he has been unable.to constitute the
a i l a t i o n ,of.his father in order to feel that he is missing for him.'fiis
is:what,we can describe as E.'s,symptom. Too much 'object' Gd'stuck
;to the sole of the shoe', a description.,of the red,with .which Lacan
makes nothing of motor development if this is not preceded by the order
of the'.symbolic which awaits the child with the lack.
.
What E. does not know is what.he h,@ not lost. E.'does not want to
inow Fything.about the fact that his father Was alive and, on the other
hqd, the conservation of the..father's surname speaks to us of'this Symbolic.presenS.which explains in E.'s history that while everybody had
up the new surname, he'rekined the same. it-is'there that E. does
.taken
..
.not.know what he has not lost. .Thisis neither.the prcduct.'of an immense love,nor of an,immensehate. To.say,that.jt+s;from there that E..
waits for his mother is just to explain the lure that E. believes he
. .
repraents for her.
I _ .

.:/

Ingenuous no.doubt, but also ingenious, without knowing that. he

does no mori than play the game of his,mother. Here dwells no doubt,
$e pact by which two peopkfeign that they do not know &,at they
have the y e knowledge of the same thing. . .

..If hi the analysis of the dead,fatherLacan shows that the subject who
attributes the non-knowledgeto the Other presents himself as knowing,
.what can. we say of,thesubject,of,ouranalysis who
. h l... f as not
knowing?
"I do not say that;. this is,the sGtement that
Freud~pue'atthe root of the Verneinung'when
.
.
.
the subject enstitutd himself& uncooSCious.'"
.. .
. * .
When E. receives h i s own wo& in the analysis, he. negatesthem
..
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,beixu'sethe Vemeinung'secudhis
the "I do nor say" shows the most
.Si&jifj& Which presents itself as the possibility of. .

7

.

gift
t
(e recomized in the repressed the particularity of the ine desire, we recognize tk well in the' Verneinungthe
ich'the subjeci'dm not want to know that heknows in a
F&e..if : ,he
F:;*!r:'.?.:'
. were able to think it; his judgement would fail. He will
& m d e with the Other, a fear.towhich E; succumbs. If E. were to
w 'ilk Othei would know as well immediately..And here it is not on.,-,r,$';
1v'a auestion of his death wish but of his desire, in which case it would
&+tothe , .~ Other and not to E. . . . ' .
,. .
:.. .,
The resistance -one of the five'that Freud named- is a1.w a way of
avoidingthe fantasm touched by Jones' pen with the name aphanisis. In
bhef,'the,&.istance is the resistance to disappear as a subject. There is no
other way to.kconstituted as asubject than,not knowing." The ne.@
tion'of E. -that he knew tliat his father wa..alive before'dying- is only
possible for him in the analysis. Retracing the path beyond the apparently,painful indifference with which he retouches his existence; d&th Will
appear. "hisdeath, neither abstract nor far away nor virgin, is the death
that the father bequeath& to him with his 'sins' is an accident of life, inverting in &is way Freud's formula about .life being.an accident of
. .
death.
Although it is t n k that E. asked his mother for advice in d@ir and,
as a result of consu1tations;the indication .for analysis emerged; it
would not be simple to concludethat in his co~i~ing-to'~analysis
he was
following the wish of his mother or on the 'hntrary, he Was king the
analysis as the possibility of including me between him and his mother.
We have to be prudeni Freud used to'iewt'.that when in doubt;
abstinence was best, not in order to fi&h"with nothing but in,order to
gain time to draw conclusions.
,
' The retracing of ,. this ;&I-the history' of which contains the
necesSary deformations,.to impede the'reqgnition of the analysand
mak& me arrive at the following conclusion. Neither too much,nor too
little, E;'Was asking,frdmme,'agaiht his own resistances,"the.returnof
'

. . L . . _ .
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his words in the course of the analysis -what he did not know that he
knew, transferring his voice in the interpretation.
The path constituted as a symptom had to be'un-knotted. The paternal demand unappealable forever left him in the shadows of the maternal seduction. Here the transference neurosis could.not fail to.appear
under the form of imaginary alliances in the analysis in order to change
one dependency for 'the other, while the direction of the analysis.implied
to. work the transference in the particular dimension of E.'s own
history."
If E. had inherited the mother, and if everybody in his family waS sufficiently well informed to name the Oedipus complex, were they not expecting maybe that the analysis would play a kind of infantile fable
where the analysts' a p o u r with. the gynablogical scissors would cut
the mental umbilical cord?
, .
The'analysis implies risk, and the major risk whichan analysis implies
is exactly the tonstkction not so much in its closeness or its distance
from the hktoncal truth (this was F&U& preoccupation) but becak
beyond being claseor far from it, it can mark the subject in the mandate
of following the construction forever. The Wolf Man is an exapple."
The analyst is not to give faith, of any last truth, to the analysand.
The change produced in an analysis does not guarantee any advance.
The only advance that can be guaranteed is the Tiection followed by
psychoanalysis itself, even at pure loss.
A clinical paper -since this is the oc&ion to say it- has no other
aim than the discussion, not in order to say that we know, not in order
to repeat what has been said millions of times, but to show what is important in a history: the particular.' It is not c l o d to other interpretations or to other constructions, which is not the same as to say that the
unconscious is open to all meaning.
Paraphrasing Borges, .we can say that for Freud, memoryn was so
large that it included what had not taken place, forgetfulness and the
not-known.
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enough to eat. Even when you’re practically sta
ving -it doesn’t change anything inside you.”
Mr.W. “Doesn’t it? I’ll take your word for it,
should be sorry to try.”
D. “Oh well, it’s beastly while it’s happening, 04
course, but it doesn’t make any real difference:
it’s the things that happen inside you that
matter.”
I
Mr. W.“Meaning?”
D. “Oh things change in your mind. And then
the whole world changes, because you look at it
differently.”’
1
This paper, then, concerns a telling of my journey in reading a
history in Freud and your listening to my telling which is itself a reading!
Hence we have’here the Borromean Knot with the
. . interlinking oi1
reading, telling and listening.
’!
,!
.-Tounlink the knot for the sake of clarification there is:
(i) the reading which points in the direction of those a s ~ t s
literature, and the other arts where the gaze is involved. This, of mu@
is not.to be confused with the clinic where it is not by chance, nor onl!
because he.tired of looking at his patients all day, that Freud placec
himself beyond’the risk of the lure -“the relationship between the gau
and what one wishesto see involves a lure.’“
(ii) the t e h g which points in the direction of the free association of th
patient without which.there can ‘.be no interpretation of the patient’
?
desire;the latter’being the nucleus of clinical practice.
’.
.’ “For, desire,”if ‘what,Freud says of..the ui
..
. conscious is right and.if analysis is necessary, ca
. . be grasped only:in interpretation.”)
L :
(iii). the li.stening.which points. in the direction.of the presence of .th
.analyst which is “itself a manifestation of the. unconscious”.’ It points.!
the.direction of he who.with suspepded.attention hasthe.nonsense-ab
ears to hear the primaryJanguage in which beyond what the patient tel
us of himself, he is already talking to us unknown to himself.’ .!
The Borromean Knot; the reading,,.the telling and the listening i
then, the structure which,underlies the foUowing presentation, a stru

ture which must be kept in mind as he who has ears to hear is invited to
listen to the metaphor of clinical practice in the speaking, apr& coup, of
an attempt to write a clinical paper.
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“There is no such thing as a
metaphor of a metaphor.”
Wallace Stevens
“But what is metaphor if not an effect of positive meaning, that is, a
certain passage from the subject to
the meaning of the desire?”
Lacan’

Several months ago I was asked to make a report to a group on the
topic of Freud’s reconstructions as found in the case of the Wolf Man.
Full of good intentions I set about my task in a reasonable and
methodical way. I read the text as’if it were a novel and, as is the case
with all proficient speed readers, my initial.survey provided me with
nothing more than a general overview. I returned to the text once more
with the intention of culling from it a series of reconstructions. My aim
was that of highlighting the clarity and precision of Freud‘s work. I, like
numerous others, had been thrown ‘into a state of utter adulation at
Freud‘s incredible ability to reconstruct the patient’s history to the point
of finest detail. It was my continued fascination with Freud‘s production
that for some time prevented me from actually setting about the work
which lay virtually unattended in the palm of my own hands? The part
played by resistance in transference isjndeed very considerable. Nevertheless, I was later to find that the same text was to evoke a wide spectrum of feelings including anger, hopelessness, excitement and curiosity
to mention but a few. It was not until 1 had well and truly embarked
upon an attempt to write my own paper that I could appreciate Freud’s
warning, namely, that the difficulties in store when the beginner comes
to deal with associations and with reproduction of the repressed are insignificant compared with the much more serious difficulty that has to
be met in the management of the transference.‘
’ In spite.of clinging to my original intention 1 somehow fottnd myself
in a maze as I tried to plot out the reconstructions of the meaningful
33
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events whose repression had structured the obsessional symptoms. .
It was in attempting to find a way through thil maze that I
the nonsense that the sum of the past can never equal a (w)hole
always a hole. In other words, the cause of the symptoms can
understood in a linear fashion, for overdetermination presides. Furth
more, psychoanalysis doesn’t cure, because it doesn’t repair what is
reparable, it doesn’t give back the lost. As Gustavo Etkin tells us:
“The idea, yes, is to be able to live with
wound in such a way that the inevitable
which.is produced - will not ‘develop in
black hole which attracts and absorbs
possibility of jouksanance (pleasure) and the
sion of life. Nothing more, but nothing less.
There seemed to be no way in which I could do justice to the
triecies and complexities of the processes recognized by Freud wi
the formulation of his presented reconstructions. As a means of ass
ing my frustration I drew consolation from the words with which Freu
himself opens Chapter Two:
“1 am unable to give either a purely historical
a purely thematic a m u n t of my patient’s story
can write a history neither of the treatment n
of the illness, but I shall find myself obliged,
combine the two methods of presentation. It
well known that no means has been found
any way introducing into the reproduction o
analysis the sense of conviction which r
from the, analysis itself. Exhaustive verbati
reports of the proceedings during the hours’.
analysis would certainly be of no,help at all. a
inany case the technique of the t
it impossible to draw them up. So ana
(1s this are not published in order
viction in the minds of those wh
hitherto been recuFnt and sceptlca
tion is only to bring forward some new fac
investigators who have already been q n v
by their own clinical experience.””’

HOMAGE

Judging myself to be one of those who have already been convinced I
‘feltheartened, and, being blinded to the fact that I was “concerned with
what is perhaps the most difficult material that can be the subject of
human research”,” thereupon decided to focus on what 1considered to
be a less ambitious project.
Two years ago a paper was delivered at the Homage to Freud entitled
A Pseudonym, the Itinerary for a Perversion,” in which Lewis Carroll
was cited as explaining the origin of The Hunting of the Snark.
“1 was walking on a hillside, alone, one bright
summer day, when suddenly there came into my
head one line of verse -one solitary line- “For
the Snark was a Boojum, you see.”
: I was able to recall this with interest, no doubt, because for some
unknown reason the title of a paper, The Godfather and the Wolf Man,
had occurred to me at some most unexpected moment. Surely, I thought
to myself, this would be a good idea to pursue in view of the company I
would be keeping in following up an idea that suddenly came into my
head.
Hence, I turned to the Chapter headed, The Obkional Neurosis,
with regenerated enthusiasm but found “that things are not so simple”“
and that the,project could not be carried out quickly. I knew that to be
trapped by that poisonous utilitarian attitude would inevitably prove
itself to be fatal. A telling consequence of my interest in this exploration
was that I shed the need to get onto other things and allowed myself to
work at it slowly, carefully and thoroughly. It seems to me, it is that attitude that.finds what is to.be found, nothing else; for as we are told, we
must be prepared to work over many tons of ore which may contain but
little of the valuable material we are in search of.” Again and again I had
to return to the earlierchapters with reference to the seduction and the
dream. The ‘return of the repressed led me to return to the repressed
repeatedly. The project had become one which was beyond the pursuit
of intellectual pleasure,-it had become a work of excavation:
. ..
“.;. .it must be bom in mind that the excavation
is dealing with destroyed objects of .which large
and important portions have quite certainly been
lost, by mechanid violence, by fire and by
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plundering. No amount of effort can result’in ,!
their discovery and lead to their being united i
with the surviving remains. The one and .only
course open is that of reconstruction, which for
this reason can often reach only a certain degree i
of probability. But it is difficult .with the
psychical object whose early history the analyst
is seeking to recover. Here we are regularly met:
by a situation which with the archaeological object occurs only in such rare circumstances as
those of Pompeii or the tomb of Tutankhamun.
All of .the essentials are preserved, even things
that seem completely .forgotten are .present
somehow and somewhere, and have merely been
buried and made inaccessible to the subject. I n
deed, it may, as we’know, be doubted whether
any psychical structure can really be the victim
of total destruction.”’6

4

..

With each re-reading I saw some new shade of meaning, some more
clearly defined aspect of the history.
But this return led me even further afield than I could ever have imi,
agined at the outset. Like a dream, where in regression the fabric of the
dream thoughts is resolved into its raw material, the fabric of this,paC
ticular case history seemed to be resolving into the raw material of the
Works of Freud before my very eyes.”
I found myself working through the pages of Totem and Taboo, The
Ego and the Id; The Oedipus Complex;The Resolution of the Oedipus
Complex; Obsessions and Phobias; Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety;
The Future of an 1llusion;AChild is Being Beaten. . . . . .It was then t h t
I knew that I had been taken beyond the realm of my g w d intentions I had no neat paper which presented‘ a-pro& schema clarifying the
Edentifications and the It-entifications associated with the father, son
and Godfather as I had previously hoped and planned. The former were
to refer to the Wolf Man’s ideas of himself as a child of God and son of
his father where those identifications were to endeavour to mould his
ego after the fashion of the one that has been unconsciously taken as a
36

model. The latter, the It-entifications were to refer to the .in.
distinguishable object .investment and identification which occurs.at the
very beginning in the primitive oral phase and to the super-ego, the heir
of the Oedipus complex, which is derived from a transformation’of ihe
child‘s earliest object investment into identifications. Not only did I have
no paper to present for the date appointed for my report butmy.paper
still remains unwritten. I may well have had good intentions and,,furthermore the burden of the name proved too great for me - 1have yet
to make its inheritance my own.”
And myself at this point? No doubt, an ex-centric. ‘lost in’ Borges’
library” that “sphere whose exact centre is any one of its hexagons and
whose circumference is inaccessible”. Search as I might, there is no
catalogue of catalogues to this other ‘scene’;” a scene where there are no
things, only %chvorste//ungen. There wadis no end possible to my
search.for there remains that.shelf which is yet to be done.” The telling
of my attempted clinical paper has not a happy end if one imagines that
“to understand is an end in itself‘ but it bears the mark of a realization
that “the greatest successes do not require that one knows where one is
going”.”
While there is no post-script to this paper - for we are duped if we
have been led to believe that we will find symmetry in the experience of
the Freudian clinic, 1 bring this paper to a termination. It is true, as the
able listener will hare heard that I have mixed ‘my metaphors. There is
no doubt, therefore, that this paper is a derivative of clinical practice
wherein the inmixing is best described by drawing upon the analogy of
the enfolding of the moebius strip where the inside is the outside and the
outside the inside. All this is to say, that the analyst is the analysand and
the analysand, the analyst in that enfolding wherein the analyst remains
always an analysand insofar as he continues to desire the Truth.
I remain, therefore, an ex-centric, one lost in Borges’ library or dare 1
say that I am where It speaks and I cannot. I f this be so then at most I
can refer YOU to the same library, there where there will be. no final
answer, no catalogue of catalogues, only the question that is to be asked
at that moment when the journey ruches the end which is the beginning - Do you want what you desire?
. ..

.

,
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THE PSYCHOSIS OF THE PRIME MINISTER’S SON

1

Rob Gordon
“The gods belong to the field of the real.”
Lacan‘
“Timeless as water into language flowing,
Molten as snow on new. bums,
The. limb of half-knowing
..Where the gagged wnscience twists and
turns,
Wiil plant the flag of their knowing.
It is not peace we seek but meaning.”
Lawrence Durrell’

“In the year. 1830, I was. unfortunatelydeprived
of,the,& of reason. . . . .The Almighty allowed
my mind to become a ruin under sickness delusions of a religious nature. My soul survived
that ruin.”’..
John.fercevu1begins the account of his psychosis with these words.
For two years he was acutely ill &id confined in two separate lunatic
41
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asylums. The fact that his father, Spencer Perceval, was Prime Minister
of England from 1809 to 1812 makes the story all the more significant,
especially if we follow Lacan:
“It is in . . . the forclosure of the Nameof-theFather in the place of the Other, and in the
failure of the paternal metaphor, that I designate
the defect that gives psychosis its essential condi-

tion.’”
Although the Nameof-theFather has a relation to the actual father
which must be determined in each case, we can suspect that John’s
psychosis will find its shification in relation to Spencer. Not only did
he embody the Law of the family, but he was Chancellor of the Exche
quer, Attorney General and Prime Minister.’ Although regarded as “an
industrious mediocrity of the narrowest type,” Spencer’s life is not
without interest, particularly as a framework for John’s delusions. Its
signification is taken nachrraglichkit from its last event - for Spencer
Perceval was the only English Prime Minister to have been assassinated.
It happened around 5 p.m. on May 1 Ith, 1812. He had just stepped into
the lobby of the House of Commons when a certain John Eellingham
held a pistol to his chest and shot him through the heart. He is said to
have uttered a cry, taken several steps forward and said, “Murder!” as he
fell.’
Now Bellingham also had a relation to psychosis. His father “had
been in confinement as a lunatic and had died mad,’“ and this tragedy
must have had its effect on the son. While acting as an agent in Archangel, Russia, he was imprisoned for five years becouse of unpaid
deb& On his return to England, he developed a “delusional
resentment’- at the Government’s refusal to pay him compensation for
his trouble.lo In fact the a m u n t s in The Times give the impression that
the assassination of Perceval was in effect, an elaborate method of committing suicide. Bellingham said: “It is a private injury. I know what I
have done. It was a denial of justice on the part of the Government.””
From prison, he wrote. to his landlady, “For eight years I have never
found my mind so tranquil as since this melancholy, but necessary
catastrophy.”” He is said to have died without fear or remorse, cheered
by many of the crowd, who then auctioned his clothes button by button

HOMAGE

as souvenirs.” He had been tried and executed within Seven days of the
crime.
Spencer’s body was initially placed in the Speaker’s picture rooni of
the House. When his wife, Jane, was told, “at first she refused to believe
it ‘and even fancied she heard him coming upstairs’. For hours she was
too shocked to cry, but finally she broke down and afterwards grew
‘very moderate and resigned‘.”“ A newspaper of the time -TheDuy-reported that while the body lay in the Speaker’s room, “one of the sans
of Mr. Perceval, a fine boy of about thirteen years of age happened accidently to come down a few moments after the assassination took
place. . , the unhappy child‘s distress is beyond description”. Gray, who
reports this in a footnote of his biography of Spencer, concludes the son
referred to was probably John, then nine years old, since his elder
brothers were away at Harrow ~chool.~’
Spencer was an arch-conservative and belonged to the Tory Party; he
supported the war against Napoleon in Spain, but opposed almost all
reforms except the abolition of slavery. The latter offended his Christian
conscience, since he had been an early follower of the evangelical movement.
Because of the importance of religious themes in John’s psychosis, it is
worth examining this aspect of Spencer’s life. He went to Trinity College, Cambridge in 1780, and studied law. There he joined a small
evangelical group in what was predominantly an unreligious environment. The evangelical movement emphasised the need for an active
spiritual life. Its followers “believed that the immediate action of the H e
ly Spirit leads men through conversion to a holy life. . . . They accepted
the total depravity of man: of his own will, he cannot turn to God,and
restoration of divine favour can be affected by Christ alone.. . . They
developed an almost morbid preoccupation with death. In their reaction
against rationalism, they allowed unfettered scope to the emotions.. .
they depreciated intellectual pursuits and relied on uncritical Biblical
literalism”. They manifested “an intense preoccupation with the salvation of the individual”.“
Spencer made religion central to both family and public life, to the extent that when his first son (also called Spencer) was only a few days old
and Seemed on the point of death from a painful bowel disorder, he
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wrote a special prayer which w’as credited with. curing him. He.wrot
another prayer for himself on becoming Prime Minister. He studied th
prophetic books of the Bible.
Spencer in fact seemed not entirely-free of the gift himself. After h
death, a letter was found to his son, Spencer, in wliich he wrote of h
life, “with a sense, of the improbability of its long continuance”:”
marginal note to a poem was found in his hand, which recalls the
count of Jane’s reception of the news.of the assassination:
.
,.
.._.
“I do notpweep, the springs of tears are dry;
. .
And of a sudden I am calm.as if
All things were well, and. yet
. my
,
husband‘s
murdered.”’a
He was also said to have had a strong presentiment of his death and
his will to his wife with instructions some days before it. In addi
John Williams, of Cornwall dreamed the exact details of the assassin
tion three timeson’the night of the 2nd.or 3rd of May.IgSpencer w
staunchly opposed to allowing Roman Catholics rights to vote or ho
public office. This was later a matter of some concern for John. I
ticular, two acts of Spencer’s were also of significance in John’s i
First, as Prime Minister, Spencer had suitable religious books dis
to sick and wounded soldiers. Second, he repaired Whitehall Chapel so
could seat the Kings Guard during services. A contemporary wrote.
him that he was’”fhe model of a Christian gentleman. . . illustratin
Gospel by his public adoption of its verities, and his practical submi
to its precepts.. . , He might be said to have been Christianity
.
.
sonified”.m. .
Although not much appears to be known of. his family. life, it
generally held up as one of his virtues. It seems; however, that he el
with his wife, Jane Wilson, through the drawing-room window:’.
older brother had married her older sister; but the girls’ father had
agreed to Spencer and Jane’s union. They went.on’to have tw
children, of which John seems to have been 5th. He said the happi
of children, “is as great as anything the world can produce”.” He ‘
beloved.without a sensation of fear, and was never so happy as
playing in the midst of them”.= The night,before his death, when
guests were expected for dinner, he said,.“I amhappy, for 1shall
’
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Ileasure I very seldom enjoy, of dining with all my family alone”. After
iinner, the customary passage from the’Bible was read and he.asked
iane to-allow the children to stay up later than usual. Then he kissed
Ind-blessed each,.one.as they. went to bed.=
He was a n unusually pale man. He dressed in black, and waS called
‘sepulchral Spencer Perceval”. Amassociate described him as ‘‘a short,
pare, palofaced, hard, keen, sour-looking man with a voice well suited
o the rest”.” Needless to say, this was the view of a political opponent.
n addition to his rigidity and bigotry, there are hints of an obsessional
lisposition: He prepared all speeches in great detail, and read them.from
he drafts. When pressed to ‘extemporise, he would become confwed
nd ineflmfual. He lacked’confidence which, in his early..years
mounted to timidity; andihad an “excess of modesty”. He.was said to
tutter. particularly at the beginning of his sentences. This defect,seems
J have interfered with his spontaneous public speakingU .
Politically, he was one of the most repressive 19th Century prime
iinisters. He published pamphlets such as, The Duties and Powers of
kblc 9fficers with respect to Violations of the Public Peace. The Ludite rigtioccurred during his period of office’and he ordered ‘the army
gainst them. There was strong public feeling against him.in the lower
!-.
. ...
But it is significant that his assassin Was regarded’as insane, although
le plea was.rejected by the jurybeiause of his composure. However, a
Intemporary wrote, “No person &n have heard what the conduct and
meanour of the man has been since he,com&itted the crime, or can
we read his defence
without being satisfied that he is mad.”x
..
John Perceval was not the only eccentric family member. Frederica,
ie youngest child, kept the blood-stained hg on which her father died,
d o t h e r relics until her own death in 1900.n Spencer junior, on the
:her hand, seems to have espoused evangelical doctrines of a more eniusiastic nature than his father. When cholera reached England from
ran= in October 1831, he.saw it as Divine retribution for the naiion’s
,iI, ways. .He had already moved for ‘a,,nation-wide fast in December
130 -the time when John w& at the height of the acute.phase.of.his
ness. .However, in consequence. of the poor acoustics of the House of
mmons, his colleagues misheard him and .thought he referred to a
>

~

. .
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military matter’and cried, “General what?” ‘When he finally.
himself heard, a member asked if he was aware that one-third of th
ple fasted every day of the week already? In January 1831, he mov
again and was quite beside himself. With Bible in hand, he har
Parliament for an hour and three-quartersdenouncing and pro
desolation and pestilence.a Le Marchent, a witness, described t
“Perceval looked as if he had just escaped from Bedlam -his
as death- his eyes flaring.’mAnother diarist of the time wrote
Perceval made a dreadful exhibition of fanaticism in the House.
clearly labouring under temporary derangement. . . .Afterwards
.
fortunate.gentleman sat down exhausted by his own phrenzy
may well wonder what part his brother John’s distressing illness play
in young Spencer’s views. Soon after this Spencer left Parliament
joined the Irvingite church. Edward Irving was a charismatic evangeli
figure who also features on the periphery of John’s narrative.

*
John Perceval was born in 1803. He was nine years old when.
father was killed. He left school at the age of seventeen, studied one y
with a private tutor and then followed the inclination “formed
childhood for a military life”. He found army life difficult. He
tendencies in his companions to make light of religion and mor
drive him to intemperance by ridicule. One can suspect tha
these tendencies may have been shared with his companio
“

,“In private I had severe conflict of mind
the truth and nature of the Christian religi
companied with acute agony at my own
sistency of conduct and sentiment with the p
ciples of duty and feeling taught by Jesus and
apostlqm‘
But then he “found at last a time of peace, and joy and triumph,
agined in the doctrines usually styled ‘evangelical’”. He impli
were a new discovery, and nowhere does he refer to the religion
chiidhood: Could it be that the faith of Sir Henry Can, K.C.E.
mother’s Second husband had not been tlyt of the Prime Minister?
in the family by Spen
he.lost contact with evangelism as pra&
.;

,nly’to redimver it later? John makes no reference to Spencer’s
& i o n , nor does he speak of it as other than a dramatic new force in his
ife. It would seem that the religion of hisfather had been repressed only
0 return when he was beset by d#iculties.
“Till then the message of Jesus Christ, instead of
being a message of gladness had always been to
me one of increasing woe and shame; as a sinner,
to whom it made the law more binding, the offences against the law more ungrateful - the
heinousness of the crime deeper, in proportion to
my conception of the boundless love of the
Almighty God. Then I understood that the law
was done away in Christ, and liberty given to the
mind.” (p.6)
But as with all compromise solutions to psychical conflicts, the “peace
nd joy and triumph” were attained at a price. It was after this, in 1829
iat his “conduct first became decided and extreme, through the active
rinciple instilled by the doctrines”. He felt he had become one of the
lect of God the Father, “for the sake of the obedience and sacrifice of
%us Christ” and that he “a vile and weak creature” had been changed
it0 the “likeness of Divine holiness’. Now his conflict was restructured
I another form -‘he felt “gratitude for the gift given”, but “fear of the
vath of God if I disobeyed the end for which it was given”. It now con:ms his very existence in the face of an Other who will judge harshly.
The relocation of the conflict rests on his relation to the Law. He feels
imself clearly within it, and consequently now he can fall oukide it.
ut the Law which founds man’s existence as a subject is not just a
(stem of commandments, but as Lacan points out,
“the law of man has been the law of language
since the first words of recognition presided over
the fmt gifknn
erceval is precariously situating himself within the symbolic register,
hich will locate him in relation to the function whit$ constitutes the
w - namely, the function.of the father - Almighty God. In the
ords of.Lacan,
“It is in the name of the father that we must
47
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recognise the support of the symbolic func
which, from the dawn of history hascident
his person with the figure of the law.”33 . ,

’

Hence it is no less than the field of the symbolic, the field of langu
which is at stake for Perceval, in its capacity to constitute his r
the imaginary and to the real - and in turn constitute him as a subj;
John says the law was “done away in Christ” and the ‘‘liberty’’
of, refers to the beginnings of a process of a loss of the symbolic
and hence’ a loss,of the separation of it from the imaginary and
.We may assume..from.what ,he has. %id, that Almighty God
received a signification as a being whose declared love did
abate its authoritarian power. Do we sense something here a
conduct of Spencer toward his son? The Almighty who h
stituted as the representation of John’s superego, is disp
tolerant Christ, who holds before him the representation of an ego
that will permit,,as he says, “that the soul might choo,se gratefully
it could not be driven to by fear”. The effect of this restructuring
superego was to open the way for an augmentation of his ego whi
.. .to a harsh jurisdiction.
we have seen, was accustomed
During this .period, John w& stationed with his .regiment in
and busied himself with the religious,welfare of his men, He read
vice to them, and procured books for them and for the sick. T
:‘procured seats for the men in a large chapel”. These act
remarkable resemblance to those of the Prime Minister. But his
began to cause problems for him in the face of.the prevailing a
H e Says,
“I judged it prudent to withdraw from a sce
constant conflict with my own consci
.last attachment to the Tory party an
. .
pride of being an Englishman, were t
1 had thought .my’country upright
generous and that party honest and
I now despised the one, and began to hate
fear the other.”(p. 10)
As we know, his,father had been a Tory Prime Minister. DoeS En
here constitute a displacement for the father?
’

’
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He now repudiates the paternal function as it is represented in his
lreer and.his political allegiance. But he gives us another detail. He tells
; he feared that the Duke of Wellington, then Prime Minister, might
;e the armyfor “putting down the will of the people by the bayonet”.
he figure of “The Prime Minister” emerges as a harsh, wrathful judge,
cpared to use John as his instrument. Remember Spencer’s use of
wps to quell the Luddite riots.
John structured political, events as representations of his relation to
e paternal metaphor. Repression had sustained an identification with
Lings and constitution” and the army. But this was ,set aside. He wishI to escape the dominion of the father but replaced the symbolic strucre of career, family, and political adherence with an elevation of the
ther into an imaginary position so that he became “Almighty”. Liberty
rried in its train persecution, and thrust him out of the symbolic
gister. John shows this when he says,
‘!I was also strongly persuaded that the time of
the end was a t hand,,and that God was about to
visit the nations with his plagues.” (p.11)
.emember Spencer junior‘s parliamentary activities along the same line
thought.) John demonstrates the experience of the loss of the symllic - that sense of universal disintegration or collapse, which is so
ten the prodrome of a schizophrenic illness. He well knows this when
: says in the next Magraph, “So seeking liberty, I fell into ionfine:nt; seeking to serve the Almighty, I disgraced His worship and my
m name.”
He left the army imbued with his freedom. He felt at first “joy unut:able and, full of glory, and “endued with a.new nature, and with
lwer to overcome all those habits which had most vexed me during my
:”. He found that his “mind and’conduct were for the first time &isIt with each other”. He had received the support of the evangelical
iternity in Dublin, where he would have stayed, but he felt it.was “my
ty to my mother. . i and my attachment to England”. which made him
ne. In Oxford, where he then went;he found himself alone. Others
1 not share his religious views. He:faltered, feeling puzzled, then
.decided;. then mistrustful; he began to fluctuate between fear and
Idness. Spenkr must have felt a similar isolation a t Cambridge;’where
i evangelism was out of sympathy with his environment.
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But then -and it is curious how fully John gives the de
at inold man’s sick bed in Oxford, and there met a friend
brothers. This man was a Calvinist and introduced him
minded friends. He looked on this event as a Signal Of enmuragem
from the Almighty. But its meaning is perhaps also built on the fact t
the old man, (named Bradley) had “put on mourning at mY fath
death, though he knew him not,” and it give John happin
days before his death, Bradley “understood that.one of my father’s
had attended upon him”.
An imaginary father appeared in the form of the dyin
presented him with a’companion, also a friend of his bro
this young man be understood as a brother of his brother
father? Should he be understood as a Double for”John Pe
brought to him that certainty that he lacked?,
In Oxford, he mentions attending the preaching of He
(1 800- 1866). Bulteel was a “high Calvinist w,ith a reform
But his teaching of predestination, justification and salvat
.him into conflict with church authorities, and as a result Of
dicting the university and the church in February 1831, (several m
after John became ill), he had his licence to preach withdrawn a
the AngliFn church to found his ow.n group who became known as
Bulteelers.” The effects of such a radical can only have intensi
John’s repudiation of the structure in which he had beemituated.

.
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In June ‘1830, John heard of certain miraculous events re
have takmplace at Row, a town near Glasgow in Scotland.
urged him to’go there and see if they were true. He left 0
and must have arrived some weeks later.
These events at Row are not explicitly mentioned b
found to occupy a significant place in Presbyterian chu
reports meeting all the main characters involved. John M

,,would receive eternal life. Exception was taken to such statements as
.:‘God
<.
loves every child of Adam with a love the measure of which is to
be seen in the agonies of Christ”.16He inspired strong religious feeling in
his congregation, but was called before the Presbytery in September
1830,to answer charges of heresy. John accompanied him to this hearing and assisted in the preparation of his defence. In May the following
year, he was dismissed from the ministry - the same year as Bulteel in
Oxford.
Campbell’s position had been aggravated by a spate of miracles in his
parish. A certain consumptive, Isabella Campbell, (no relative of John
McLeod‘s), “had lived and died a life ofsuch’unusual sanctity as to draw
pilgrims to her couch and to her home from many quarters”?’ When her
sister Mary was in a decline with the samqdisease, she began speaking
“with superhuman strength in an unknown tongue”. Nearby, in Port
Glasgow, two brothers named Macdonald had a similarly stricken sister.
One day, she declared to James, the elder of the two, that he might be
endowed with the Holy Ghost. He turned away towards the window for
a moment, then said, “I have got it”. He went to his sister and spoke
from the 20th Psalm saying, “Arise, and stand upright!” After several
repetitions, she rose and was healed. They wrote to Mary Campbell with
the news and when. she read the letter she also rose from what had seemed her death-bed and pronounced herself healed. Whereas for some time
she had been bed ridden, she now resumed a very active life speaking in
tongues to assemblies of people.”
These events occurred in the context of declarations that the Second
Coming Was at hand. Edward Irving d,eclared,the Row miracles a second
revelation, and showed that the church need no ionger’rely on a,single
revelation for its establishment. The principle of continued divine’inspiration was propounded to form a new religious current. Speaking in
tongues happened more and more to others in the vicinity. It is said that
Mary’ ‘Campbell “is responsible for the ’ modern ‘Pentecostal
movements”.”,
.

bell was.the local minister, and John s t a y d i n his’house with.him
was said to be one of the saintliest and most learned ministers of.his
He had drawn the attentions of the church elders by maintaining’
trines contrary to the Calvinist principle that only a few chosen

John Perceval must have spent some weeks in this atmosphere. He
says he spoke often to and received advice from Mary Campbell; he
spent time with the Macdonald brothers and other prominent figures.
While he.repelled in the millieu of divine contact, he’found the direct

*

*

*

’
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.
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confrontation with its manifestation disturbing and confusing. Durin
luncheon at the manse, a young woman asked him to come outside fo
moment where she a d d r k d - him in tongues and quoted scriptur
him. He attended meetings and soon began to feel promptin6 wi
him to make biblical quotations to passewby. But he ‘.‘shrank from do
ing so, knceiving it to be a delusion”. Although mistrusting himsel
when he left ROW he felt “in my own imagination, a living instance o
the Holy Ghost operating in man”.
He then went:back to Dublin,.where.his doubts became greater. At
the &me time, he noticed pains in his “palate, throat and hearing”
which he felt able to discern evil in himself. In describing these pains,
repeatedly makes reference to the phrase “hold my tongue”. He of
felt the urge to speak. When he did not speak and actually held
tongue, he wentagainst God‘s.will, which was for him also against th
laws of nature. It was then that he felt .the pains.
What’ began aslan imaginary’injunction: “hold your ‘tongue”
transposed into the real. .It lost its linguistic.status and beyme an
mediate effect on the body, in &sequence of him beingoutside’the’
of.language:John’s.pains mark& him’rather, as the object of anoth
injunction. Thus he became trapped in the real. If’hedid not speak a
was guided, but followed his own thoughts, he would ‘‘s
broken sentences; stammer and pro’ve ridiculod.’ Recall
stuttered and stu-mbled’when he neglected’his carefully p
and tried to extemporise. It appears the father too, rnistrus
spontaneous thought and required the formality of precon
language’to protect him: Thus he found himself in an impossible
tion..If he spoke he feared that he was mad and hence outside the I
he did not speak, he felt he was evil and ungrateful and hence also o
side the law.
Doubt, which remained one of his major symptoms, shows itself to
a state where the subject finds himself at a loss. He is outside the str
ture which locates him as a subject and is unable to establish a relat
to the claims laid on him. Doubt, in fact, seems.to indicate the.1
status as subject. In,.JOhn’s case,.being outside the’law of .the
meant he gained a freedom to doubt, but.it was an illusion,.givi
the status of object of the imaginary agencies he had set up throu
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a p e - that is, the Almighty and those in close communion with him.
Much later, when.he began to recover from the illness, it was because
resolved’.thedoubt. Paradoxically, however, he did this by beginning
doubt his guidance itself: Doubt enabled him to form the idea’ttiat.his
perience was a delusion - &t by wicked spirits perhaps, but never:less, he located it as an imaginary phenomenon. He then &sei to
,
.
ey.
Doubt, which undermined his relation to-the symbolic order underned the snare which restricted him to the real;and opened the way for
n to restructure himself as a.Subject again. But at this stage, it still
dermines his relation to the symbolic:
On his return to Dublin,’ he met two “individuals;’ who had been at
IW.
It is to be wondered if they were women since he g& on to say, “I
s tempted to,’protract my stay until they returned to Scotland”. He
icribed meeting many women while at Row. But by now’his doubt
j uncertainty had made him “incapable of speaking. . . without interI rebuke and misgiving;aciompanied with real nervous pain”. He felt
clined often to give up all care. in religion, exhausted, weary and
iken-hearted“. In. t h i s confusion and despair can be detected the
akdown of his investment of religion as the central theme of his life.
iad been basic to the formation of his superego, and the means for
ilimating other desires in his life. These now became freed.
l e then succumbed to the invitation of “a woman of the town“. He
cribes a
. .
“sense of shame, of ingratitude, of remorse, continual accusation of myself, that 1 did notfeel’the
extent’of my crime, of my guilt in bringing
. . . .
disrepute on doctrines I was’persuaded came
.
from the Holy Spirit”. (p.26)
does not feel guilt for his sexual activity, but for his lack of remorse.
allows himself the pleasure, but it Seems also to constitute an attack
the doctrines. It is via the path of sexuality that his hatred of the
nighty comes to expression at the same moment that he has most
s l y alligned himself with Him. Perhaps the foundations for this act
‘e laid by Spencer’s views on adultery;.He had strongly supported a
nber of,attempts to make it a punishable offence.”
’
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As a result of the indulgence, John contracts, or thinks he contrac
venereal disease and takes what appear to be o
measures, as well as mercury. The v e n e p l disease bec0m
of his hatred of the Creator of the Law, and allows it to escape
sion. The sexual encounter lea& directly to the acute phase
psychosis.
While staying with friends, he spoke to them
endeavoured to place his hand in the fire to show it wo
and when given a red handkerchief, saw it as a token of,illexcl
“what have you given me? You have given me blood.” He ”forb
calamity which, though inevitable, I could not distin
night, he woke and a voice told him he had offended the Lord
the medicine and “could only be saved by being changed into
body, and that a great fight would take.place in my
ween Satan and Jesus. The result of which would
tion in a spiritual body or my awakening in hell”.
The struggle demands that he take a position “resting on my feet, my knees drawn up
my head and [be]made to swing my body
side to side without ceasing. In the meant
heard voices without and withi
as of the clanking of iron, and the brea
great forge bellows, and the force of the
(p.29)
After. passing the night like t h s he felt his body had been perfected
clothed upon with the Holy Ghost. He felt two different guione half of his
. body
.
“appeared in a state of $carlet
During the morning he had at f i t felt like an angel, then becam
fused, unable to move and overwhelmed with ,the
worthlessness. A spirit cried out ‘‘in me, and for me
am!” This utterance seems to mark his capitulation
abandons the attempt to remain within the Law.

*
Let us review the sequence of events. First, he travels
Dublin. On the Way he lost his Hebrew Bible - a
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dowing the loss of the symbolic and his.repudiation of the ‘true’
gion. He declines an offer to become a curate in Somersetshire. This
Ild have placed him under the jurisdiction of a Bishop and a struc:of law. Instead he goes to Limerick and preaches with the assistance
he spirit. After meeting the two “individuals” from Row,’ he stays in
blin and gives expression to his sexual desire and aggressive wish
,ards the father. He has in fact repeated the repudiation of the
:rnal-symbolic career structuk which occurred when he left the arOnly this time, we may assume a strong libidinal element in the exig experience at Row.
.
.
‘he split between sexual desire and guilt as to its aggressive significaI, becomes focused on the venereal disease. He does not know
:[her to attribute his cure to the mercury he is taking or to a
raculous blessing”, being unable to decide, he says, “I split the difnce by taking half the dose that my physician had ordered me. The
h is, that I doubted my delusions and 1 doubted my.physician.”
.t the moment of his capitulation, his friend entersthe room and he is
:n back to his hotel, a servant is put to guard him and a doctor called.
v begins the period when confined to his room, and later to his bed
j fully at the mercy of his voices, (while his elder brother, Spencer, is
XI from England). During this time the spirits demand that he speak,
I rebuke him for using his own voice, not that given to him. He is .’
lroiled in a series of doubts. When he loses patience and speaks pell’,he again feels the pain in palate and throat which stops him as efively as a “hold your tongue!’’ He is required to resume the position
nced on head and feet.
. .
e speculated on theological questions, and.saw himself at their cen“I perished,” he says, “from an habitual error of mind. . . of fearing
wbt”. Later a “lunatic doctor” attended him, and he continued conj to his room. Much as he longed to exercise, he communicated with
fne but his voices, with whom he expostulated. Again he forsaw “a
dful doom which I could not define; and from which, like one in a
m, I attempted to run away”. He had delusions that his whole famias waiting outside to hail him as a-martyr; he believed he was to be
ified and burned; that his father and a deceased sister had been raisrom the dead; that they had defended .him from a violent mob
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(remember the mob which gathered when Bellingham was escorted to
prison) by sacrificing their lives.

now had none. I became like one awake, yet
dreaming.” (p.44)
He had now truly ‘cracked up’ as we still say. Something similar happened twice more; he felt himself in heaven, hell and on earth simultaneously; then he imagined the Almighty judges him for disobedience and cast
a thunderbolt at him. The lightning pierced the air on his right and “the
reason for disobedience on earth, and the mystery of my sinfulness was
revealed to me”.
Here is another crucial experience. It opens the way to the fulcrum of
his psychosis, which can now emerge in the real, as an experience lived
through simultaneously with, but distinct from his mundane reality. It is
an experience which presents him with the task imposed on him by his
psychosis, which he will spend the rest of the term of his illness trying to
signify. When he succedes, and in the measure to which he does, he will
have recovered.

In this experience we have a hint of what is to come - the violent
mob represents his own hostility, responsible for the deaths of both
father and sister. He becomes steadily more embroiled in delusions,
which leave him not only powerless but unable to achieve any status
other than that of object of his voices, and impossible object at that.
Whatever he does he fails:
“My usual delusion came on me, that I was
gifted with the power of an elephant to break my
bonds; and when I tried and found how futile
were my efforts, I was told I did not choose to
use the strength 1 had, from cowardice, or ingratitude or laziness.’’ (p.41)
His delusion expressed the loss of a symbolic dimension. Instead of a
psychical conflict, he experienced himself as the object of a battle in the
real which concerned his body.
Many other delusions developed which centred on the spirits praying
the Lord to allow him one more chance before eternal damnation. In
this way, he moves steadily deeper into the centre of a structure which is
not the less potent in its annihilating and omnipotizing of him for its being imaginary. There is a crescendo approaching. He struggles to be a
subject, trying to satisfy and reconcile the voices. He is adjured to suffocate himself on his pillow, and is reminded “it was my only chance of
salvation, that, through my cowardice and want of fortitude whole crea
tions were suffering as yet the wrath of the Almighty, waiting for my
obedience”. He goes on:
“At last, one hour, under an access of chilling
horror at my imagined loss of honour, 1 was
unable to prevent the surrender of my judgement. The act of mind I describe was accompanied with the sound of a slight crack and the
sensation of a fibre breaking over the right temple; it reminded me of the mainstay of a mast giving way.. . until now I had retained a kind of
restraining power over my thoughts and belief; I
56
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The kernel of the psychosis emerges in the form of an experience,
which is described in the following words:
“I heard what resembled the notes of a hurdygurdy, which appeared to go round me, playing a
tune that effected me with extreme anguish. It
seemed to remind me of all that I had forgotten
of my heavenly Father’s care and love towards
me. My mind, amidst other scenes, was
transported back to Portugal - to a day when I
passed through Alhandra on horseback on my
way to visit the lines of Torres Vedras, in company with three brother officers. It appeared to
me, as if that day a little Portuguese beggar boy
had been playing on a hurdy-gurdy in the street.
,But to my imagination, now, it was connected
. also with a time of life, when I had in person lived at Alhandra, a beggar orphan boy. When 1
had been taken charge of by the vicar or priest of
the parish, who had loved me, clothed me,
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educated me, and provided for me as an
in the church. My protector had introd
to the abbot of a monastery, and he a
venerable old man, had been my patron
rewarded them, by aiding in the robbery of
monastery chapel, with certain.bad co
I
and carrying off a golden relique, for
which the old abbot had been sente
flames by the Inquisition, being accused and
demned on presumption; and I had been
grossly sensual to come forward and save him:
had returned home, and in a few days I ente
the,sacristie, where was the vicar, and havm
asassinaced him, stole his money and gam
which I disposed of and fled to Cintra.
monks of Alcobaca had there met me, and
became for a time repentant; but I was taken
their convent, and became at last, with ano
lad; the servant and enjoyer of their unnatu
lusts.
During my residence there, I used to visit C
!’
tra, and in one farm house, being asked
in killing a pig, I had, to gratify my
plunged it alive into boiling water, after fasteni
up its mouth with sackcloth, to prevent its c
being heard.” (p.47)
What are the significations of these place-namd? As we kn
served with the a m y in Portugal, and must have become
quainted with the history of the Penninsular War, which his
ported. John must have learned that Alcobaca was a town
Gcient monastery, “the pride of Portugal” and it was burnt
ground by the French Marshall, Massena, when he was forced to
frdm the impregnable fortification line Wellington had establis
T o m Vedras. The war had become a fight for an ideal against a
barian in.Spencer’s view, and occurred in that period of Jo
childhood when we are told he formed his inclination for a mili
career. The campaigns were reported by The.Times with patrio
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fervour and must have greatly excited a young boy’s mind.
Cintra too, must have been a familiar name, for it was there that the
French sued for peace after their first major defeat on the Continent by
Wellington. In the Battle of Vimieno, in 1808, he gave Junot’s troops
“an unmerciful beating”. Wellington was then encumbered with the arrival of two senior officers, who overruled his intention to drive the
French out of Portugal by force, and negotiated the Convention of Cintra, which not only permitted Juno to evacuate his army from Portugal
intact, but to do SO at British ‘expense, in British transports, with no
restrictions on the further employment of the troops elsewhere, and
unbelievably, allowing them to take all the goods acquired while in Portugal - that is, their plunder. This led to a major political crisis in Lonjon resulting in an inquiry before the House of Commons, in which
Spencer played a prominent part. This was the year before he became
Prime Minister. There was a strong popular feeling against the Governnent and the Generals. Wordsworth, for example, wrote, “Britannia
sickens, Cintra, at thy name!” It represented a tragically wasted military
jpportunity.“ But perhaps it had a major impact on the Perceval
iousehold, since it almost led to the immediate collapse of Lord
Portland‘s Government, and consequently much manouvering and conideratiomas to who might become the next Prime Minister. In the
:vent, the Cintra Inquiry did not bring down the Government, but it did
.esult in Spencer emerging for both Lord Portland and the King as heir
:othe post.
These names emerge from the past as signifiers of betrayal, which are
nsertkd into John’s delusions as ‘the Lacanian “anchoring points”,”
which pin the fabric of the delusions to the underlying framework.
John has created for himself “another scene” in which he can recreate
:he father’s love and care, and relocate himself as a child. Repeatedly, he
>resentsthe death and betrayal of the father. First he represents the boy
IS an orphan, then he steals the relic and the.abbot is killed, and he
‘assassinates” the vicar. He situates himself as the i s a s i n of his father
ind in doing SO, c o n f i i s how in.the Prime Minister’s death, the real
nincided with an imaginary Oedipal event for the nine-year-old, who
we may suspect, had later employed his faithful service to hjs country
ind church as an alibi; until they were rejected,
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In the death of the’ pig, do we perhaps detect a representati
himself and his own suffering, in the boiling water of the real; and
fastened mouth as akin to his experience of “hold your tongue!’
palate and throat, depicting his alienation from the use of language.
subject? A s if to anticipate our response, in the paragraph following
quotation above,’John relates how the Portuguese memory was assi
by an hallucinated song.
“I do not remember the hour and the day
But I do remember the day and the hour,
.
When 1 was a little boy;”
’

.This surely is a reference to the trau’matic discovery of Spen
body, newly assassinated in the Speaker’s Room. The psychotic’s
-avowel and disavowel together- is referred to; and he adds a.
note to the last lineof the song, emphasising the link:
“I fear the death of my poor father was at
root of all my misfortunes; for 1 can trace
notes of this air, to the time we were living ha
ly at Hampstead. I was then a little boy. B
now. I do not yet understand hk loss.” (p
How can- he understand the, event when the crucial memory w
almost certainly.unconscious? He thinks he should remember Portu
but we could suspect it is the discovery and the thoughts and des
linked to it that arereally to be remembered. He is told by spirits his
ficulty in remembering is due to his willfulness, and he understands t
song to mian;
“hat I would not, ‘not ‘that I could .n
remember, and this partly ‘from compunction.
the crime I had committed on my patrons, pa
. .
. . .. ,
ly
from a &nse of shame and guilt at the reve
’
tion of ,my acts of the monks.’’ (p.48). :. . : . ~
When heargues that he is alive in Englandand unaware of a concur.
life in Portugal, he “was made to understand that an act of ingratitu
childhoodhad effamd from my mind the consciousness of this myst
Thus he describes the function of foreclosure, only hexfailsto make t
substitution of his own f i t for Portugal:
.
.
m next, he imagines he wili share .the pig’s’fate, “my’mouth cover
,

’
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th sackcloth,,bubbling and boiling and drowning and suffocating for
er and ever and ever!” He continues with the familiar representation
castration: ‘:my eyes were to be taken out of my head, and I yet
‘ritually see them hanging over me”. He believed he’heard the’water
. . .
ing prepared in the next room.
The psychosis represents castration for the assassination of.hisfather.
t Spencer himself has no place in the experience to this point. He is
t throughout the displacements; but the structure islost, which in.its
nbolic function offers the possibility of a relation that will enable
in to establish himself as a subject. It is. the loss of the paternal funcn which Lacan designates as crucial in psychosis. Lacan’s description
Schreber’s delusions applies also to John’s:
“For the psychosis to be. triggered off, the Name.
of-the-Father, verworfen, foreclo,sed, that is to
say, never having attained the’placeof the Other.
must be called into symbolic opposition to the
subject.
It is the lack of the Name-of-theFather in that
place which, by the hole that it opens up in’the
signified, sets off the cascade of reshapings of the
signifier from which the increasing disaster of the
imaginary proceeds, to the ,point at which,the
level is reached at which signifier and signified
are stabilised in the delusional metaph~r.”‘~
his process of the foreclosure, the actual father’s relation to the law is
cial:
“For one will find in it the reason for that
paradox, by which the ravaging effects of the
paternal figure are to be observed with particular
frequency in cases where the father really has the
function of a legislator or, at least has the upper
,hand, whether in fact he is one of those fathers
who make laws or,whether,heposes as a pillar of
the faith, as a paradigm’of integrity and devotion.. . all ideals that provide him with ali too
many. opportunities of being’ in a posture of
..
. . undeserving, inadequacy even of fraud, and in
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short, of excluding the Name-of-theFather fro
its position in the signifier.’”
John uttered “one of the few sentences. . . addressed to any living
ing” during this time to the brother who bore tlie same name
father. He said, “Spencer, 1 am desired to tell you, you are a hypocri
On the curtains of his bed, he saw three faces, “one of my Saviour, t
other my father and of my Almighty Father; both with long wh
beards”. He ‘was deeply impressed by this: “I saw the
countenance’of my.father bending over me weeping, and
tears falling, which I felt trickling down my shoulders”.,Th
pears at this point together with thedisplacements that hav
him, and perhaps the father’s tears stand for those that the
have shed on the shoulders of his father as he bent over him
same kind of logic as Freud traces the ,transformations
,
of sc
desires.“
At this point we might pause to note that as if to etch more deeply
facts of history into young John’s experience, we find that the next t
Prime Ministers after Spencer also died in office. We can suppo
deaths must have evoked the traumatic discovery of his father’
’
and the office itself may well have become,associated with death.
But the hallucinatory appearance to John of his father’s face lea
him to question the experience, “it was not altogether the counte
of my father as on earth. . . cduld my father’s beard have been so
and long?: . .so my doubts took slight hold on my reason’’. The mom
his illness reaches its full expression, he begins the process of recov
or the attainment-,of a symbolic order. “A kind of confidence of min
came in me the evening after 1 had been threatened and saw t
thunderbolt fall harmless by my side, and when two days passed
found me safe in my bed.” Other experiences of dire threat were p

as

tm.
That is not to say, however, that he wasBny the less beset by t
“disaster of the imaginary”. He ‘hays, “my delusions or the meshes i
which my rem’ning facultid were entangled, became perfected, and
was’next’to impossible thoroughly to remove them, perhaps for man
word alone, impossible”. But nevertheless he -me
well enou
travel, and was taken back to England and placed in the asylum
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Fox near Bristol, and later another. .In these places, over the next two
years, he recovered. This process is described in great detail, and seems
to have involved the development of a strong hostile transference to his
caretakers, the principal one of which was Dr. Fox. It is relevant that
Spencer’s principal parliamentary antagonist. in the early part of his
career was also named Fox, and that his maiden speech to the House
“began with a panagyric on the constitution and a violent tirade against
Fox.”“
Dr. Fox, his sons and the attendants became.the castrators and the
mfinement the castration. He then devoted all his energies to becoming free of them, a n d s o worked his way’to a symbolic relation. In this
way, John fulfills the condition required by Lacan when he asks,
“How can the Name-of-theFather be called by
the subject to the only, place in which it could
have reached him and in which it has never
been? Simply by a real father, not necessarily by
the subject’s own father but by A-father.’”
Like Schreber with Flechsig,” John gradually constitutes himself as a
ubject in the face of Dr. Fox’s apparently implacable indifference to
iim, and provides a justification for the anger and hate that the memory
If his ‘‘odious evangelical” father did not allow. How can one, after all,
late a father of whom a Queen has written, “one of the best men, one of
he truest friends. : . and one of the most upright characters that ever exsted”. That this was no mere compliment is evident in the medal that
vas cast in his memory after the assassination.

John’s symptomatology continued to be florid for long periods,’but as
+cud stated, the symptoms themselves are the attempt at restitution for
vhat was evident in the first .weeks as the task imposed on him by his
iistory, and which he received when he came of age. When he wrote of
lis experiences, years later, he could say,
“Now all or nearly all the phenomena which I
have narrated, strange as they may appear, are to
some degree or other familiar to all men. . . . For
instance this power of the spirit to control the utterance is daily experienced, though not remarked, in what we call a slip of the tongue; where
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one word is put for another and’
transposid with another, and as the mind b
positive law always thinks in contraries at
same time, it almost invariably happens that
word’made use of by mistake is the contr
that intended. The universal for the part
the affirmative for the .negative, and the
(p.289-90)

rhaPs this last discovery made by John, when, observing a fel
And pe i n s to the discrimination. between real, imaginary and s
Pat!e”i$more importantly to the linguistic structure of lunacy bo1’c3 is insight which, we can be sure, enabled him to recover “the
it is th
“Keeping my mind continually
unravelling and understanding the mysterious
fluence I was under, 1 one day saw an
gentleman who had been in China plu
leaf, and declare it was tea; the same used
smear his face with red clay; calling it
thought immediately thus - the s
poetically, but man understands it litera
you Will hear one lunatic declare that h
of iron, and that nothing can break h
that he is a china vessel, and that he’
danger of being destroyed every mi
meaning of the spirit is, that this’man
iron, the, other frail as an earthen
the lunatic takes the literal sense and his ima
tion not being under his own control, he
manner feels it.” (p.271)

..
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A CASE FOR TOPOLOGY
Gayle Paul1
) l e main question I am posing for myself today is, how can a
choanalyst use topology in the clinic when the technique requires
,pended-attention’?I don’t suggest that I can answer it completely,
let us see how psychoanalysis can benefit from an understanding of
ology in its practice.
’he first interesting effect of this question upon me was that it forced
not to relate the Lacanian topology to you from its outcome, but to
im to the beginning discoveries of Freud. Already in doing this I
e discovered that the end and the beginning are one and the same.
‘sychoanalysisis the study of the unconscious and everyone agrees,
this is no simple matter for the clinic. The ego suffers the effects of
unconscious, so broadly speaking we can then attempt a cure by taktwo divergent paths from here on. One would be to help the sufferego, build in it more ‘strength‘ by summoning up reinforcements
n consciousness, giving it a ‘pat on the back’ as it were against the
stantly invading unconscious thoughts. We could try and make the
unaware of its ‘other scene’ and restore its ‘total personality’ in the
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here and now, and out it would walk on two
substitutive cure in its pocket. Thus we could try and make the
sion work, not an easy task by any means, but one which the ego
gladly accept. The other course open to u
attempt to lift the repression from the un
tion, perhaps helping the ego to’understanda little,
ego however demands to stay as it is, struggling against the
thoughts, often refusing to listen, but something is moved
when the interpretation is correct. This cure offers
but rather demands hard and painful work from the ego. Throu
transference, the ego although always unwilling, reveals its story.
Well, given the choice between a pat on the back and hard and pain
ful work what would you choose? Obviously the patient only wants
be cured, or does he? He has probably already found out a great d
about his analyst and chooses accordingly. Obv
would prefer a life work of patting than the hard work agains
resistances - or so this would seem by the misunderstanding of Freu
dianllacanian psychoanalysis.

Lacan presented the unconscious as structured as language and so he
roposed to us, the subject, as a body of signifiers in the form of,

gnifier over signifiedl? ).developing this. later through his Schema,
,R,I and his graphs.
The basic method of psychoanalysis has evolved over the lifetimes of
two men and the practise is intimately connected with their theory
id it is essential to understand it in this way.
lese

We will first look at the method and theory developed by Freud and
ien the L a y i a n extensions.
Freud and Lacan ask their analysands to lie down, the analyst sits
:hind. The ‘fundamental rule’ is applied, that the analysand say
hatever comes to the lips without making a selection. The analyst
itens with the rule of ‘suspended-attention’asa counter part to the ‘free
miation’ of the patient. In Recommendations to Physicians Practis.g Psychoanalysis Freud says,
“The technique, however, is a very simple one.
As we shall see, it rejects the use of any special
expendient (even that of taking notes). It consists
simply in not directing one’s notice to anything
in particular and in maintaining the same ‘evenly
- suspended attention’. . . To put it in a formula: he must turn his own unconscious like a
receptive organ towards the transmitting unconscious of the patient.’”

Freud presented us with two topological schemes for the psychic
paratus; the f i t being Unconscious, Preconscious and Conscious
second being It, Super-ego and Ego; to aid us in our psychoanaly
understanding of the Unconscious and so direct us in the cure of its
fects.
Freud saw the subject as a reservoir of libido or psychic energy wh
unknown to the subjects consciousness, the ego, and against all
understanding was being overdetermined in a d
thought to be - ‘the other scene’. Thus
‘where it is I ought to become’ fashions
Structure the ‘suspended-attention’; The a
of the subject but to what is said in this
sand talks towards his cure.

self

h c a n saw the clear indication and
schemes without altering the conception of the Freu
He took Freud‘s critical sentence as a formula and mapped his schem
around it.
70

Further Recknendations, Freud adds,
“But in any case the patient must be left to do the
talking and must be free to choose at what point
he shall begin.m 1
But what a cur-ious method of attempted cur-ing? A couch, a chair
id two bodies, there is no note taking duringthe session, discussion,
Us or equipment. It seems very simple, but it becomes cur-iouser and
ir-iouser. We add to this array, the dimensions of space and time
iued between two bodies, but how? through the surprising answer of
I
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Lacan, by language, and it is signified by the paying of money because a
debt is owed in many ways.
Freud did not start out with such a radical conception, his technique
evolved through his understanding of repression and its clinical form of
resistance. Lacan linked this inherited knowledge with linguistic and
topological ideas to give them, psychoanalytic meaning. The thheory of
repression is the cornerstone of the structure of psychoanalysis, which
Lacan shows in
In the Preliminary Communication to Studies on Hysteria, Freud and
Breuer have already outlined, without knowing at the time, the future
direction of psychoanalysis, after they learnt this from five women patients in the clinic.
We read Freud’s fmt use of the words cathartic and ubreacted linking
with the function of language in the passage,
“The injured person’s reaction to the trauma o n
ly exercises a completely ‘cathartic’ effect if it is
an adequate reaction - as, for instance revenge.
But language serves as a substitute for action; by
its help the effect can be ‘abreacted‘ almost as effectively.”’
and his first use of represred to mean defence is found in the following
. .cases in which the patients have not reacted
to’a psychical trauma because the nature of .the
trauma excluded a reaction. . . which the patient
wished to forget, and therefore intentionally
repressed from his.conscious thought and inhibited and suppressed.’

4

I‘.

The f m t case presented is the pioneering work of Breuer, who asked
Anna 0. questions under hypnosis and attempted to remove diffkdties
that arose by removing the memories of them. ,It was Anna’s una
m it a
conscious who gave the titles in English to the treatment by c
‘talking-cure’ or ‘chimney-sweeping’. However, Breuer,did not understand her meaning as hypnosis was his method:
“Everyone of her hypnoses in the evening afforded evidence that the patient was entirely clear
12
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and well-ordered in her mind and normal as
regards her feeling and volition so long as none
of the products of her secondary state was acting
as a stimulus ‘in the unconscious’.’
IS we read for the first time the psychoanalytic use of the word unrcious. The editor points out that Breuer was possibly attributing to
id ‘in the unconscious’ by using the quotation marks. Freud certainkes for granted his meaning of the unconscious at his first use of the
d in his text on Frau Emmy Von N., when using the Breuer method:
“Her astonishment the evening before at it being
so long since she had had a neck cramp was thus
a premonition of an approaching condition
which was already in preparation at the time and
was perceived in the unconscious.’x
ady in this case we share in Freud‘s own astonishment at his
apeutic discoveries when we read about his fmt hints of the inice of talking in afree associative way:
“. . .even without questioning under hypnosis I
can discover the cause of her ill-humour on that
day. Nor is her conversation during the massage
so aimless as would appear. On the contrary it
contains a fairly complete representation of the
memories.. .it often leads on, in quite an unexpected way, to pathogenic reminiscences of
which she unburdens herself.. .It is as though
she had adopt& my procedure and was making
use of OUT conversation. . .asa supplement to her
hypnosis.”’
m y teaches Freud the usefulness of her motor symptoms, such as
ing and stammering and her use of defensive formulae such as ‘Emmd ‘Don’t touch me’ and we learn a fundamental truth, that these
‘toms all have one thing in common,
“They can be shown to have an original or longstanding connection with traumas, and stand as
symbols for them in the activities of the
memory.’”
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and that if the patient fails to confess some part of the story relating’to
the symptom then it will persist.
A critical moment is reached during the analysis of Emmy when
Freud in a footnote tells us .about the lack of success he had had in
treating an hysterical girl for 5 months, who had previously been
diagnosed as having multiple sclerosis; Her condition had not improved
by assurances, commands or treatment under hypnosis,
“I turned to psychical analysis and requested he
to tell me what emotion had preceded the onse
of her illness.’4
According to Freud she gave no answer but no change in her conditio
was seen and so he said to her, that he was sure that what she had sai
had nothing to do with it, thereupon,
“. ..she gave way to the extent of letting fall
single significant phrase; but she had hardly sai
a word before she stopped, and her old father
who was sitting behind her, began to sob bitterly
Naturally I pressed my investigation no further
but I never saw the patient again.”!0
So already we learn of the effects of approaching a truth throu
‘psychical analysis’ and the ‘cover up’ by the symptom.
With Emmy, Freud tells us frankly tlpt he still could not say ho
much of the therapeutic s u m was due to suggesting the sympto
away or by resolving the affect by abreaction and so he could not use
as evidence for the cathartic method. He states however that only th
symptoms which had psychical analysis were permanently removed.
Freud‘s learning continues with Lucy R,who was referred to Fre
with difficulties arising from olfactory sensations, particularly a ‘li
ing smell of burnt pudding’. Fortunately for us Lucy could not be
notized and so Freud was forced to make an historic decision zind to in
vestigate further,
“I therefore conducted her whole analysis wh
she was in a state which may in fact have
fered very little from a normal one. . . I os
sibly dropped hypnosis and only asked her
‘concentrate’ and I ordered the patient to
down and deliberately shut her eyes.””
14
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7reud hypothesized that the patient knew everything and that all he
ieeded was to oblige the patient to communicate it and so he arrived at
lis technique of ‘applying pressure’ to the head to overcome some relucance in speaking. It is in this case that we obtain a clear idea of the way
n which Freud is working - for behind the smell of the burnt pudding
vas the smell of the cigar smoke, and behind this was disiUusion in love:
“The key to the patient’s whole situation lay only
in the last symptom to be reached by the
analysis.””
Freud‘s work with Katharina develops this idea further and he selects
or the case history more evidence of the layering effects from past
tones. Of fundamental importance in this case is the effect of past
cenes of which no effect occurred at the time but which were later linkd with a second scene resulting in a trauma. Lacan develops this in his
opology of symptoms in which at least two loci are required.
With the removal of Elisabeth Von R.’s pains in her lee, Freud has
dopted his pressure technique permanently (at the time) and has abanloned hypnosis with the learning that there is an,
“. . .intimate connection between the story of a
patient’s sufferings and the symptoms of the illness. . .With regard to these feelings she was in a
peculiar situation of knowing and at the same
time of not knowing - a situation, that is, in
which a psychical group was cut off.. .in that
they were cut off from any free associative connection of thought with the rest of the ideational
content of her mind.”13
h n this be Freud’s f i t teaching about the other scene? Especially
Ilisabeth’s secret command to herself conceming he; brother-in-law,
vhich she wished to hold back from Freud, “Now he is free and you can
s his wife”.
Freud often must use pressure on Elisabeth’s head several times in
irder for her to confess some information, only to find out once it was
onf&
that it was there all the time and that Elisabeth thought she
ould avoid it. And so Freud discovers the work of the resistance in the
link
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“. . .I began to attach a deeper significance
resistance offered by the patient in the rep
tion of her memories and to make a careful col
lection of the occasions on which it was pa
ticularly marked.”“
In his art& Psychotherapy of Hysteria he introduces us to his first
of the word censorship, by the ego, and links this with clinical resista
Thus.he poses the task of those using his method, as one which “lies
overcoming by his psychical work this resistance to association”.
work.with an obsessional reported in this same article produced
single words and then a string, “concierge, night-gown, bed, town, far
cart,” around which a story unfolds.
“When memories return in the form of picturE;
our task is in general easier than when the$
return as thoughts. Hysterical patients, who q$
as a rule of a ‘visual’ type, do not make such dif-i
ficulties for the analyst as those. with:
obsessions. . . The patient is as it were, getting rid:
of it by turning it into words. .;I have described
such groupings of similar memories into collec-’
tions arranged in linear sequences.. .These exhibit a second kind’ of arrangement. Each of
them is.. .stratified concentrically round the
pathogenic nucleus. . .To put this in other words,
it is very remarkable how often a symptom is
determined
in
several
ways,
is
‘overdetennined‘.”l’
’

Finally in this same article the observations. concerning transfereflce
are fikt ‘made when patients transfer onto the physician, ideas arising
..
from the analysis:
“Transference on to the physician takes ‘place
through a fake connection.. . The patients to6
gradually learnt to realize that in these
transferences on to the figure of the physician il
was a question of a compulsion and an illusion
which melted away’with the conclusion of. thf
.

analysis.”I6
16

.

Of course the theory is not-born as yet but the seeds are certainly
planted and. Freud himself admits that he is still far from having
mastered it, his analysis, psychical analysis, psychological analysis, hyplotic analysis and finally ps.vchoana/.vsis in. 1896.
In Constructions it ‘is clear that psychoanalysis and its method are
lorn:
. “What we are in search of is a picture of the patient’s forgotten years that shall be alike
trustworthy and in all essential respects complete. . .What then is his task? His task is to make
out what has been forgotten from the .traces
.. .
which it has left behind or, more correctly to construct it.”” .
.acan’s Schemes aid in this reconstruction. Schema L situates the site of
he Other from which the question of existence may be presented to the
ubject. It is also the legislator of what can and cannot be said. Beyond
lis Other is the recognition.of desire and desire for recognition.

‘
7
Schema L

(Subject) S

(,ObjecW o
..

.

.

.

.

L.
(Other) 0

(Reflection) 0’

“The time and manner in which he conveys his

constructions to the person who is being analysed, as well as the explanations with which he accompanies them, constitute the link between the
two portions of the work of analysis, between his
own part and that of the patient.”lg
IUS the two parts of the work are suspended attention and consirr~r
In.
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So the scene is set for the psychoanalytic topological schemes of

Lacan both for understanding particular patients and the psychoanalytic
theory and its method.
Topologically speaking then we start a case and see the symptoms as
part of the knot-of-thesubject. It is a knot within a discourse, without
end points so that it cannot be easily unravelled by taking one end and
‘working through’ all the tangles in a linear fashion. The knot-of-the
subject is rather to be seen as a messy discourse that ties and binds the
subject in it in a never ending fashion. The subject relates part of his
discourse starting here and then there, skipping a few years back, occasionally jumping with hope to the future, then in the here and now, but
always only telling half the story. In this way the analyst will listen
never trying to reduce his own Angst by a futile grab at a slippery end.
The discourse is linked in a circular looping fashion and as Lacan
teaches us by taking the Mtfebius strip as its model, it is an infinite chain
that has no definable, discrete measurements. The discourse does have
nodal points, points of entry, rings of ideas, it. stutters into words o c ~ a sionally and reveals its true colours in the deception of dreams, I
monuments set up in the body, archives in the form of childhood
memories, semantic evolution as in personal style, traditions such as
history and distortions in the linking of the chapters of the story.’’ But
for all the evident uncertainties, and attempts at curing, the truths are
gradually revealed by the symptom, in relief from this tangling
background of idle chatter.

1

All these are moments in the discourse. Lacan captures such moments
of the discourse in his Schema R. In this Schema the discourse is taken
as a Mkbius strip which is captured in a frozen moment at its torsion
and becomes the Real.
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Schema R

”

(ego Ideal) I

1‘

I

F (Name-of-the-Father)

Freud tells us that in dreams the ‘if only’ is replaced by ‘It is’. This is
then given hallucinatory representation by regmsjoon - a path which
leads from thoughts to perceptual images.” He writes a clear message
and Lacan makes his transference with the text:
“If the ideas of a ‘topography of the mental apparatus’ and of regression are consistently followed up (and only in that way could these working
hypotheses come to have any value) we must attempt to determine the stages of regression at
which the various transformations of the dream
thoughts
and in Lecture XX, Development and Regression we hear that,
“The fact is that repression is a topographicodynamic concept, while regression is a purely
descriptive o m n
and in Paths to Symptom-Formation,
”. ..Later conflicts and the emphasis we find in
the analysis laid on the impression of childhood
appears entirely as the work of regression.”
This leads us to an understanding of the analytic session itself, ‘it is’ and
it is to be understood as a dream. In Jokes Freud adds,
“On the other hand, there is another part of the
dream-work which we cannot attribute to regression . . .condensation.’“
hcan therefore formulates metaphor to account for condensation in
79
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the unconscious and metonymy to provide the motive for displacemen
"The symptom resolves itself entirely i
analysis of language, because the symptom i
itself structured like a language, because it i
from language that speech must be delivered.""
and so it is that the unconscious is the discourse of the Other, where th
dreams are to be read like a rebus and the symptoms like metaphors sym
boliing at the level of an organ or at the level of a function, an un
conscious signifier:
"The symptom is here the.signifier of a signif
.
.
.repressed. . .The unconscious is the sum of the
fects of speech on a subject at the level at whi
the.subject constitutes himself out of the ef
of the signifier.'"
The repressed then has in the unconscious the s t a t w o f signif
discourse moulded by metaphoric repression. where. the. meta
substitutes anothersignifier S' for the repressed s.
.Lacan teaches us that the function of the signifier on the signified is t
either cause an elision or'block it, its function can be Seen like this,

We see in Schema R the effect of the metaphor which substitutes the
IamedtheFather in the place first symbolized by the operation of the
xence of the mother and introduces us to the lack and the phallus:n

:

. .

,

.

Metaphor (signified)

s,
,

.. .....+,
.,

,

,

s',

eiisi?

,

Metonymy (signifyingchai

and its derivation from the formula f(S$ into its two formsx
i) Metonymy
S(-) s
f(S. :.S?S
in this form the'elision is .blocked, repetition resulting, and so the bar
represents the blocking of the emergence of signification.
ii) Metaphor
f ($)s f S(+) s
here there has been a successful elision of a signifier, the bar is crossed
indicating a substitution of a signifier for another signifier. The g is the
subject constituted as secondary in relation. to the signifier, and this ii
the,psychoanalytic subject.

*

Name of the Father
Desire of the Mother

he resulting signifiers make an autonomous chain which diverts desire
.to demand through displacements and condensations of investments
ito other signifiers through metonymy and metaphor. The patients deand will always be supported by this unfillable unconscious desire. The
n a n d will be etemal and never will have the destiny of being linked
ith an object.
"The interval which is repeated, the most radical
structure of the signifying chain is the site
haunted by metonymy, the vehicle of
desire. . .objef a is the pivot around which every
turn of phrase unfolds in its metonymy.'"
his elusive objet a is suspended in the torsion of the Red and shown in
Ican's graphs of retrograde vectors which hook the void of objet a. The
kion of metonymy in Graph 1 is built upon until the final Completed
raph.n In this Graph we see again the non coincidence between the

4

fi

Graph I - Metaphor hooked by retrograde vector
Metonymy

Elision

.s-

Completed Graph (part of)

"'
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+Name-of-the-Father

'

'

Desire of the Mother
Signified to the subject

Castration

Jouissnnce

Signifier

I
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Lacan tells us,that,’
.’’

How can we understand this interesting couple? The boy’s symptom

“. . .the hysteric, obsessional,or phobic is he wh

identifies the lack of the Other with his deman
and assumes the function of an object in h
phantasy.. .It is the structure of all the forma:
tions of the unconscious and it also explains t
primal division of the subject being prqiuced
the place of the Other (the symbolic), the signifi
causes the subject to arise there, but at the
of becoming fixed. What was ready to s
there disappears being no longer anything more
than a signifier. . .Between the enigmatic signifiec
of sexual trauma and its substitute term in the a;
tual signifying chain there passes the s
fixes in a symptom the signification ina
.
to the conscious subjects - a symptom bei
metaphor in which flesh or function is taken
signifying element.“”
The psychoanalytic body becomes then.a set of possible erotog
zones, the subject, a body of signifiers and desire as a set of lacks.
direction of the Lacanian analysis is indicated. Seeing desire
metonymy and symptoms as metaphor we are given the direction o f t
associative links in the topology of a construction.
We are now in a position’to attempt to understand the outcomeof t
following part of a case history, of a boy referred because of his u
actions and the path of his concerned and intelligent mother whe
decided that her 7 year old son’s masturbation in her presence had
going on for too long. She told him the following,
“I think you are to0 big to do that anymore. It
not a bad thing to do but you cannot do that
front of people. I want you to stop it from
on. I have decided to help you to stop d
and I will take a coin from your mon
every time you do it.”
She told me with pride “I have taken several coins from him already”
The boy appears to me to be delighted with this.
82

r the boy as a symptom of the mother? Let us go to Lacan’s models in
rder to understand the failure of the punishment and the boy’s delight.
Firstly, we must consider the attempted seduction of the mother by
ie boy - the boy’s, Desire-of-the-Mother. The usual solution of such
znes is to threaten castration or something simiiar. The mother
owever has allowed the scene to occur on many occasions and in doing
I by her muteness she has tried to bar her son from the Name-of-the‘ather, the Law and the consequent mark of castration. Eventually
fter much thought the mother is happy with her solution. She takes a
Din from the money box, in doing so, contrary to her belief, it is her
sire that is revealed -it is an attempt to escape her own castrationie wishes to have a complete son (her phallus), a son however who is
mstituted outside the effects of the Law. The boy does not obtain his
,ish, but he is delighted that his sexuality is acknowledged every time a
i n is taken. The boy’s organ is intact, it is true, but his sexuality literal( costs him.
The map for the boy is drawn by his parents. The absent Name-of-the‘ather shows the failure of the metaphor to substitute it for the absence
f the mother. The boy remains the
in the map of his mother.
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INTERPRETATION AND THE SPECIMEN DREAM
John Dingle
"Do you think:that sometime on this house
there will be a marble plaque reading. , .
secret of dreams unveiled itself to

Sigmund Freud, Letter to Wilhelm Fliess,
June 12th 1900.'
. . . . . the transference is not the enactment of the illusion that Seems to drive US to
this alienating identification that any conformity' cdnstitutes,.even when it is with an
ideal model, of which 'the analyst, in any
case, cannot be the 'support - the
transference is the enactment of the reality
of. the unconscious."'
. ' Lacan, J. Analyseet vbit.5,
. .
le eminaire, 22nd Avnl 1964.
I'.

.

.
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Well, here we are in the post-Lacanian era. Lacan’s thought has
summarized by the journalists,] his relevance interpreted for
psychiatrists‘ and his key concepts distilled for the encyclopaedists,’ t
retour d Lacan6 has been launched, the unconscious has been export
to the Georgian Socialist Republic where its reinstatement in t
U.S.S.R. has begun’ and the so called nto-Lacanisme has made its de
in feminist circles even in far flung Melbourne.’
For some, this is the time to break the spell woven by the word
Lacan? I refer notably to one Serge Leclaire, longtime collaborator
Dr. Lacan whose latest book Rompre les Chormes .subtitled Recu
pour des enchant& de la psychanalyse has just reached my hands. T
subtitle requires perhaps an explanation -a recueil has the dou
meaning of a medical aid post- such as one provided for foot soldi
whocannot withstand a long march, falling by the wayside and also
meaning of a miscellany or collection of,essays or stories, SO
recueil for these bewitched by psychoanalysis. Figuring pro
among the recent exploits of the author are his involvement w
feminist group “politique et psychanalyse” lead by Antoinette Fo
and his successful exportation of the unconscious to the Soviet Uni
the Congress of 1st October 1979 at Tbilsi in the Georgian Socia
Republic.
,
Those of you who.attended last .year’s Homage will rememb
Gustavo Etkin’s charicature of the Marxist analyst’s ‘engaged’
and attempts to maintain his praxis rooted in a ‘concrete’ reality.”
For. those who a+ -interested in the ongoing attempts to rela
psychoanalysis to the Marxist tfidition I would recommend a rece
published work by Joel Kovel, called The Age of Desire in which
author, at least candidly, exposes the profound paradoxes and contra
tions in ‘his own’-practise- by a . recounting of clinical cases.”
magnitude of the unbridgable gap is there patently delineated. The
issues of Marxism and Feminism Seem to be related, in so far as Leclaire
presents.his involvement.with the women’s (class)struggle, as a credential. of Marxist respectability.
One Michelle Bouraux-Hartemann is promptly alert to what he is u p
‘to. ‘Her satirical critique of Leclaire in Le mouvement de Serge An-’
toinette Lacan she subtitles OIi le hZros Lacanien se fait recoudre un
86
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vorceau daltCrit8par un Mouvement de Femmes.” This subtitle.conains a pun which is difficult to translate - roughly, Where the Lacu
iian hero,develops(in the sense that a young girl develops) to resuture a
‘iece of otherness via a feminist movement.
.:’

To give you some idea of Leclaire’s thesis, I would like to quote the
1st two paragraphs of his speech at Tbilsi. He bids us remember,
“that at the origins of psychoanalysis, there are
.

,

women who consenting (to accommodate)
themselves to the good care of “doctors”, have
permitted the discovery of psychoanalysis, leaving once more to men the handsome profits of
exploiting what they have had to say.:’

“There is absolutely no future of the
psychoanalytic movement which does not pass
through the raising of a mortgage still secretly inscribed that of the status of the hysteric (man or
woman) as hostage, in his or her relation to the
work of the Master.“
One is familiar with Lacan’s decades of railing against the deforma3ns of psychoanalysis at the hands of the American Ego-psychologists
id the medical establishments: I venture to predict that what the Rus- .sns will now do with their recently imported “unconscious” in the
lrm of “another logic” and an “unredeemed mortgageof women’’ will
nder us all.speechless.
..
Now what on earth has all.this rambling about the relation of theory
id praxis to do.with the Freudian clinic and with the title of my paper
nterpretation and the Dream Specimen of Irma’s Injection?” Well in
e midst of Leclaire’s miscellany, under the title A pmpos dim /hnm e de Freud: Note sur la transgression, he includes a commentary on
e dream of Irma’s injection -the wcalled specimen dream- which
emed to me to contain precisely a refutation of the ideas expressed by
zlaire which I’have just been quoting.
I mean’if this is the post-Lacanian.era and women are about to reveal
us what psychoanalysis is really about, what is the point of going back
comment on one of Freud‘s early dreams? This sort of reactionary
87
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backsliding would in the Cultural Revolution have called for rehabiiitai
tion; Does this man know what he is doing?
This then was what stimulated me to re-read the Irma dream and t
commentaries written on it and it is these researches which form
basis of my paper.

llowing the free associations to the various dream elements, it is possito deduce the existence of wishes which are not immediately ap:rent in the manifest content.
I took the time to investigate the derivation of the term
uumdeufung The German word Truum seems exactly equivalent to
ir English word dream - derived from an old Anelwaxon
nniin
.-..
.iich had the primary meaning in the Old English Dream of melody,
y or gladness.
The mutual derivation of the German Truum is from the old Saxon
om. The nearest relative of the English dream in the West Germanic
:e of languages I have drawn is, as you can see, the Old-Frisian word
m which means “a shout of joy”. So you can see that the idea of the
x m being an expression of desire is inherent in the derivation of the
)rd itself.
5

~~~~

Of course this dream; which will be known to all of you, is the on
which Freud returns repeatedly in the Truumdeufung13using it fi
an example to demonstrate the technique of exploring the dream’s late
content by fragmenting the text of the dream and free associating
each of its fragments.
Secondly, he uses it repeatedly to exemplify the various mechanism
of what he calls the “dream work”; condensation, displacemen
substitution; symbolization and so forth.
The classic.writings on dream, interpretations.and the nature of th
dream work after Freud himself are those of Ernest Jones; Freud’
Theory of Dreams and The Theory of Symbolism“ and Ella Sharpe
book Dream Analysis.”
It is not my intention to discuss here in any detail.the mechanisms of
the dream work but - I would recommend the two seminars of Dr.
Safouan published in last year’s Papers of the Freudian..Sch
Melbourne as a guide to the caution with which the previo
authors need to be approached.16
1 wish to confine myself for the remainder of this paper to t
major discovery of the Specimen Dream. Here I quote Freud;
“When the work of interpretation has
.
.
‘pleted, we perceive that a dream is the
of a ,wish.:,

West Germanic

I
Old

High
3erman

Troum

I

High
jerman

Traum

Old
Saxon

dr8m

I

I

Old

AngloFrisian

Lower
Franconian

Low
German

’

In other words, the reason that Freud attributed such a s
portance to this dream, wasnot the knowledge that wish
fulfilled in dreams - a fact of ,which he had long been aw
cerning which he had written to Fliess on the 4th March.1
ting the case of his friend Rudi Kaufman, who in order not
get up, dreamt that he was already in the hospital where
More important and in fact quite revolutionary.was the idea,.that by
88
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The word Deutung is more problematical, as the Langenscheidt giv
two alternative meanings; interpretation and construction, which .hay
come to have different technical meaning in common psychoanalyt’

t going to presume to reinterpret Freud’s own dream, which in any
:nt cannot be done in a language other than the one in which it is
amt; my intention is purely to remind you of the elements of the text
order to point to some of Freud‘s own interpretations.
Freud himself prefaces the dream with a concise preamble which
es the essential context of the dream. In the summer of 1895 he is
ating a young woman who is an established family friend - with all
:attendant complications that that connotes. The treatment had been
Tially successful, in that her hysterical anxiety was resolved but a
mber of somatic symptoms remained. He had proposed a solution
it Irma had been unwilling to accept. While Freud and his patient
re at variance over this particular interpretation, the analysis was
)ken off for the summer vacation.
The day prior to the dream, Freud had a visit from a junior colleague
om he calls Otto who had been staying with Irma’s family and whose
.ual remark to the effect that Irma was better, but not quite well,
:ud took as such a reproof that he sat down that same evening to
ite out the case history to submit to the judgement of a senior colgue, Dr. M. in the hope of justifying what had occurred in the treatnt.
sere is the text of Freud‘s dream of that same night - July
,:d-24th 1895:
“A large hall -numerous guests whom we were
receiving- among them was Irma. I at once
took her on one side, as though to answer her letter and to reproach her for not having accepted
my solution yet. I said to her, ‘If you’still get
.
pains, it is really only your fault’. She replied, ‘If
you only knew what pains I’ve got now in’my
.
.
.
throat, stomach and’abdomen - it’s choking
,. .
me’. I was alarmed and looked at her. She looked
:.
pale and puffy. I thought to myself that after a4 I
must be miking some organic trouble. I took. her
to the window and looked down her throat’and
she. showed signs of recalcitrance, like women
with artificial dentures. [‘thought to myself that

Use.

Gabriel, in a recent paper I think, delineates clearly the relation
ween interpretation and.construction in this way:
“Now psychoanalysis can neither interpret ev
dream and every symptom, nor can it be
solutely certain that a single interpretation is co
rect. It is perfectly possible to misinterpre
dream and it is also possible for an experien
analyst to impose an erroneous interpretation 0
a dreamer. So, just as with a single observation i
the natural sciences, we can hardly expect
single interpretation to lead us to the
conscious idea behind it. Interpretations
dreams, symptoms and other mental events o
individual must be set against each other until
coherent pattern of unconscious desires
defenses begins to emerge; in this way,
from individual interpretations to
tions.’’”
I think Dr. Safouan was stating this in another way when he said,
“. . . .I would say that the progress in an analy
or in the psychoanalytic process consists in t
movement which leads the subject to recogni
the metaphors which ’underlie or are hid
behind the symbols of his dreams and his sy
toms.”18
Oscar Zentner, in a recent seminar has suggested that perhaps the
translation of Deutung into English is the word allusion. So in co
tion we suggest that the best rendering of Traurndeutung into
would be ‘:allusion to desire”.
Now let us go to the text of the dream of Irma’s injection and see if
are able to make a construction which alludes to Freud’s desire. I sh
read the entire text of the dream in English. Now don’t be alarmed, I
90
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1 shall return to elaborate on these two points further on in my paper.

The major speculative efforts at this time relating to the ‘speci
dream’ were those of Edith, Buxbaum (1951);’ Erik H. Erikson (195
and Harry C. Leavitt (195Q.”

In 1966, Max Schur? who had been Freud’s personal physician,
released the contents of a number of previously withheld letters from
Freud. to Fliess, including the vivid description in the letter of the 8th
March 1895 of the events which underlay the Irma dream and account
for the peisistance of his wish to be acquitted of guilt, along with Fliess
in this case.

1 will not dwell at any length on these papers which mainly.con
themselves with social and cultural elaborations of day residues in
manifest content of the dream.

Edith Buxbaum highlighted the central role Wilhelm Fliess played‘
the Troumdeufung,as the. recipient of many dream interpretations:.
the form of letters and as the first recipient of the completed manuscri
which he read and corrected for Freud.

Accounts of the so-called “scandal” of Irma’s post-operative haemorrhage on the 7th March 1895,which was caused by a piece of iodoform
gauze left in situ by Fliess after surgery on her turbinates, can now be
read in all the contemporary biographies of Freud. Schur for the most
part confines himself to relating these newly revealed day residues to the
manifest content of the dream.

Erikson makes the interesting remark that in that modern er
full dream analysis was only performed usually for the edificatio
dent analysts and waS seldom a part of.contemporary egopsy
Needless to say in his long paper he confines himself almost entir
the manifest content of the dream and its sociocultural associations.

To give Erikson his due he does make two singularly pertinent o
vations albeit without betraying more than a vague inkling of thei
port. The first concerns the nature of the dream as the fulfilment
wish,
“We note that the wish demonstrated here is n q
more than pre-conscious. . . . . . Nor is the then
of sexuality carried through beyond a poi$:
which is clearly intended to be understood by thi
trained. reader and to remain vague. to the ut
trained one.”

4

Secondly, that the autobiographical emphasis entailed in Freud‘s
tasy of the tablet commemorating the unveiling of the mystery of. t
dream,
“supports. our contention that this dream m;
reveal more than the fact of. a disguised wi
fulfilment deriv‘ from infantile. sources; th
this dream ’ may, in fact carry the
burden of being dreamed in order to
and analvsed in order to .fulfill
. .
fate.”
94

For those with a particular interest in the ‘gossip’ of psychoanalysis I
note only for the sake. of completeness Grinstein’s book On Sigmund Freud‘s DreamsUand the two volumes of Didier Anzieu, Lhurornalyse de Freud,x which I believe has just been translated into English,
Nhich gives what must surely be the ultimate catalogue of who is who in
10th the dream and the associations.
ivill

Now I wish to return to the two observations of Erikson which Lacan
akes as the entry to the reconstruction of Freud‘s desire as expressed in
hedream. .
.
As part of his seminar for 1954-55, Lacan devoted two sessions to
in examination of the dream of Irma’s injection.” If you recall this is the
eminar called, The ego in the theory of Freud and in the technique of
isychoanalysis. In other words his examination of the dream is in the
antext of the study of,.the evolution of Freud‘s various conceptual
nodels of the psychic.apparatus as one’can see them for oneself by
eading the various drafts, the project and his published works. He
nakes a critique ‘of Erikson on the grounds that like H a r t m a n p he
akes the latest, or worse. still a composite model of the psychic aplaratus and applies it to the “undeganding” of a text from the early for.
native stages of Freud’s thought, thereby avoiding the awkward proidem that Freud‘s various models cannot be precisely synchronized or
econciled; : .
9s

-
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For Lacan, it is precisely the effects of these attempts at synchronization of Freud’s thought which makes a return to the original texts
necessary. He says,
“It is not a matter for us of synchronizing the different stages in Freud‘s thought, or even of making them accord with each other. It is a matter of
seeing what unique and constant difficulty in the
progress of this thought corresponds with the
creation of the contradictions between these different stages. It is through the SucceSSion of
paradoxes (antinomies) that this thought always
presents to us within each of these staging posts
and between them, that we are confronted with
that which is properly the object of our experience.”

the most general notion about the nature of the desire expressed in
dreams, without considering specifically from whence it arises.
That Freud did ask the questions: What is this unconscious desire?
and Why does it exist?, is evident in many other places in the project
and the Truumdeutung. Although Freud only reveals to us the
discovery of a pre-conscious or conscious wish, surely his enthusiasm
about this dream of dreams and the subsequent evolution of his theory
signify after the event that he was in fact, beyond the point to which he
was prepared to expose himself, aware of the magnitude of the step he
had taken. As Moustapha Safouan put it, he had trespassed on the territory which had previously been reserved for gods.

In Lacan’s seminar, he reminds us that dreaming and interpreting are
two separate operations. In analysis it is easy to see the way the analyst
intervenes in the second operation, of interpreting but easy to overlook
the analysts intervention in the first operation - in the dreaming; but
he is always there in the life of the subject and already in his dream.
Lacan here refers to the articulation of the imaginary with the symbolic: the two operations consist in putting the symbolic discourse in a
figurative form (i.e. to imagine the symbol) for example in a dream and
in symbolizing the image (Le. to make an interpretation of the dream).

He refers of course to the decentring of the subject of desire in relation to the ego of the dreamer.
Now let us return to the two arresting observations of Erikson. There
is no doubt that Freud considered the major discovery of the Irma
dream lay in the confirmation of his belief that a dream is the expression
of a wish. But how .could he be satisfied with a demonstration entirely
based on a wish that could at best be called pre-conscious - but probably in fact was conscious? True the allusions to sexuality are there
especially in the associations to the injection of trimethylamin, which
Lacan tells us he has on good authority is the substance responsible for
the aroma of stale human semen.
Freud gives as his answer, that he is not prepared to pursue his
associations any further for the purposes of publication; or as Lacan
puts it, he has no wish to recount stories of the bed and the chamber pot.
How then, are we to approach the problem of attempting to make a
construction which alludes to Freud’s desire as it is revealed in the
dream text and associations as they are published in the Truumdeutung?
Certainly not by making a wild analysis using the elements of additional
day residues from purloined letters.
On first examination of the text, Freud seems only to have expressed

This brings me to Erikson’s second observation and let us take him at
his word,
“. . . ..that this dream may in fact carry the
historical burden of being dreamed in order to be
analysed and analysed in order to fulfill a very
special fate.”
This then is the essential point, Freud’s dream text and his associations and interpretations are not only addressed to Wilhelm Fliess, as
Edith Buxbaum pointed out, but they are also addressed to us, the
readers of his Truumdeunmg - we are already there in his dream. This
dream is chosen to put us on the track of his objective which is to
understand with him the purpose of the dream, the expression of unconscious desire. It is Freud‘s unconscious which speaks to us through
the intermediary of the dream and Freud has discovered what it says something which at the same time is him and is not him and is the source
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of his Angst. On the basis of this realization Lacan proceeds to make t
following construction:
“I am the one who wishes to be pardoned.
having dared to attempt to cure these
that up to the present .no-one wished t
tand and that one was forbidden to cure. I
the one who wishes to be pardoned for
the one who wishes not to be held culpable,
to transgress a limit previously imposed
human activity is always to be culpable. I d
want to be that. In my place there
others. I am only there’as the representa
that vast vague movement which is the
for the truth in which I fade awa
longer anything. My ambition has
than I. The syringe was dirty wi
And even in the measure to which
it too much, where I have participated in this
tion, where 1 have wished to be, I,
am not the creator. The creator is somet
greater than I. It is my unconscious, it is
word which speaks in me, beyond me. VOI
sens de ce rflve.”
And it is in endorsing this construction of Lacan’s tha
vides the refutation to his statements that 1 quoted at th
the paper and which stimulated me to read as much as I
literature on the specimen dream. He concludes;
“The discovery of psychoanalysis, the work
Freud, are rooted in the singularit
a desire of desire. A d o n e can rightly sa
think, that there there is the accomplishment
fantasm, a realisation of desire, n
sense of a perpetual lure, but some tran
accomplished with his whole cort8ge of
tion and unsupportable light, qui
to an appeasing satisfaction or an .illus
response.The truth in action in this desire h
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end; scarcely had Freud realised this way of
writing the book than he questions himself anew
on his indestructible desire, will this supreme
transgression succeed in attaining immortality,
will it have its “marble plaque”? There are today
in the world many plaques commemorating the
exploits of Freud; these stones speak; they say
that there is no longer any beyond’’
Or as Lacan says in another place ’Z’homme apr& Freud c’est p.”
Where does Leclaire think that these women are going to take
qchoanalysis? There is nowhere to go except the perpetual fall into the
II.
Two years ago I concluded my paper at the Homage to Freud, for
80 by reiterating the point, that the fact that all which is analysable is
lual, does not imply that all that which is sexual should be accessible
analysis.

Ihere is no unpaid morgage, Freud recognized his transgression even
le repeatedly managed to repress this recognition as MehlmanZewould
ye us believe. He paid the price in the burden of culpability that all
o follow him must share,
What does this tell us of the Freudian Clinic - I think the comison between Lacan’s construction and the papers of Erikson and
iur clearly delineate a specific line of approach to the patient’s uniscious desire.
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THE IDENTIFICATION AND THE IDEAL.
Maria In& Rotmiler de Zentner
”One half of me is yours, the other half
yours, - mine own, I would say; but if mine,
then yours, and so all yours”
Shakespeare

“I love you, hut, because inexplicably I love
in you something more than you -the
object small a- I mutilate you.”
Lacan

In The Psychopathology of Everyday Life,Freud quotes an account
rom Rank,
!‘A slip of the tongue occurs in Shakespeare’s
Merchant of Venice (Act 111, Scene 2), which is
103
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from the dramatic point of view extremely subtly
motivated and which is put to brilliant technical
use . . . it shows that dramatists have a clear
understanding of the mechanism and meaning of
this kind of parapraxis and assume that the same
is true of their audience. Portia, who by her
father’s will has been bound to the choice of a
husband by lot, has so far escaped all her
unwelcome suitors by a fortunate chance. Having at last found in Bassanio the suitor who is to
her liking, she has cause to hear that he too will
choose the wrong casket. She would very much
like to tell him that even so he could rest assured
of her love; but she is prevented by her vow. In
this internal conflict the poet makes her say to
the suitor she favours:
‘I pray you tarry; pause a day or two,
Before you hazard; for in choosing wrong,
I lase your company; therefore, forbear awhile:
There’s something tells me (but it is not love)
1 would not lose you.. .
. . . I could teach you
How to choose right, but then I am forsworn;
So I will never be, so may you miss me;
But if you do you’ll make me wish a sin,
That 1 have been forsworn. Beshrew your eyes,
They have o’erlooked me, and divided me;
One hayof me is yours. the other hayyours
Mine own, I would say; but if mine, then yours,
And so all yours
The thing of which she wanted to give him only
a very subtle hint, becauseshe should really have
concealed it from him altogether, namely that
even before he made his choice she was wholly
.~
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a) to identify, and
b) to identify oneself with
It is in this second usage of the verb, as reflexive, that we shall find the
most intricate problems since it indicates that the subject is the some as
the object. By object we mean the other, the likeness, since the
psychoanalytic object is a different thing, namely the objer a, as Lacan
denotes it in his algebra, the cause of desire.
THe ego (‘1’)* is the place for unconscious identifications. We must
remember that the ‘1’ is no more than a portion differentiated or
modified from the Id W’)’ and is subject to the influence of perception
just as the ‘It’ is subject to the drives (Triebe).This, in its turn, speaks of
the influence that the Triebe have on the ‘1’via the ‘It’.
Already in 1897, in Letter 58 written to Fliess, Freud mentioned identification. He referred to the tonic spasm in hysteria as the imitation of
death with rigor mortis, that is to say, the identification with a dead person.In manuscript L of the same year, there is a mention of the function
of phantasy and a reference to identification as a literal explanation for
‘multiplicity of psychic persons’. This will be, of course, the place of the
‘1’.
This ‘1’had been recognized by Freud after his stay at Nancy, where
he was able to observe experimentally how the ‘1’ carried the p t hypnotic order ahead as previously imposed (onto the ‘1’). Freud recalled
with indignation the words commanded to the patient ‘Vow vouscontre suggestionez’ because, what could the patient do, in front of suggestion, but resist?
When Freud renounced influencing the subject through hypnosis,
psychoanalysis gained its place beyond dispute. The ‘1’of the subject
did not have to identify with the ‘1’ of the analyst. The ‘I’of the analysand had to maintain the distance from the analyst. A different thing
took place in hypnosis where the egoideal of the subject identified with
the hypnotist. It is the distance between them, instead, that allowed
analysis to take place.
1 shall now quote a later paragraph from Freud in reference to iden
tification from his New Introductory &tures on PsychoAnalysis, and
1 will return afterwards to the beginning of his theory;
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“Identification is the assimilation of one I(lch)to
another one, as a result of which the first
behaves like the second in certain respects”.
In 1900 Freud spoke of identification in dreams and referred it to the
process of identifying the person or persons appearing in the dream, that
is to say, the dreamer himself who is always present often in the form of
an extraneous person as well. In this way the dreamer uses identification
in the first of the two distinctions explained by Lalande. Literature p r e
vides examples of this sort of identification.’ Isidore Ducasse, Comte de
LautrCarnont, in his book Maldoror says,
“Old ocean, you are the symbol of identity:
always equal to yourself‘.
While Lewis Carroll, his contemporary, makes the Duchess say to
Alice:
“Never imagine yourself not to be otherwise
than what it might appear to others that what
you were or might have been was not otherwise
than what You had been would have appeared to
them to be otherwise.”
While identifications show the movement of intersubjectivity, identity is an illusion of psychology; namely, the old dream of wholeness and
totality that Lacan clarified by saying that paranoia is personality, the
delusion of totality when anything is bound to anything.
Hysterical identifications were described in the volume on Dreams.
Freud disentangled the relationship between the desire in the dream and
a symptom in real life, that is, between identification in the dream and
hysterical identification. The hysterical identification expresses, in most
cases,a common sexual element and it allows the subject to identify on
the basis of unconscious elements at the level of desire. That is to say,
with the desire of the desire of the Other.
This desire is understood as desire that is impossible to be fulfilled.
Desire remains unfulfilled while the subject is alive since its fulfilment
means the disappearing of the subject. Desire has the status of a
metonymic chain where the object is a means and not an end. Desire is
preserved in its structure because the encounter with the object is the
end; an end which Freud called the death drive.
IO?
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In 1912-13 in Totem and Taboo Freud writes of the myth of a totem
meal where the primal father -the object of the most profound envy
and fear- was slain and devoured by his sons. By means of this, the
primal horde, the sons, became at once the murderers and the heirs. The
father, eaten, was identified with. Each one of the sons had in that way,
eaten, incorporated and introjected the father.
Introjection is symbolic and gives place to the ego-ideal, one of the
functions of the super-ego.
The particularity of identification is that it produces changes at the
level of the psychic apparatus; since identification is -as different from
imitation, psychic contagion- unconscious, although occurring in the
T.
This myth of the origins was later clarified by Lacan when saying that
the Law is the repressed desire. In this way Law and desire are linked
since it is upon the imposition of the former that the latter exists as such.
In psychoses the interaction between Law and desire is blocked and
forclusion does not allow the Name-of-theFather to become.
In Mourning and Melancholia, Freud returns to the subject of iden
tification. This time he puts forward the hypothesis of identification occurring prior to object-choice, a hypothesis to which he will return later.
The loss of a beloved object can occur in reality or exist in phantasy,
since it is unknown to the 'I' because consciousness knows nothing of
the extent of its love or what it loses with that loss. In other words, the
'I' becomes a symptom of the unconscious loss.
In melancholia, !he 'I' has withdrawn its investment from the object
(the likeness) but, through narcissistic identification the object has remained in the 'I' and turns out to be the target of the recriminations,
reproaches and ill treatment that were originally directed towards the
lost object.
This object is not the objet small u, since it is this u, as lost, that
becomes the cause for the subject. In melancholia the u is confused with
the ideal-ego (imaginary projection).'
In the specific case of melancholia, the 'I' will retain the lost object by
identification and since some of the characteristics of that loss are unconscious (for example the ambivalence) due to repression, the conflict

instead of arising between the 'I' and the lost object, will arise between
the ideal-ego (as if it were the )'I and the 'I' (as if it were the lost object).

In melancholia, consequently, the '1' is the end of the chain in the
libidinal equilibrium of the metonymic wandering. The ideal-ego
becomes the object in desire. That object in desire is confused with the
objef a, a short cut that culminates in suicide.
Although it is true that something similar occurs at the end of the
Oedipus complex where an identification takes place between the 'I' and
the lost object, the difference is that the identification occurring at the
end of the Oedipus complex will differentiate in it a portion, the superego.
The super-ego then, the real inheritance of the Oedipus complex, will
be the nucleus of these lost objects (parents principally). In melancholia,
instead, the identifications do not create a new instance. Melancholia occurs in so far as the super-ego (ego-ideal) is already structured.
We see then that identification can be either an element of structuring
force (as in the consequence of the Oedipus complex) or an element of
destruction (as the identification leading to suicide in melancholia). The
identification that leads towards the establishment of the superego as
the inheritance of the Oedipus complex is correlative to the structuring
of the psychic apparatus.
The value of the Oedipus complex dwells in its relation to castration.
Desire obtains its status through the mark of castration, that is to say,
through the Law by the enactment of desire.
The transitory identification in mourning turns into a process of

I08
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This identification fulfills the basic requirements of a transformation

in the 'I' in order to keep an investment in an object which no longer exists. In other words, in melancholia the suicidal act is the imaginary c a p
ture of the illusion of the objet u situated at the level of the ideal-ego.
In melancholia then, the 'I' identified with the ideal-ego will become
an end in itself. We will understand why melancholia is a narcissistic illness if we remember the formula that Freud gave us in Narcissism, An
Introduction, where he said that we come out of our narcissism in order
not to die.

.~ . .
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lasting duration in melancholia.’Having (the loved person for example) is
transformed into being (the loved person). Part of the ‘I’ by representing
the absent-lost object, becomes,the object by identification. Hence, the
super-ego (ego-ideal) will envisage the homicide of the object. Since the
object is now, by identification, a part of the ‘Y,homicide turns into
suicide. The only way of eliminatlng the.object is by killing it through
suicide.
. The. super-ego is the agency of impossible demands. The egogives the order “Jouis“’.(Enjoy yourself!) to which the subject “n
reply “J’ouir”.(Ihear)! The command cannot be carried out because t
‘I’ can only hear the demand at the level of the ideal-ego. Between t
ego-ideal and the ideal-ego the ‘I’ can only hear.
The super-ego is the identification with the super-ego of’the,.parents”
rather than an identification .with.them and this is why in this constitution the parental fantasm will play a decisive role.
It is in Chapter VI1 (On Identification), of Group Psychology (1921)
.
that Freud describes three sources of identification.

Firstly,
“Identification is known to psychoanalysis as the.
earliest expression of an emotional tie with
another person. It plays a part in t h. e. early
history of the Oedipus complex.”
An ,early part that we .ought,not to confuse .with pre-oedipal stags.
Clinical experience shows us, with La-, thai if the pre-Oedifl.stages
exist phenomenologically; they are unthinkable from the psychoanalytic
p i n t of view; .a point in which Melanie Klein was quite Freudian,
although in order to sustain the’Freudian ambiguity of the overall;
supremacy .of the oedipus ‘.complex. She could .not express this,
supremacy if not by chronological means, by the introduction of a much
earlier Oedipus complex. .
This identification, ambivalent from the .start is, in many ways, the
discourse of the Other that places the subject’in lineages and genera, . .
tions.
Simultaneously as this identification takes place, a ‘true’ object choice
is developed, which leads us to point out the difference between one and.
~

f
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the other. Identification and object-choice pose for the subject the problem of being and having which at the beginning are marked out by
Freud as being the same. Being is at play in identification while huving is
at play in object-choice. Being then logically precedes huving. To have is
preceded by fobe and only after (if we understand the after as a logical
moment) having experienced the abandonment (or loss) of the object.
To be and fohave are intertwined insofar as we assume that the child
does not distinguish between ‘I’ and not ‘I’. To be is the condition for fo
have. To have implies, among other things, the difference between
sexes. Something in the order of the being has to be lost in order to speak
about huving.
‘It’ (the unconscious) speaks’ first, therefore ‘I’ think after - this is the
Freudian discovery which according to my .clinical experience shows
that in the subject, inasmuch as he is.a speaking being, his unconscious
will always be ahead of his thought since the latter is a consequence of
the former.
Secondly,
. .
“Identification appears instead of object-choice,
a n d . o b j e c t - c h o i c e h a s regr.essed t o
identification.”
.
.
This is seen in the process of formation of neurotic symptoms. The ‘I’
identifies itself by introjection. This is to say that something is transfer- .’
red in the ‘1’. The movement followed then would be identification
-object-choi&identification by regression. This identification, also
ambivalent, can fall on either a loved or a hated’object and takes from its
object a single and idiosyncratic trait. The neurotic symptom, now borrowed by identification, is a representative in the ‘I’ of the object. It implies the abandonment of the object resulting in a return of the libido to
the ?: where the ‘I’ then offers itself to tk”It’ as object of love or
hate.
Thirdly, it is the identification with the desire of the other. This is the
case that we so’commonly see in our clinical work. Here,’identification
h& little to do with object-choice at first:Rather we can say that objectchoice sometimes appeak @ a consequence of this identification. It is
not the other who as such is relevanthere but the other’s desire. That,is
fo say that. there is an unconscious longing for.the desire of the other,
111
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which is achieved by identifying with the object’s (the other’s) desire. An
example often seen in the psychiatric ward is the adolescent who
develops a symptom proper to another adolescent who is neither his
friend, favourite companion nor a particular object for hatred. But
through the new symptom obtained by identification, a gain is made, a
desire proposed through this indirect way; for example to enjoy a similar
sexual transference with hidher analyst.
Freud describes as well the identification as it takes place in a case of
male homosexuality and he reviews the case of melancholia. In the
former where by a particularly intense fixation upon his mother the sub
ject cannot, after puberty, make the change onto another sexual object
but identifies himself with her. The subject identifies,
“. . .with an object that is renounced or lost as a
substitute for that object - introjection of it into
the T.”

death of his own father, Freud said it was the most painfulexperience in
the life of a subject.
We shall keep Freud‘s first statement, untouched by his own censorship, as truth. Thus, there is a first and automatic identification with the
father.“ This implies that the child takes direct pimession of his father by
identification. It seems to be that the child does not have to lose his
father in order to arrive at an identification with him. With the mother,
instead, the child has to lose her first in order to then choose her and
identify with her.
This primary identification with the father has in the theory of Freud,
the value of a myth. It refers to what Iacan pointed out as the Name-ofthe-Father, that is, the Law by which a child will shape its identifications. It is after these identifications that his destiny will show. him as
neurotic, perverse or psychotic.
The child (either boy or girl) takes possession of the father by identification, that is to say without needing to carry out an objectchoice,
therefore, without needing to come out of his narcissism.

In the latter case, in melancholia, the subject has lost the object of his
love, and the dimension of that loss is repressed. A portion of the ‘I’
takes the other as the target for self-reproaches and criticism. “The
shadow of the object has fallen upon the ‘I’ (Ich)”,as Freud said in
Mourning and Melancholia.
Two years later, in 1923, Freud will say i n h Ich un dasEs (The ‘I‘
and the ‘It’) that,
“. . .‘theeffects of the first identifications made in
earliest childhood will be general and ’
.
.
.. . . ..,
evetlasting”
. ..I
and he resom’to the ego-ideal when saying that,
“. . .behind the egckideal -‘there lies hidden & 1
individual’s first and most important identifica- ;
tiori, his identification with the father in his own .;
personal prehistory.”
:5

!

’:

Freud will correct himself in a footnote to the. text saying that, it
would be safer .to say identification with the parents. The fact that i
\’
Freud has kept both the text and the footnote allows us to point out.at
his own indecision at giving up his former affirmation. :
i <
It would be appropriate here to remember that, in referring to the
I12

1

The Name-of-the-Father will arrive to the child insofar as his word
will separate the child from his mother in the second logical moment of
the Oedipus complex. To invest an object (object-choice) implies the r ~ p
ture of narcissism. Identification, in the terms above described, is the
preservation of narcissism via the early establishment of the germ of
what will become the ego-ideal.

The. uncertainty offatherhood q m e s here to add upon the model of
identification that which lacks at the level of knowledge. Parer semper
incertur est while the mother is cerrhimu, a n old legal tag that’reminds
us that’ ‘paternity is always uncertain, maternity is most certain’ quoted
by Freud
in Family Romances.
..
.. .

. .

.

.

The &will confer his father the desired certainty in the un-certainty
of fatherhood. But it will be from,the function he carries that an’identificatory relation with’ his g n will be provided.
,

.

It is this primary identification with. the father, automatic and narcissistic, ‘that belongs.,to the domain of the myth. Using Freud‘s
metaphor, it pertains to the domain of the witch metapsycho/ogv.
113
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play as ‘dead’. It is in.this symbolic moment that the child’s desire of the
father, as dead, will make the.appearanceof the Law possible.

Phmary ‘identification is’a hypothetical’construction,a logical need
for the theory. In all identification that will follow, this primordial
primary identification will serve as a pole of attraction. In a similar manner. the secondary repression performed in the apparatus will be
.tracted by the beacon of primary repression. Primary repression is
structuring, in the psychic apparatus, of the division between what WI
remain forever repressed and that which can become precgnscious by
the lifting of the repression.
The Freudian subject, we have said it many times, is a subject divided’
between what his ‘I’ assumes as.the knowledge and what his unconscious poses regardless of. this :I’. There is no possibility of erasing
repression. Primary repression is the bar between understanding and be.
.
ing.
Primarj~identification --I insist- with the father, is a necessity of the
theory, therefore, its formulation is dogmatic. It has to do with the
father Law, as a function’and, & such, only explicable as the other
sideof desire. If the Law‘isthe repressed desire, then the work of castration is necessary for desire.

*

*

1

:I

X., age 16,’washapitalized in an acute state. He had had a psychotic
breakdown after a gang in the nearby park had verbally abused him and
physically provoked him, breaking his nose. On hmival;in the psychiatric .{
ward I heard X. addressing the followhg~cdmmandsto himself: “YOU
must brush.your teeth after every meal“, “Your fingernails have to bel
clean and short”,.“Don’t pick your nose”, ‘‘Breathe through your nose,
I
don’t breathe through your mouth”, . . . and so on.
X’s father is a policeman and.X. was beingteased and tormented in- i
cessantly because of this. In one of his sessions he:made the following’l
slip of the tongue, “My pqliceman is a father.^. .” then he smiled and cor- i
rected himself, “I wanted to say that my father is a’policeman.. .“ 2!
W e cannot ignore the disastrod, effects:brought about when, in;
everyday,&, a father mupi& the position of a vigilant custodian of the!
k&,law,A%Lacan says in The Purloined Letter, we should not confuse,
the prefed of ‘policewit$ the’bw. Moreover, one excludes the other.!
The father wffl be identified with the Law.ir&far as he will come into;

”

1

I
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The following quotations from Kaka’s Letter to My Father, stand as
documents where every statement is enlightened by Freud‘s works on
the subject of identification and the formation of the super-ego.
“At the time, and at that time everywhere, I
would have needed encouragement. I was, after
all,..depressed even by your mere physical
presence. I remember for instance how often we
..
. undressed together .in the same bathing-hut.
There was I, skinny, weakly, slight, you strong,
tall, broad. Even inside the hut I felt myself a
miserable specimen, and what’s more not only in
your eyes, but in the eyes of the whole world,for
you were for me the measure of all things.. .”
“Please, Father, understand me rightly, these
would in themselves have been utterly insignificant details, they only became depressing for me
because you, the man who was so tremendously
the measure of all things for me, yourself did not
keep the commandments you imposed on me.
Hence the world was for me divided into three
parts:one in which I, the slave, lived under laws
that had been invented only for me and which I
could, I did not know why, never completely
comply with; then a second world, which was in.finitely remote from mine in which you livkd,
concerned with government, with the issuing of
orders and with annoyance about their not being
obeyed; and. finally a third world where
everybody else lived happily and free from others
-and frOm ‘havingto obey. I was conthually in
,
. disgrak, ,either I obeyed your orders;and
that
all,
only
to
wa:a
diigace,
for’they
ap&i@,afer
.. .
. .
. .
..
. .
I

I
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me, or I was defiant and that was a disgrace t
for how could I presume to defy you, or’I coul
not obey because for instance I had not yo
strength, your appetite, your skill, in spite o
which you ,expected. it .of me .as a matter o
course; this was the greatest
..
disgrace of all. . .!:),

..

.

..

.

.

“The impossibility of. getting on calmly
together had one. more result, actually a very
. . natural one:.I lost the capacity to talk. I daresay I
should never have been a very eloquent person
in. any case,but .I.should after all have had the
usual.fluency of human language at my command. But at a very early stage you forbade me
to talk. :Your threat: !Not a word of contrad
tion!’ and. the raised hand that accompanied
have gone with me ever since. What I got fr
.you -and you are, as soon as it is a matter
your own affairs, an excellent talker- was
hesitant, s t a m e r i n g mode of speech, and ev
that’wk still to0 much for you, and finally I kep
. d e n y , at first perhaps from defiance, and the
b&use I couldn’t either think or speak in you
>
presence.. .”

offer; it would be plain that this is what everybody wants, and everybody
would regard it as the precise expression.of the desire which he had long
felt but had been unable to formulate, that he should melt into his beloved, and that henceforih they should be one being instead,of two. The
reason is that this was our primitive condition when we were wholes, and
love is simply the, name for’thedesire and pukuit of the whole:“ Lacan
takes the satyrical wordsof Aristophanes psychoanalyticallyshowing that
love is when one gives what one does not have to someone who is not. In
Lacan’s own terms !‘Love as such, I have always told you, and we shall
.find it in every corner, is to give what one has not. And one cannot love
more than doing as not having..Even if one has it. That love as an answer,
. implies the dominion of the not having. It was not me, it was Plato who
invented it, who’invented that only Poverty can conceive love and the
idea of becoming pregnant in a night’s party:And, as a matter of fact, to
give what one does not have, is the.feast, it is not love”. From Seminar
., VIII, 1960-1961.
LeTramferf, Unpublishedseminarof Lacan. My
translation.
. . .. .
In all the’places where in this text the temi 1 appears it is due to my literal
translation from the German Ich. Since the Latin ego ‘correspondsmore
to..a philosophy of the subject of knowledge than to the subject of
psychoanalysis where, if there is any knowledge this dwells in the unconscious from which the I (Ich)is only an effect.
In all places where in this text the term Ifappears it is due to my literal translation from the German Es which I prefer to the Latin Id since it is
coherent with the Freudian formula WoEs warsolllch werden (Where It
was 1 ought to become).
CARROLL, L. . .Let me think war I the same when I got up this morning?
I almost think I can remember feeling a little different. But if I’m not the
same, the next question is, ‘Who in the world am I? Ah, fhaf’s the great
puzzle!” And she began thinking over all the children she knew that were
of the same age as herself, to see if she could have been changed for any of
them. “I’m sure I’m not Ada,” she said, “for her hair goes in such long
ringlets, and mine doesn’t go in ringlets at all; and I’m sure I can’t be
Mabel, for I know all sorts of things, and she, oh, she knows such a very
little! Besides, she’s she, and I’m I, and - oh dear, how puzzling it all is!
From Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, published by Bramhall House,
USA.
LACAN, I. “There is an essential difference between the object defined as
narcissistic, the @a)and the function of the a. From The Four Fundamen:

‘I.

.

.

NOTES
PLAT0 in the Symposium makes Aristophanes say “ ‘Is the object of your
desire to be always .together.= much as,.possible, and never to be
separated from one another day or night? If that is what you want, I am
r a y to melt and weld you.together, So that,,instead of two, you shall be
one flesh;,as long as you live you shall Live a commo? Life, and when you
’ die, you shall suffer a common death,.andk still one, not two, even in the
next world. Would such a fate as this content you, and satisfy your longings?‘ W e know what their answer would be; no one would refuse the
116
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tal Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, p.272. The Hogarth Press and the In
stitute of Psycho-Analysis, London, 1977.
LACAN. J. Subversion of the Subject and Dialectic of Desire, p.319, ir
Ecrits; a Selection, Tavistock Publications, London, 1975.
FREUD, S. .tie Aurage'to let.tiis own unconscious spear. From P
Special Type of Choice of Object Made by Men, p.165, %.Ed., Vol.XI.
LACAN, J: ''The single stroke (BinzigerZugj is not in.the first field of narcis
sistic identification, to which Freud relates the first form of identificatiol
-which, very curiously indeed, he embodies in a sort of function, a sor
of primordial model which the'father assumes, anterior. even to thi
libidinous investment on the mother-, a mythical stage, certainly. Tht
single stroke, in so far as the subject clings to it, is in the field of desire
which cannot in any sense be constituted other than in the reign of th,
signifier, other than at the level in which there is a relation of the subjec
to the Other. It is the field of the Other that determinesthe function of thi
single stroke, in so far as it is from .it that a major stage of identificationi
established in the topography then developed by Freud - namely
idealization, the ego idea)". From Interpretation to the TransferencP
p.256 in The, Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, Thi
Hogarth Press and the Institute of PsycheAnalysis,'London, 1977.
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Four seminars, On Transference
given by Dr. Moustapha Safouan
at The Freudian School of Melbourne
in January 1982 for guests,
members and analysts of the Schml.

FOREWORD TO DR. SAFOUAN’S
SEMINARS O N TRANSFERENCE

In the beginning of 1982,’TheFreudian School of Melbourne invited
Dr. Moustapha Safouan, Analyst of L’Ecoe Freudienne de Park to
give a series of seminars on Transference for guests, members and
analysts of the School. Dr. Safouan was an active contributor to Lacan’s
seminars which were the nucleus of the formation of the French
psychoanalytic school. Those seminars covered a period of 30 years until the dis-solution of L’Ecole Freudienne de Paris in 1980. In the dissolution Safouan remained with Lacan and his principles.
The dream of an international movement above all differences, ended
long before Lacan’s death. Since the death of Lacan we are witnessing
the dispersion of the psychoanalytic discourse. Psychoanalytic discourse
is not isomorphic with the psychoanalytic group; this was the truth that
the dis-solution as a psychoanalytic act showed.
The group as revealed by Freud and Law,always runs the danger of
becoming a horde. And if psychoanalysis is one of the ?possible ppfessions, it is precisely because it is the profession which causes resistance to
the advancement of the psychoanalytic theory.
The psychoanalytic group and the psychoanalytic discourse are not
one and the same thing. The constitution of a group, even if a group of
analysts, cannot avoid the struggle for pure prestige. It is not that power
is bad or good, as the moralist pretends under cover of being anarchic or
revolutionary. The position of power is an imaginary position in this
regard - as seen with the excommunication of kcan.
The m n why power is intrinsically contradictory (without
-‘aujhebund to psychoanalysis is the fact that, whether you like it or
not, it remains in the pre-Freudian field as an Adlerian position.

:

Philosophers in this respect saw power as infinite and knowledge as
finite. They failed to take a further step, namely that power as s i t e is
a fantasm
by belief.
. promoted
.
This is not our path. ,The only absolute master is death, in front of
..which the group becomes a horde, believing that a ruler or a master is
the Law.
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If psychoanalytic discourse, which is not necessarily the dmurse
science - refers to any power, it refers to the power of the uncqmio
Notwithstanding the efforts to fend off desire,'it will produce the thi
on which. psychoanalysis
operates, the symptom and the fankm.
.
'Ourproposition'is.a proposition to work. The School is the.p
where those who are prepared to investigate and assume
transference of psychoanalysis are welcome. For them the best
still the Socratic one: to look at their desire - and forget
:.
themselves.

SEMINARS

So long as the clinical experience will keep interrogating the theory,
he psychoanalytic discourse has the chance to continue.
To conclude is to produce the psychoanalytic act. If Freud considers
hat obsessional neurosis leaves scars in thought, because action through
udgement does not put an end to thinking, this was his way of urging
lis followers to take up work and not ceremonials or rituals.

In six years of existence the School has been working steadily and ex
clusively in psychoanalysis.

Oscar Zentner
1983

Today, whoever wants to become an analyst, who addresses his
mand to the schoo1;in'order to be listened to, must be pkp-red
receive back his own words, to avoid feeding with common-sense
formations of his unconscious.
To be a 'member, an-analyst member, or an analyst of the Freudia
Schwl; the inethod proposed by Lacan as the 'pass' has to
That is to say, it has to be applied. The School is not a pla
tion. This is why the 'pass' is the way by which the work c
School. To finish or to grqduate as anjanalyst is exactly
Freudian School which accepts and gssumes the fobwing
the Freudian desire is unattainable because it can only
and.revealed. It circtda@ but it cannot be. fulfilled.

This is none other thim the transference as Socrates '
Alcibiades. Love,.which alth0ugh.h the apparent tak
Socrates, refers to someone else. Agathon in the text perhaps,.but th
objef a no doubt in the realm of.psychoanalysis.

This Socrates, supposed - subject-qfknowing refto know an
thing but love. And the interesting thing is that while a f f i i to o
know matters of love, he refused to &e it whileit was in demand..
reduce this to that easy word 'frustration', implies the perverse posit
of thinking of oneself in'the capacity of having it. No doubt our rea
will fmd'here that echo of the Lacaniin teaching love is to give W
one does not have to one who is not.
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Dr. Safouan has published the following works:

Le structuralisme en Dsychanalyse in
Quht-ce que le struciraiisme, ~e h i 1
~

(1968)

Etudes sur l'adipe, Le Seuil

(1974)

La sexunlite'feminine dam la doctrine
Freudienne, Le Seuil
(1976)
L'ei-heduprincipeduphisir
(1979)
Translated as,
Pleasure and Being: Hedonism from a
Psychoanalytic Point of View.
St. Martin's Press (1983)

SEMINAR I - TRANSFERENCEAND ACTING-OUT
Moustapha Safouan

L'inconscient et son scribe, Le Seuil
(1982)

Jacques Lacan et la question de la for.
mationdesanalystes. LeSeuil
(1983)

I

Concerning Freud's ideas on transference, one always has in mind the
case of Anna 0. (Bertha Pappenheim).If you recall, Anna 0. related to
Breuer stories modelled on Hans Anderson's Picture Book without Pictures. This book had been the first gift Breuer got from his father. He
learned to read from this book. The stories are variations on the theme
of a little girl who has nmone to love - until in the end she finds a sick
old man whose wife is in despair. The little girl cares for him and he
recovers; that is, she finds someone to love. In these stories death is quite
evanescent, and disappears before the all-powerful love - there is no
realition of death as a limit, or subjectivization of death. Love conquers death; even at seventy. Bertha Pappenheim considered her fatal
illnessas the "interior enemy". But then she was too old to fabricate new
symptoms.
So Anna 0. told these stories to Breuer and her symptoms were
ameliorated. LUCYFreeman has no doubt that this cure is due to
transference, as the cure was illusory - as was shown by the fact that
she became worse after the expected shock of the death of her father.
So, a transference cure is equivalent to a cure by love.
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But it is not so sure that Breuer was the objecf of this love.
I remind you of Lacan’s schema de la vase renvemk You wii recall’::
the description of Anna O.’s symptom before the cure; she had fallen to.
pieces, astasia-abasia,paralysis, anaesthesia, etc. etc. The organization of ’
the body image occurs through the recognition of the image in the mif
ror as one’s own - ie. it goes through the mediation of the other. Bkuer
was rather such a mediator.
’.
Indeed, Anna 0. called her treatment the talking cure, which stress%
the symbolic aspect of what is going on. She talked of bringing Breuer into her private theatre. He was not the object of love, but the other who.
conditions the love of one’s own image as the first object. That is, she
”
loved Breuer as a condition for loving herself.
Then at one point Breuer invites her to a promenade in the Prater. He
hires a car and brings his second daughter, Bertha, in the car.
mother is also called Bertha.) When they returned, she was so depressed.
that’she talked of suicide for the first time.
A desire of Breuer’s had been r e d i and she took it as a demand.
She was not prepared to occupy this place of motherhood. (A desire is
not necessarily meant to be realized, only to be sustained.) Remember
. :-.>
,
this observation finishes with Anna O.’s fantasm of accouchement..
. ‘iThis,raises a number of questions concerning transference. The f i t
question is whether it is an actual love or the reproduction, the shadow
of some ancient love. Freud‘s answer is paradoxical -every love is a
repetition, ttiat is, every love reproduces its infantile prototype- ie. tge
in&tgous desire’for the first. object. If so, what ’is peculiar .aboui
. .
transference love?
.
,
Jones claimed that every analysis aims to expose this buried dsik’and
that this defined’the end of the analysis, (an opinion held also by Fffiud
at one time). Others think this tbo reductive and like to stress that theT
are always some elements that are actual and productive in love -an?
some elements that are regressive. But what are the criteria?
Others, like L.’Chertok and R. Saussure in their History .of thc
Discovery of the Unconscious, claim that Freud simply could not faff
the reality of his’patients’love. But if transference k simply actual an(
authentic, how can it be. analysable?
,

. .
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Thomas Szasz claims that, whether there is transference or not. it cana matter of
disputation.
All these opinions betray a misconception either of desire or truth.
The main mistake is to see love as a transitive relation (ie. the love goes
to the object). Another way of seeing it is to regard love as a way of
authorizing oneself as being lovable. This discovery of the narcissistic
structure of love is not peculiar to psychoanalysis. Plato, circa 255 B.C.
in the Phaedrus gives a description of the state of love which includes a
reference to the mirror.
,.
In the songs of the troubadors derived from Persian sources. it is comnot be asserted by one of the parties; the truth becomes

mon to find the idea that noone would love if they had not alrkdy been
visited by love.
Bergler and Jekels in a paper in the Psychoanalytic Quarterly of 1949,
state that ‘to love is to ask for love’. To ask for love implies that you consider yourself in principle lovable.
Lacan underlines the function of the third person who mediates the
love between the subject and his first object, the ego - he calls this the
other of dependence and love, (Ibutrede la depenhnce et de I‘amour)a place or a function usually occupied in the f i t place by the mother.
Can we b y that Breuer assumed this place in the cure of Anna O., or
whether he was put in this place by her? Her aim was to recollect her
unity and reunite the parts of her body. But her telling these stories
wasn’t only to re-establish her mirror-relation to herself, it was also her
only means to regularize her relation with death - a relation which was
almost completely deficient. It was this deficiency which was repeatedly
revealed in these stories. Breuer was supposed to intervene at this point,
between her and what Heidegger calls the being for death, (I’&repourla

mort).
Even if Breuer had only asked if she believed that the girl never lost
her man, and even if she had said it, he would then have appeared to her
as someone for whom loss or mourning means something This would
situate him in another position with relation to the symbolic. Breuer, of
course, was miles away from this: he was regarded in Vienna, as “the
doctor’s doctor”. (I draw your attention to Kennedy’s recent book, Unmasking Medicine, on the question of death being regarded as if it were
m illness.)
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For analysis the situation is different. As Lacan says, in analysis
being (ledes-&re)is on the side of the analyst. Not so with Breuer, w
reaction was to love her stones, ie. to love 'her'; but what d m the 'h
denote? In telling her stories, she,became identi
book which tells its own.stories. Anna 0. even
tell a story in one .visit, next session she would
Breuer's wife became impatient with his pe
case; Breuer got embarrassed, and became anxious to finish. Anna 0.
began to feel that he wanted to get rid of her. She activated
reminiscences under hypnosis - notably the hallucination of her fa
with the deathkhead.
After the visite d
his family to announce that Anna 0. was h
with cramps - a new symptom which culmi
ing birth:"Dr. Breuer's baby is coming", she cried. Breuer fled (and
not return) in front of what was an .acting out destined to
burden of-his desire upon her.
This brings us back to the question, is transference an actual love orl
"

actual encounter and it is'an actual love, but all the libido is not invested
in the object of love - some part of it remains,tiedto objects which are
unconscious. That is, all love is only partial. Remember, Abraham did
not talk about partial objects, he talked about partial love.
What is this uncbnscious object? For Freud, the unconscious object
invested is a stereotype or cliche. In this sense. every object love is a
repetition of some'cliche and an object is a love object in as far as one is
directed to this object in search of the cliche. How then is this stereotype
defined? - as a first love .from.the past reproduced in the hope that
satisfaction not obtained with the old object will be obtained.
But why wasn't it satisfied in the first place? We could say that this is
because. it was a demand for absolute, unconditional love; a subjective
iequirement impossible to satisfy - ie; there are limits to the satisfaction
that love can give and no.limitsto the demand of love. A purely genetic
approach to this question gives rise to a psychological mystery which requires another approach - the structural approach. Structuralism
thinks outside time, in the sense. that it glimpses the internal necessity
working every time.
According to Freud, there is part of the libido which remains in the
unconscious. That part invested in an unconscious object cannot be called narcissistic libido. But there is also a narcissistic libido invested in the
symbolizes the specular image as fuJ, (i of a) (and the ob
object.
ject of'love as ,@'i
(i' of.(a)).]

mean

b c a n quote in this co'nnection
'

..

That is, the object is the reflection of the subject as he wants to be
seen, rather than the'reflection'of some old object. This object always
appears in an idealized form. With this id&&tion, we approach the
con&pt of lack; this object is given all the attributes which I don't find
in myseKThe libido invested in the stereotype is not narcissiistic libido
in so far the narcissistic libido is invested'in'the object which is in
front. The unconscious object is not such is to appear specularly - that
is, it is not within the domain of consciousness. What appears in the field
of the specular-is the lack of this object, ie. the-lack appears as the
absence which defmes me in so far as I am not only an image.
It is precisely this lack which determines the transportation of the
libido'that invests the image of one's own to the image of the object ,. .
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what I lack the object has, giving the illusion of totality- all 1 want
(which is all I am) is there.
This idea of a stereotype has a history in psychoanalysis deriving from
the phenomenolo&cal observation that everyone has his own conditions
for love, ie. in these details reside all the reality of the object - for exam
ple a certain woman can never resist a man in some way associated with
danger. In analysis, the point at which the subject recognizes the determinants of his object choice is one of the crucial moments.
Bergler tries to assimilate this to the notion of an internal image (6.
a
gestalt trigger in the animal world described by ethologists) which means
that the person ymes a predisposition to repeat the action when confronted with the object, ie. he postulates a one to one correspondence
between the intemal image and the object which results in falling in
love. He takes Goethe’s Werther as an example. When he sees Charlotte
giving bread to the little children, he encounters his own image from the
external world - experienced as a coup de foudre.
We can envisage Lacan’s objet u as another step towards the definition of this stereotype of the unconscious object. There was a time when
this object was considered as an imago of a person, eg. the mother.
Lacan’s position is to state that there is an object such that it does not
appear in the narcissistically invested image, which is unconscious, and
without which transduction (tromversement) of libido between narcissistic libido and object libido does not occur. There is repetition, yes,
but what is repeated is not the first love, but the cause of all love.
There is an important paradox conckrning transference. In the
psychoanalytic doctrine, we speak of transference resistance despite the
fact that transference is the condition of the efficacy of interpretation.
If we have love, why the need for knowledge - love is blind. But one
must go through love as a condition so that the lack-object that deter.
mines this love can be treated.
The analysand may fall in love with the analyst in the treatment, but
mostly he is in love with a thud person. This lateral transference is
precisely the trumference. The question of whether he is worth loving is
nevertheless addressed to the analyst. In the next seminar we will
elaborate this question of the bifurcation of the transference through an
examination of the Symposium of Plato.

Let’s turn now to the relation between transference and actinp-out.
Lacan refers here to a case described by Emst Kris, of a scholar who had
published widely and who accused himself of plagiarism. Kris started by
examining his works to see if there was plagiarism or not. He tells the patient in the session that he finds none. After the swion, the patient goes
to a restaurant to eat fresh brains - an acting-out, no doubt.
Kris behaved as if the self reproaches concerned acts. But for a
psychoanalyst, self reproach relates to desire, not to acts. Acting-out is a
means of showing what one cannot say to the analyst.
The study of ritual also has a bearing on this question. Acting-out is
not necessarily the result of a false interpretation. Often it comes spontaneously as a result of the fact that what one cannot say one can at
least show. The hysterical attack of Anna 0. was an acting-out in this
sense. Her labour is an acting-out of an interpretation not made of
Breuer’s desire.
Acting-out occurs in relation to, but outside the analysis. An example
is Freud’s patient, the homosexual woman who loved a dkmi-monduine
in a chivalrous way to point out something to her father. If we relate
transference to acting-out, the latter is the more transparent term, in
that it helps to define the obscure.
Transference outside analysis is acting-out; acting-out in analysis is
transference. For example, when the topic of castration makes itself felt
in the analysis, the patient then falls in love. This love is an acting-out
which, in so far as it takes place during the analysis, is transference or,
more precisely, transference resistance.
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REPLIES TO QUESTIONS
. . . Analysis is the analysis of transference, the analyst doesn’t necessari.
ly have to do anything to bring it out.
. . . the syiet-supposC-suvoiris the motor power of the transference.
When this cre$t is not given to the analyst, there is no transference.
. . . the aim of analysis is to restructure the relation to the source of
repetition, what Freud calls I‘objetfonci&ementperdu. The question of
131
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the efficacy of the analysis is that of its ability to stop repetition.
. . . You cannot believe and analyse at the Same time. It is one or the
other.
. . . 1e.s pitges de narcissism du dtsir sont innum6robles.

SEMINAR I1 - ON PLATO’S SYMPOSIUM
Moustapha Safouan
Hegel, in his Phenomenology of the Spirit was not claiming to advance or add a new theory of knowledge, or a new critique of knowledge
as it already existed. Knowledge for him was a fact which existed in a
variety of discourses; for example the discourse of the stoics or the
discourse of the sceptics and so forth and even the critique of knowledge
is one of these discourses. So he didn’t need to add a new theory; all he
needed was to consider these different discourses in order to see how
knowledge is effectively structured and how the deficiencies or the contradictions which exist within a certain discourse, say that of the stoics,
work as the motive power for going to another kind of discourse. This is
the movement which he called dialectic, in which contradiction works as
the motor.
I recall this because the Symposium of Plato can be considered as a
study of love, but as love effectively existed in a certain discourse. Of
course there is no question in Plato of a self-movement or of a dialectic
movement, but as far as the study of the phenomenon is the study of a
certain discourse, the idea is there. He does not say what love is or what
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of mysticism and so on. Even on the common level we can notice that
love is.really at the very end, as Lacan put it, the love of a name. It is a

!
I

matter of recurrent psychoanalytic observation that the moment when
the analysand gives the name, even outside of analysis, when the lover
gives the name of the beloved, it always means that he has crossed some
fantasm.
So the method of Plato seems to me q&pletely adequate to its object.
This was the method around which he arranged the Symposium. As you
will remember, the banquet took place because Agathon, which precisely means 'the good', in the sense that we talk about the 'supreme good',
. this Agathon was a tragic p e t who was well known. He had won first
prize in a competition as a.tragic p e t and that was the occasion of the
big celebration. Because neone was in a hurry, on the second day, some
intimate friends were invited to a more intimate celebration. But
because they were too tired to resume drinking, one of them proposed
the idea of spending the night talking instead of drinking, and each at his
turn to make a praise to love and that is how it started.
The one whose turn it was to talk first was a young man Phaedrus
who was supposed to be the very example of an Athenian youth of the
fifth century. So Phaedrus started.by presenting the argument that love
was the most ancient of the Athenian gods and was the god most WOTthy of praise because he was the most beneficial. Beneficial in what
respect? - because in love lies the motive power, the drive behind the
highest and most noble deeds. For example, if a beloved commits a
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shameful deed and is seen by somebody else, he. would feel shame. But
even if he was seen by his parents, his shame would be nothing compared with the shame he would feel if he was seen by his lover. So lovers
are incapable of shameful things, to such an extent that an army made
of true lovers would be able to resist and gain victory against even the
universality of man. Given that great deeds lead to immortality, so that
you obtain everlasting memory, it was only love that drove Alceste,
because Alceste was the lover but Achilles was the beloved. You-can see
in this scenario, this dialogue, a kind of indication that the place of the
lover who sacrifices himself can easily be taken by the beloved. I mean
an indication of an operation of substitution, according to which the
beloved becomes the lover and as a matter of fact you can s a y that the
very essence of love is some kind of substitution according to which the
one who loves is by the same token put by this very movement of.loving, in the place of the eventual beloved. The point is that this &ves rise
to the idea of love that makes one abstain from doing shameful things.
Let us look at this discourse more closely. It amounts to pointing to
.the importance of what we may call 'the y e ' , 'le regard', 'the look' and
it points to the fact that the beloved and the lover are each suspended in
the gaze of the other and the finality is to see in this gaze the very image
of him that he would like most. One of the commentators of this
discourse here points to a dangerous situation; it's like drowning into the
disappearance
of the efficacy of any law. Because under these conditions
the most shameful things can be done because they pleas.the lover.
When he ekes the example of defending one's own city, clearly y u can
Say that it is a law. But the question is, is this law your desire Aot?
It
may be my very wish. This would leave me free 61
to participate in.a
dirty war. But according to this logic of Phaedrus in his discourse the
law, the Athenian custom or duty of defending the city, is taken as just
an o b j a to which you accommodate yourself in order toget admiration. Duty and desire are completely apart.
Another idea which may be worth noticing in this discourse is that
since all is directed in order to get narcissistic satisfaction in the gaze of
the other, you can say that love is effectively a means of enjoying one's
own being. Enjoying one's own being is simply to love.
From this point we can proceed to the following discourse which was,
I35
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the place, held by Pausanias. Pausanias is a Greek name which comes
from a verb which means to stop, to pause. This Pausanias was a well
known homosexual and as you know Greek homosexuality was a tradition organized socially and was a phenomenon subject to no social
repudiation, only social regimentation. For example it was the idea that
you should love boys but with the social regimentation that you don’t
pursue them younger than a certain age etc., etc. So there was no social
condemnation, only regimentation.
So there are a number of subtleties of this kind that we should be
aware of when each speaker talks from his own position. In the dialogue,
there are clear indications that Pausanias was in love with Agathon and
that Agathon had started to feel a bit tired of him. So this situation
draws him in his speech to make the distinction between the bad and the
good love: good investment and love which is not a good investment in
the language of libido and banks. So he starts by talking about two kinds
of love, as love belongs to Aphrcdite and there are two kinds of
Aphrodite, the celestial and Aphrcdite the earthly. The celestial
Aphrodite was formed when the testicles of Uranus were cut and fell into the sea. At that moment the water boiled and out of the foam came
Aphrcdite. So she owes her coming into being at birth to no intervention
of the female element. That is what makes her really greater and that is
why love goes to boys and not to women.
His discourse is very instructive in as much as it puts into relief
another facet of love which is not the narcissistic gratification but the
kind of idealization which it brings. Another point is that this idealization is clearly given as a kind of negation, because all this praise of the
heavenly Aphrodite, barely hides an attraction in the other direction
towards Agathon. At that moment we are told that Aristophanes, a
friend, got the hiccups to such an extent that he could not speak at his
turn. And there are many commentators who have spent ink trying to
explain why. The only credible or fitting explanation, I think, was that
he was simply laughing while he was listening to this hypocrite
paederast Padsanias. And this is given credit by what he says; “1 can’t
speak, I am arrested. . .etc.”, in this speech you can find at least five puns
on the name Pausanias.
So, as he could not speak, the one who was beside him took up the

toast. He was called Eryximachus, a medical man. He speaks from the
view of the prevailing Sicilian medical tradition which was based upon
thephilosophies of Empedocles according to which there are two forces
those of strife and concord, in other words the forces of hate and love.
To put it into a nutshell, he made those cosmic forces.

Then comes the turn of Aristophanes who should have spoken before.
With him things become more serious. Aristophanes starts to enter into
something different, what we call the order of desire. He stam by saying
that men have no idea about the power of love. I will teach you and you
will be my porfepuroleand you in your turn will teach others. Here you
have an indication that Plato is going to say something serious and we
have the indication of some revelation and the word revelation is actually used in the text. So what is the revelation? There is also the indication
that we ignore revelation. He says we ignore our true nature and what is
our true nature? It is what we were. Our ancestors were a race of spheric
beings; everyone was a sphere. And then coma a long description of
how strong and muscular these beinksrwereand other descriotions of the
Olympic ideal of man, strong and quick. So they strove hardand wanted
to attain the heights of Olympus and dismiss the Gods and occupy their
place. So Zeus was displeased with this excess and as a punishment he
cut them into halves. So if a woman was part of a sphere which joined
with another half containing a woman we have what is called a lesbian.
If a man was part of a sphere which contained another man (and here is
the vicious remark) we have Pausanias, if he is what I think he’is. If
there are halves which join to make a sphere containing a man and a
woman then these are the race who make havoc. But we are all of us
pieces of man or pieces of woman. There is the custom that we take a
stone, cut it in half and give it to our children to symbolize and to a n
nounce to generations a friendship and so it is that we are syrffbpls of
men and women.
All this jovial way of presenting things has its serious indications. It is
said clearly that one loves some object in as far as he finds in this object
his own completion. In this insistance of unity as the finality of the love
drive we have all the indications given in a sarcastic way which underlie
the illusionary character of this search for love. But illusionary in what
sense? Because it is irreuhuble. Although they are all intelligent enough,
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they believe in it and in order to believe in it they create obstacles
because this unity they are supposed to seek is the very thing they are
supposed to dread, as unity is the very pole of desire and anxiety in this
speech of Aristophanes because in one moment of his discourse he
makes an explicit hypothesis. Suppose a blacksmith comes, he says, with
his tools and surprises two lovers in bed and he asks them “what do you
want?” They will have no answer. So he says, “don’t you want me to
unite you in a common death and a common life?”, and here they say,
“that is exactly what we want”. But the point is that there is some sarcasm here. He tells us by the very fact of not telling us that the
blacksmith did not combine action with words. Suppose that the
blacksmith started to unite them really in a common death and common
life, you can imagine the result! So you can say that this illusory
character is the very illusion which underlies the notion in some
psychoanalytic circles of genital love. There can be genital desire but
genital love is this illusion. Also it can be deduced from the discourse
that if love is finding the object as much as it appears to complete you
and if love is to place oneself in the place of the beloved, then you can
say that love amounts to annihilating the object, to become some part of
yourself instead of that which you present yourself. This you can deduce
from the current metaphors such as, you are my eyes, my heart, etc.
Well after these revelations, if we call them so, comes the turn of
Agathon himself. This is a most difficult discourse. Some say it was
stupid, some brilliant but merely on the level of style, some say it was the
most glorious page of Greek ever written etc., but most commentators
do not find any substance in it. Now in order to understand it or give it
its full import, one needs to recall that at the end of the banquet
everybody was completely drunk and everybody slept except three p m
ple, Socrates and the two poets - the comic poet, Aristophanes and
Agathon. Socrates in his passion for the tragic poet was trying to convince them that the comic poet was the tragic poet and that the tragic
poet was the comic poet and so he was trying to convince them of their
identities. At that moment some other group of people came suddenly
and that was how it ended. Now, one wonders why at this stage did
Plato mention the two and introduce the identity of the comic and tragic
when he did not develop it? Well I think he did not develop it because he
had already developed it in the way he made them talk. He developed it
I38
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in action. As a matter of fact this speech of Aristophanes was undoubtedly a comic speech, because of the effect and especially because it
was a speech about a lost paradise. There is a Spanish scholar whose
bmk, The Origin of Tragic, really shows in a convincing way that the
theme of a lost paradise is the theme of all comedy. So by its very theme
as well as by its effect, it is comic.
Now, Agathon is a tragic poet, but does this mean he must give
himself to a tragic speech? This would be out of place. It poses the question, is it possible to pronounce a tragic speech about love? I mean isn’t
any speech about love bound to be a comic speech? Well I would say in
this case that, if the goal of this passion is unity and if the passion is
rigorous - I mean if it goes to the very end of this goal without hesitation, then in this case it becomes tragic.
Well this is’a suggestion, but anyway to give it some weight I will
recall a b&k written by Michelet who is the famous nineteenth century
French historian. Michelet is even &re appreciated among the French
than say Jevons among the English, not only for his quality as an
historian but also for his literary qualities. This Michelet has written
some other books outside his domain as an historian. He has a book titled ‘[a Femme’ and another titled ‘I’amour‘. If you read this book you
can’t stop laughing. Everybody laughs! Whalwas the purpose of this
book? He says that he was afflicted to see his French compatriots abandon themselves to alcohol and narcotics and become miserable when
they have happiness near at hand. Happiness for a French woman is a
French man and for a French man is a French woman. And the book is
describing how man can find happiness in his mate. It describes how you
should treat each other at the beginning of life. You come to the chapter
titled, Is Union Possible? And he says t h a G i o n is not possible as far as
there is life, union is possible only in death. Then he starts a long tirade
to the effect that in this case,if union is not realizable except at the price
of death, then death is my friend and then he starts some two or three
pages which really make you tremble and its quality completely changes.
To return to Agathon then, he may have the possibility of giving a
tragic discourse or speech on passion but to do so would have been out
of place.
The solution found by Plato was very astute, in the sense that, as a
i
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tragic poet he was supposed to understand fully the language of passion.
The language of passion is rhetorics, so it was a discourse in which the
rhetorics flowed and sophism, which is part of rhetorics, to such an extent that the commentators were struck by what we call the leg3rete‘or
futility of this speech. When you look closely, it was not as futile as it
seemed and after all Plato makes him conclude his speech by saying,
here is my speech with its measure of budinuge and also its good measure
of seriousness. So this is an indication not to dismiss the whole thing and
in order to give you a single material example he says, that he does not
subscribe to Phaedrus’ idea that love is the most ancient of gods. On the
contrary, love is the youngest of gods. The proof is that love flees old
age, it loves youth. But here is the most verbal area in the worst sense of
the word. This argument is no argument at all, love is young because it
loves the young, but he says it flies old years. It flies to youth, youth
which is too rapid to our taste, because it amves to reach us earlier than
we want - so here is a touch to the fragility even of life and of love by
the same token, which is given without being said at all, like a light
touch. As a matter of fact, it is almost sure that Plato in his youth, like
every self-respecting young Athenian used to abandon himself to writing
poetry and one genre of poetry was to write epitaphs for the dead. One
of the epitaphs which was written by him was dedicated to a courtesan
who died in old age. I can’t recall it now, but it is one of the most moving
things you can read.
So the theme of old age was not out of the author’s sphere of reflection and you have many many indications in Agathon’s speech which
confirm this is so and in the form of badinuge, there are many indications that this is so and many many truths concerning the fragility of
love, its cruelty, its inconsistency, etc. So that I would say that if
Aristophanes’ discourse which was comic, it was also tragic, which are
the bones of the discourse. It pertains to the abhorrence of men for the
original sin, punishment of the world, to ignorance of this punishment
and the keeping of the trace of this punishment apart. So I would say
that his speech was proof of the identity of the comic and the tragic, as
far as their elegance and style was concerned and in their content and
thought. So I think the thesis was doubly proved.
Once all these author’s speak it is then the turn of Socrates. He starts
I40
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by saying what is there left for him to say? But because he agreed to this
social situation,
starts in his own way, which is the way of posing
questions. As’Agathon was insistent on the idea that love is beautiful he
starts by putting the question, whether love is a sign of lack or a sign of
possession? His answers are given, that you love what you lack. Then he
asks if love is beauty, and he answers, ‘yes’. Well, then he says love lacks
beauty? and the’other says ‘yes’. And so why did you say that love is
beautiful? At this the situation gets tense. Agathon is not pleased.
Socrates tells him that ‘after all I don’t blame you because I have the
same ideq like yourself, but I was instructed in these matters by’an.
oracle, a woman named Diotima and from now on I will report what she
said to me’. From this moment, Socrates stops talking directly and just
reports Diotima. Some commentators say this was said ju>t not to antagonize Agathon but there is certainly more to it than that.

Socrates then asks the question of, whether love is a god of richness
and plentitude or rather a god of lack? According to Agathon, a man
loves what he lacks. Socrates was taught by Diotima and the formula used by her was ‘Love is always the love of something and that something
is what he lacks’. Now here is a point about love; when we talk about
bve, we talk about it as a gift, ‘I gave her my love. . . .’So if you persist
in talking about love as a gift and about love Ssomething lacking then
you should say that the gift in love is a lack, love is a gift of a lack, this
formula of Plato’s is the very formula of Lacan.
Diotima proceeds to make another point, that love is not only lack, it
is also a philosopher and there is the myth of Eros’ birth as a demon. The
function of demons in Greek mythology is to be messengers.They carry
the messages of gods to the mortals in the shape of dreams, so by their
very nature they are compromised, either by function or in essence and I
would compare them to our symptoms which relate us to our unconscious. As a philosopher love’s congenital element is interrogation.
But what is the object of this interrogation? Well, it is not a question of
what do I love, because, to what I love I can always answer, such a per.
son or roast beef, it comes to the same. I know the beloved. The question
is here, to make the point that there are two different kinds of lack.
There is the lack which is the lack of a possession, I can love Madam X
to get somejouissance or I can get somejouissance from roast beef. This
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second lack can more or less be appeased. This is lack for which its antithesis is possession. The point here is that there is a lack which cannot
be appeased by possession, the lack which makes us love a person or object. It is because we put the object in the place of that which we lack;
that there is love. As a matter of fact, there is a kind of fallacy in the
discourse. You do not love a persodobject because it comes from the
place of a missing part, but because you love him you put the person in
the place of the missing part. That is why Diotima made scornful..
dismissal of Aristophanes’ theory that people love part of themselves.
She, herself,however, was going to make a similar fallacy because in the
‘first place she says we do not love parts of ourselves but we love things
which are good. This is why at the end Aristophanes says, ‘Oh, I don’t
accept this’ and you can imagine how he answers because the same
reasoning applies to her thesis -we do not love the object because it is
good but it is because we love that we make it good- we find in it a prcmise of goodness. The main thesis of her speech is the moment when she
talks about the object of love as beauty. Here she asked Socrates if he a c
cepted this, like to a little boy. ‘Yes,keep going’ he answers. Now sup
pose Socrates, she says, a third person comes and puts to you and me the
,question, by asking, ‘when man loves the beautiful, what-does he
desire?’ Here is the distinction between what you know and what you
don’t know - here you find what we call the two components of the
libido, distinguished even before Freud. We have the lack which is a
conscious lack which is the narcissistic investment of the object by
which we know love, with the possibility of satisfying this lack. And
there is the other kind of lack of which you know nothing and which is
precisely what we spoke about yesterday.
I said that there is that about which no knowledge can be obtained
but the question is, is there somebody who has this knowledge? The
least we can say is that Socrates did not pretend to have this knowledge.
He said, ‘I will not speak, I will live and let her speak’, and that is my
reason why he left the speech to someone else. He didn’t pretend to
know. To leave this speech to a woman is better because after all they
know better! The indications in the text are very subtle and it’s a
dialogue to which one must be very attentive. Plato shows that Diotima
is an oracle, that here there is no matter of science because science in the
Socratic way is simply limited by the requirement and coherence of the
I42
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as it realizes some qualities. But to say what qualities, requires you to
make moral studies, so you go to one of these. So you go from love of
boys, to love of,beauty, love of form, to the love of souls, to the love of
science and then you are still not satisfied. So then what remains is beau-
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desire. This is the real object of which we are incomplete and this
becomes the motive force all along and the cause of desire. Socrates sure
ly was supposed to know that and so he could not pretend to contain
this knowledge, or beauty itself and this is what makes his power in front
of the seduction of Alcibiades. As you remember when he finishes reporting about Diotima, comes the episode of Alcibiades who gives every indication in the text that he is in love with Agathon. When drunk he only
sees Agathon and he goes like a somnambulist, places a crown of olives
on his head - all the indications of being madly in love are there. At
that moment he perceives Socrates next to Agathon and says, ‘Ah!
Socrates you are here’ and that starts the manoeuvre. He refused to
praise beauty but wished to praise Socrates. . . and so the discourse of attempting to seduce Socrates begins and then of how Socrates dismissed
him. But the main thing here is the comparison with what was underlined by Lacan in his seminar on The Transference, where this was the
most revealing thing he gave us. The comparison of Socrates to these
kind of boxes which you find at the base of Athenian statues. Boxes in
which you make a lovely creature. You open the box and you find in it
the agalma which is usually translated by statuettes of gods. The agalma,
in some of its uses, for example, in Phaedrus, in Plato himself and in
poetry, the tragedies of Euripedes for example, the agalma is a statuette
of a god, y&, but you try to make it as beautiful as possible, which
doesn’t mean that it has to be beautiful. For example in the popular art,
people try to put everything you can put in an object.
Anyway the intention is to make it as beautiful as possible. It is sup
posed to captivate or incline favourably towards you, the god‘s desire. It
is a trap for the god‘s desire. This use can be translated as ex voto, in
some churches especially in France and Italy you can frequently find,
say, St. Francis of Assisi and because 1 recover from some illness or was
miraculously saved, I give some object which is as beautiful as 1 can
give. These are objects which are called ex voto. There is another use
which is also linked to the ritual of the sacrifice. You try to make the
sacrifice as beautiful as possible, for example, if it is an ox, you gild the
horns. So it is an object which has also the power of charm and this is
important because Alcibiades himself, according to many historians was
supposed to be a political and military genius. He played a very big role
in the Athenian politics and military history about 430 but his genius
I44

\ has severely been put into question by modern scholars, especially in a
recent book, Alcibiades Reexamined. The intention is clear, it is to
demolish the &rson but the modern historian has also to account for the
opinions of the ancient historians. Historians like Plutarch and even
Thucidydes in the Peloponnesian war, considered him a genius. This
modern author claims that all this can be explained by the charm of the
person. He was absolutely charming. His charm was even admitted by
his worst enemies.
So after Socrates talks of that from which he was cut and after he
talks of that of which he disclaims all pretension to be the container, he
will be in a position to tell us that Alcibiades is doubly mistaken.
So Socrates makes Alcibiades r e a l i that he is mistaken and that he is
not the container of this ultimate beauty, this wonder of wonders.
Socrates also knows Alcibiades was mistaken about the object, himself,
because if he gives the object all this credit, he does not know enough
about himself in order to be it. I would say all this exhibition was destined to get from Socrates a sign of his unconscious desire. This is precisely
what Socrates refused. He told him, my boy you are really destitute
because if you are saying that I have all these glorious things in me and
you want to make an exchange, giving to me something in order to have
some of this, you are like a maA who wants to exchange copper for gold.
But if you have eyes to see, you will see and you will know that I am
nothing, but you are very far from knowing that. The text says; “Sup
pose you are making a mistake and I am not worth anything at all”.
So of what value is all of this in our psychoanalytic work? Well to
start with, all this was addressed to Socrates but the one he loved was
Agathon, the one called ‘the good‘. Agathon has suffered many sarcasms from Lacan but he was not as stupid as Lacan wanted to present
him. The point is that there is an object of love and the acme of passion
where he was on the point of trembling. Does the other love me or not
and am I worthy of this love? Well this question is addressed to someone
e&who is the object of transference - Socrates. So this is what 1 meant
by lateral transference being the transference itself.
The other point is the very question, am 1 worthy? It supposes that
there is someone who knows the answer, a transference, where the quetion is put to the one.who is supposed to know. So you can say that the
A
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transference starts as a desire to know and the agalma is the form that i
ttiis desire takes in its first appearance.
The third point is that there is evidently, what I call, a difference in
litiidinal equilibrium, as Socrates answers from a different point so far as *
love k concerned. From Alcibiades, what Socrates knew that made him
different in this discourse, was that he knew he was not what the other
imagines. Which means the famous unbeing. As a matter of fact, once !
Lacan was dead he was attacked by many analysts. Andre Green for ex- ’
ample says that Lacan’s doctrine was wicked because of his refusal of
love etc. This is true but the point is that there is an annihilation of
worth. But this renunciation or realization of the lack of worth is first ,
made by the analyst. The unbeing is first on the side of the analyst. If
there is wickedness in analysing one’s worth it is the analyst who suffers
first. The rebuke is stupid because if there is wickedness, it is not against
the analysand. It ik the analyst who suffers first. It is up to the analysand
to accept or not to accept the same knowledge, that he was mistaken
and that is that! The unbeing - le des-&re.
What happens afterwards is that Socrates says all this business of my
agalma or not agalma was a show for Agathon. And here comes the difference between the Socratic method and the psychoanalytic method
was because in psychoanalysis we are not supposed to tell the analysand
‘there is what you love’, because if you tell him that, you will give him
the illusion that there is something adequate to his lack. While the aim
of the process is to bring a better knowledge of his lack to light. So if you
give him an interpretation like Socrates, of ‘that is what you want’ you
will undermine the process. So for us there is no Agathon.

*

t

Oscar Zenrner: There is no object. Dr. Safouan, I would like you to
distinguish a bit more between love and desire.
Mousrapha Sufouan: Well let us read the translation again, ‘He who
says that he loves the beautiful what does he desire?’
In the ascending dialectic, you go to speculations like those of
Diotima. She puts speculation to stuff the hole of ignorance and beauty
is the final answer. But here there is an obscure point which gives rise to

the question well then what do I desire? So even beauty does not contain
the answer. I would say, la structure trouk de Ibbjef.The pierced structure of the object to be filled.

Oscar Zenfner: In this point, Socrates, when he comes to make his
own speech almost fades by giving place to Diotima and I remember we
laughed by saying she is a woman, she should know. I wonder if beyond
the laugh ‘she knows’ because what is in play is not a matter of being I
mean being the phallus.
Moustapha Safouan: Well that could be, yes.
Oscar Zenmer: It seems that in the moment when Socrates has to
open his mouth he reveals that there is some gap between love and
desire. My speculation is that Diotima does not put in Socrates’ head,
because she is a woman, the phallocentric dimension of the question of
what is love and desire. Then there cannot be a coincidence between
love and desire because the phallus will escape. No-one will either
possess it or be it. Diotima maybe, presents herself as being but that is a
speculation. The other question is, if we can connect this with Lacan’s
seminar on Hamlet where he says that when we love, the object is in
desire. Meaning that the object is in the place of desire, like a substitution. There is no object of desire, it is in desire.
Mousfapha Sufouan: The thing is given in Aristophanes’ myth, except
that this myth puts things in the real, as posed by its very structure as
myth. It organizes the real. He says that once there was a human race, as
if it happened. So that is why as far as Freud forged the myth of the
primitive horde.. . . once there was a father etc. etc., he put it as
something that really happened. In this case, as a matter of fact, you can
say the reo1 is the impossible. I don’t want to go into that but you can
say as far as the myth itself’is concerned, that it transposes things into
the dimension of the real. But there is a gist of truth in the whole thing.
It is beca.use an obscure cut is transposed into the libido theory, which
boils down to saying there is a certain cut and the object gets its value in
as far as it comes in the place of the lack. This cut comes in the place of a
fundamental lack. This cut is presented in the myth as a real event, but
is given in the psychoanalytic theory by Freud as castration in as far as it
is phylogenetically transmitted. This is the most convincing explanation
147
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of the effects of the Name-of-theFather, by reference not to a real event
but by reference to the symbolic order. The object who is loved is the object who is put in the place of the phallus so that you get some appeasement of castration.

Gayle Paull: Sometimes at Thursday Seminars Oscar says that
analysis is barbaric, I think I understand that now. The whole idea of
transference and then what? To realize that, that’s to be annihilated.
Moustapha Safouan: Lacan’s formula is lbbjet tient lieu de la cause
du desire. The object stands for the cause of desire. The cause, the object
can never be, but it is the delegate, it can stand for it. The object stands
for the cause of desire.
Oscar Zentner: Taking this formula, you are going further than what
Freud described as castration. The object which stands inHead of being
the cause is an object which is not specular, which means it is an object
which is in the real.
Moustapha Safouan: The object which I meet in reality, which is narcissistically invested takes its value from the fact that it stands for the
lack, for the cause of the desire. But still it is not the same, there is also a
non-coincidence here.
Oscar Zentner: Which means that for Freud as well as for Lacan, the
fundamental thing remains that the subject is split. I think that is important to underline.
Moustapha Safouan: Socrates’ notion is of being cut from an object
which is an object not of this world, not from the same place. So this cut
is the equivalent of the division of the subject. This corresponds to the
sub-lunar and supra-lunar worlds of Plato, but for us the notion of soul
has no practical value.
O s a r Zentner: After Freud, with some exceptions, can we say that

the Freudian discovery, the rediscovery rather, was a pretension to
fulfill the gap which occurs in the subject. Because tonight you were
speaking of the difference between genital love and genital desire and I
think that is the point where we can see the deviation from the Freudian
discovery. It is clear that there can be a genital desire but there cannot
be a genital love.
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Moustapha Safouan: Yes, love is usually given as oblativity. If love is
a gift then it must be a gift of this very lack, because if you give
something you give shit. We know that the idea of giving starts at the
dawn of life. The first thing we ask of a human being is to give shit. So,
oblativity is not genital it is anal.
Oscar Zentner: That is an important point for us, because, for instance, if we watch carefully the Freudian text we find the appearance
of the object in reality is in the anal phase. . . And that will be an object
in so far as it will create an imbalance in the libidinal equilibrium in the
individual. He can answer to the demand of love of the other, the
mother for instance, even if the demand is not pronounced. For instance
Freud says it is very well known that the child will shit in our lap only as
a proof of love. I think there the symbolic equivalence can start. Proof
of love equals shit. If it is true, that in the Symposium when Socrates
refuses to be placed where Alcibiades wants to put him, I wonder if this
is a further step. It is not only a problem of shit, it is a problem of what
Alcibiades puts on to Socrates. Socrates interpretation is that it is
nothing. ‘I am not that.’ My question is the relationship between unbeing (le des-etre) and shit, if there is one? At the end of an analysis the
analyst will be that remainder, that residue.
Moustapha Safouan: 1 don’t know a great deal about the end of
analysis, except that as far as the process goes in the direction of this
idealization of the agalma, maybe at some moment, say the moment of
regression, the analysand may signify that which is the object of fixation, which remains after all idealization is dismissed. Maybe it is oral
but these are very vague questions. I am not sure that the analyst contabs the agalma. It is enough that the analysand signifies his point of_
fixation in relation to somebody else. It is with the analyst, of course,
that his better knowledge about the-motor force of idealition, about
this object whiFh functions as a motor for idealization, can be obtained.
Is it necessary to end an analysis with the analyst being the container of
this point of fixation? Not necessarily, Lacan’s proposition must be considered under the experience of those who pretend to have completed an
analysis. As far as 1 can say from my experience 1 may have completed
two or three analyses but at the end the analyst is signified as mathemes.
But as far as common language must be used, I am not sure that it is the
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analyst who necessarilyappears as the container of the point of fixation.
It is enough that the container, or point be signified. It may be signified
in relation to some other, like the father or mother but once this is
signified things go as if the analyst is no longer necessary.
Oscar Zentnec Do you mean at the end, that the analyst may reflect
or refer that object, objet a to someone else?
Moustapha Safouan: Yes, yes.
Oscar Zentner: Well, 1 ‘understood really the residue in that way,
because if the analyst continues to be the container of objet a then there
is no end to analysis. The analysand will always return.
Moustapha Safouan: Yes.In this proposition of Lacan, the analyst is
realized as worth nothing. The analysand was mistaken, that is the question. This agalma is to be found in its true figure in the analyst in that
which served the function of making him forget castration. The task in
the analysis is to discover this figure in relation to the dominant figures
in life, like the mother and the father.
Oscar Zentner: This is close to Cazotte’s - che vuoi? The problem is
if che vuoi? is the beginning or the end of the analysis. I think it is the
beginning.
Frances Moran: I think it could be the end in the sense that that is the
question.
Mousrapha Safouan: Well let’s take again ‘he who loves the beautiful
what does he desire?’ In the exposure of the lack in the other, in the
analysis, he may build the fantasm that this other will fill the gap. But he
may also learn that what is lacking in him is also lacking in the other. So
of coulse this experience has two edges, and here comes the function of
narcissism. I mean you cannot love someone who does not need you in
any way. This is impossible. As L a k n said nobody would love God if he
didn’t know that God depended.upon him for his very existence. You
can’t love the perfect. being.
Frances Moran: Browning says ‘if man’s reach does not exceed his
grasp then what is heaven for?
Oscar Zentner: If castration is the moment of interpretation of the
complex we can say that the lack in himself is signified in the subject in
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so far as he can signify a lack in the other. The ck in the other will give
him his own lack.
Moustapha Safouan: The experience of the lack in the other may
make. you forget your own ,lack. There is nothing in language which
answers the question of what you are. You think you can satisfy the object as such by your own being. Now in the psychology of the boy where
he takes the penis as the signal of his masculinity, the castration complex
means that some libidinal change will take place, according to which
that subject when he is a man will no longer make of his penis the site of
virility. But if the subject is a woman, she may renounce the search for
the master, the superman, the Don Juan. The hysteric looks for a
master, but you can have hysterics who satisfy a very profound aggression against man by choosing him weak. He is weak by comparison with
the master, but this does not mean she doesn’t want a master. She may
choose him as a Don Juan tormenting her. He is above all castration. In
other words she may make the mistake in man of confusing the phallus
with the penis and this may take the shape of detaching her libido from
the ideal of a master, which can lead her to make very bad choices, like a
Don Juan.
Frances Moran: Does every woman want a master? There is a point
in your book, Pleasure and Being, where you make a point about your
friend being an intelligent being. I took it to refer to all women.
MoustaphaSafouan: No, in my mind I didn’t think of that at all. You
mean my friend HaydG? No I was talking of the subject. The point is
that there is no being which is superior to you. She was really frightened,
not as a woman, but as a subject. In this case at least it was not a matter
of her relation to the phallus. It was not an analysis. But there must be
something to run after, that is the point.
Next time I will continue the theme of the transference and maybe illustrate some topographic conceptions, perhaps by taking a dream and
considering the place of the analyst and his formation in relation to the
institution.
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SEMINAR 111 - THE PLACE OF THE ANALYST
IN THE TRANSFERENCE
Moustapha Safouan
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I chose tonight’s topic to allow some further development of the
distinction between the object of love and the object of desire. It seemed
to me that theoretical developments would be abstruse and arduous to
follow; anyway things will become much more alive after I have
presented some material.
I will start by drawing your attention to something in French. If you
?ay m m’dmes that means that you love me, and you can write it
phonetically mem. If you change the m to n, mens it means you lie (tu
mens). It is also an Arabic name Atem - A loves you, to a French ear.
So with these preparatory remarks I will start by t e l h g you about an
analysand, she practised in some paramedical field. In that capacity she
lad many contacts with children and their parents.

“I dreamt” she said “that the mother of a n Algerian boy called Atem
alled me. In the dream she was supposed to be Atem’s mother, in fact
;he was not Atem’s mother but it was somebody else. The reason she
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phopxl was to complain of her son. I tried to reassure her, but the more
I tried the more anxious she became. At last I had to put an end to the
call’because I had to go elsewhere. I was relieved by the intemption
beeuse first I noticed that all my efforts to reassure her were to no avail
and secondly because I had something else to do. So I went down to the
first floor, The place was in indescribable disorder and there were some
young men standing on the other side of the street waiting. But before
going out I wanted to put some order, particularly as in the centre.of the
room was a table with all kinds of packets of medicaments upon it. At
that moment I noticed an older man, whom I hadn’t Seen before, sitting
on afauteuil in the corner. He got up and walked over to the table, took
a packet of tablets as if to read the name of the medicament. Then,
rather astonished, he said tiens, tu mhimes? (you love me?) Does the
presence of this medicament on the table bear any relation to our feelings? That phrase was enough to terrify me completely. I felt a wave of
pleaSure go through my body and I said as if to c o e t him’ tu men$
(you lie). It was only when I awoke that I realized the tonal meaning of
these phrases and I made the remark to myself that there was a mistake
in one single letter which can only be realized as far as the phonetic
transcription is concerned.”
WeU, that is the dream, now what can we get out of it? Let us now i m
agine what we will call a classic analyst, meaning ‘an analyst.who is
familiar with Freud‘s theories on the’matter,of feminine sexuality and
uses what he knows in interpreting the material offered. I imagine in thir
case he will see in the woman in the dream some kind of mothei
substitute and I think it would be justified; by what she said, that then
was some substitution which had taken place. He will make some inter
pretation to this effect “she was supposed to be but she was not”, and hc
may think that this first part of the dream, this conversation wa.4 an il,
lustration of a deadlock which the mother-daughter relationship usuallj
meets. That is, the girl never gives,hermother entire satisfaction. Then
is some lack, she never &ived her phallic baptism from her mother
She turns then to her father, the older man downstairs. Such an analys:
may also see some reference to himself if he meets the demiption and ir
his capacity as analyst he may start telling her of her feelings of in
cestuous desire towards her father. But the answer was the negation “you lie”. Now, from all this, her analyst may conclude that .it is i
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matter of a daughter-father incest and that his main task is to bring these
discovered feelings of incestuous desires to the fore and once the patient
realizes this and once she can put some order into her desire, some order
in that place, she will be able to join one of the male objects who are
waiting outside.
WeU,,ai this is plausible, we will go further and put the question, is
this the true. interpretation of the dream? By true I mean, the unconscious text of the dream. We have no way of knowing for certain
what is in this place: We have no means other than the use of the text. I
have doubts about the legitimate character of this interpretation because
you have to treat the dream as a text and you cannot pretend to detect,
apprehend or seize the meaning of some text if’you omit to take into
consideration half of it. So there are many, many details in this dream
which are left completely untouched by this interpretation. To start
with why suppose it is a question of the mother and daughter relation?
Why is the motherdaughter relation represented through a telephone
call,and that is one point. Another point is, suppose it is a question of
feelings towards her father and their negation, why then do the avowal
and the negation both take this form of curious transformation of common phrases into proper-names?This is a point which is completely left
out, and what is the meaning of this libidinous wave which seized her
upon hearing this word before she even had time to realize its meaning?
In the end we must take into consideration Freud‘s remark to the effect
that reflections that the dreamer has once he is awake, which take the
form of comments, of judgements on the dream are part of the dream’s
text itself. Well what does it mean, her remark that there was a mistake
in one,letter?.
So the interpretation has.to be reconsidered. I will start with the second question, this curious object called “you love me”. As a matter of
fact upon second thoughts, one realizes that the existence of such o b
jects is much more common than one imagines. There are many objects
which we offer which are gifts and we offer not to answer any need, but
just to signify our love and I would say that any object like this can be
called the object “you love me”.
In point of fact the medicament can be considered as the first object
which symbolizes both mother’s love and mother’s power and in French
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you say “you take this and the pain will go”. This object is one of t
most archaic or early objects symbolizing this double dimension of t
mother figure and what:we notice is that the object in the dream beca
part of the belongings of the dreamer and it was in the house, on t
table and I mean, this is an operation which may translate into
language of Melanie Klein by saying that it was the “good object” t
was introjected. Then I can say that this is the object which left
stamp upon the subject and with which some identification has
made, a symbolic identification with the significant, with the si
So here we have the basis of what is called ego-ideal and of
conceives herself as containing this object. After all it was not
that she had chosen this paramedigl.profession. So you can place the’e~
fects of the object even in the choice of her profession. .

had she grasped the meaning of this phrase in the dream itself, she would
have woken up, it would have.been.a nightmare. As to her remark that
there was an error in one letter, for an interpretation’.I think you can
repeat the remark “there was a mistake in one letter? because after all,
she had received the stamp of.this identification: she had mistaken
herself for this power of medicament. Still, she surely was not without
some knowledge of some mistake in this identification, that she was not
what she loved t o ~ b ein the dream, and it is’just this very knowledge
which I call castration., That’s all. In fact this, interpretation was not
given, that was not the moment. This whole dream is a bit curious. You
have dreams which you can call transference dreams, but you don’t
have dreams about the topic of transferen@ as such, this happens very
rarely. But the explanation is that the analysand had gone through,two
years of analysis with a former analyst. The former analyst had interpreted,all her signifie?, all her acts, asif they only relatkd to herself and
herself only. (She had a woman analyst.) I would say that she had conducted this analysis as if she were the patient’s only objet, the absolute
object. She had simply forgotten that the analysand was’an object to
herself and that she had come into analysis to get some cognizance
about that obscure object which she was, without knowing it.
So I would see this dream.which she delivered to me in the second session as a warning. to me not to repeat the error of the f m t .analyst. I
. .
mean not to put myself in the very same positiqn.
.
. .
‘The whole situation can be represented by this schema of Lacan:

Now, let us suppose that the analysand meets a psychoanalyst who ’
himself caught up in this very identification; I mean who hasexactly th
same relation with the’same object and in this case she herself will
meeting with her double. I will explain the state of things by saying t
she was the container. You Can call it even her specular image, you
consider it aS the image of this object, she contains the image of this ob
ject which is the medicament, and she will find hekelf in front of he4
double, of another image of the same object, and in this case that meani
she will’be facing another,m m’aimes. That meins she will be liable t{
hear’the phrase from the other‘s mouth, which happened, and momveq
the other in this case, that is the analyst, will.be liable to.give the word
its apparent meaning, which happened in the dream and I think that thii
will be a source of anxiety.
Here I can make a digression about the anxiety, the fear, when you
read what some analysts describe from the clinic. Rado for example in:
terprets everything concerning the transference situation with respect to
his own person etc., thing.get. worse and worse and you feel in tiie
descriptions such analysts give that it is the anxiety on the patient’s side
which obliges~themto continue. Well I would say that thkkind of en:
counter with her double will be a source of anxiety and that this wave oj
libido is what you call a reaction formation to the anxiety. OfCOurse i!
she had. to wait until she “woke up” ,in.order to make the remark, ir
order first to realize the meaning of these phrases as such, it is,be+6
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There are two lines which cross each other. One of which is supposed
to represent the imaginary relation, that, is the,line whkh joins two
egos.. $a) the image of the object.. . two images of the same object.

The other:line..js the one that, relates the subject’which is Symbolized
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in the schema, by S , to his unconscious; to what Freud called the other
scene - this relation of which the being itself was the outcome. So I
would say that the place of the analyst as far as the analyst is capable to
put himself in the right place, is in the place of the Other. And this interpretation goes in the direction of making explicit the subject’s relation to
what he says, in as far as what he says means more than what is in the
letter of what he says. I would say this line S d A is precisely the line
of the telephone that was there in the beginning of the dream. That rela
tion was presented in its symbolic dimension as a relation which goes
through discourse.
So 1 would say that the analysand comes into analysis with the question, “whoam I”? But it is the very same question as “whoare you.r‘So
I would say the question of the analysis, and that is what the analyst
represents in the unconscious; “are you the same object or not? This
object appears in the dream as precisely the medicament. This is the
form of the objet a in the material. I think we can stop now and try to
reflect together.

complex can be observed simply in the fact that the subject plays. She is
an educator, who presents herself with a certain power, of curing the
children, she satisfies her needs of love, even with the child who is called
A-tem, “he loves you”, and well, she is playing the healer which is a very
archaic image, hut she is only playing that, and there is some point in her
psyche at which she is not taking the thing completely seriously.

*
&bar Rustowee: I don’t understand where the castration came in?
Moustapha Safouan; The very fact that she was capable of making
the dream with the distinctions it employed and the invitation addressed
to the analyst not to put himself in the dream means that she was not
simply an image of ‘a’; she was not completely swallowed in the identification. This very fact implied that all her being was not to be reduced
to this object. And this very knowledge, which was not her knowledge
but which is the knowledge signified by the other scene, from which
dreams come. This very knowledge is what 1 would call the castration
complex. This knowledge is what I call castration, I mean that she
knows that she has not this absolute power. If she had in herself this
knowledge to sighify, you would have a case unamenable to analysis.
Rob Gordon: i didn’t quite get the meaning of the question, “Are you
the same object or not?” or did you say that the object in the dream was
the tablets, which is big A?
Moustapha Safouan: No, little (a), that’s right. 1 mean the castration
IS8

Oscar Zentner: Can you please expand your commentary a bit more
about the former analysis? It reminds me of a sentence from Ferenczi.
which says something like “you always dream for me a Ihurore” (at
dawn), it refers to the mythical image called Aurora, from which you
can draw almost automatically the conclusion that the dream is to
Ferenczi - aurore.. . .
Moustapha Safouan: Yes, but the question was absolutely for’me, in
fact it was a wafning, it was a message addressed to me, the dream was
for me, there was no doubt about that. But the whole point is that this
doesn’t mean that it was a dream for me, that is a dream for my person,
for my person is quite a separate thing. My person is precisely.. .
something which has some opacity for her. I’m not simply an image of
her semblable. The question in the dream is for me, but it is not precisely
of me, in the sense of my person. The dream I would say is addressed to
what in me remains obscure for her and which makes her wish. . .I am
what I am, she is not involved.
Oscar Zentner: From the theoretical view 1am wondering if what you
are saying can be divided between what is called interpreting. the
transference and interpreting within the transference. Your example is
within the transference. . .
Moustnpha Safouan: I didn’t give any interpretation at all.
Oscar Zenrner: I know, but in relation to what you are saying. . .
Moustapha Safouan: In French we say “au bon entendu salht“ (a
word to the wise is sufficient).
Os& Zentner: You are saying here that there is no doubt that the
dream is addressed to you.
Moustapha Safouan: It is even about me, but as something which
escapes her apprehension. I cannot be anything but the object which
1s9
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she is. When the subject says “I”, you can say that what underlies this
“I” on the level of the enunciation is the objet u. That is the whole story.
As far as she says “you”, you are supposedly this object, but her status,
her relation with this object and your relation with this object are
brought within. The very fact that they are here to be analysed means
that they are put in question, As a matter of fact what has to be revised
in an analysis is not only the relation of the subject to his history, but
this object which becomes expressed because of course, there is not a
history that a mother would behave in such a way. So the relation really
is the relation with this object. So I would say that the analyst in the
transference is the objet a. The analysand is there to clarify her history.
If I told her for example that this “older man” was me, and as a matter of
fact I am exactly the age of her father, I am sure that this would have
finished her first experience and brought up a negative transference and
an interruption, she would have left. Because I am not her father, and
that is out of the question.
Oscar Zentner; This is why 1 am trying to distinguish from your example, besides the point that you didn’t interpret the dream, if you are
interpreting the transference or within the transference.
Momtopha Sufouun: I will give you an example from this patient, of
what I mean by interpreting in the transference. I never interpret the
transference in the sense “I am so and so”. At most what I say when a
patient says “I have no right to know anything about your private life”
and this theme corn? as a covering of something that he really doesn’t
want, I may say “what the hell about my private life, I don’t know about
the private life, what’s there?” So I may happen at some crucial moment
to make such a remark and then it will not be in the sense of I’m
representing here “s? and so”. It will be really real at that moment. But
to interpret in the transference, what is to be interpreted is the relation
of the analysand with the signifiers. For example, this very wumari
when she came, she was really in a state, in a disquieting state, and she
had a way of walking like this. 1 mean she was effacing herself in every
step, she had some tendency to disappear to make herself inconspicuous
and at the same time in the preliminary discussions she expressed some
ideas. One of her ideas for example was the belief that she could conquer
any man. So at some moment here I envisaged the hypothesis of

erotomania and after all we know that the erotomaniac’s job is to
castrate the man she follows, and this kind of demeanor, so timid, could
not be taken at face value and there was some aggressiveness, and the
hypothesis could be envisaged in these talks. And of course you have to
be attentive since it is a demand for a second analysis, you have to be
more attentive, it could be an acting out from her first. In some cases
somebody comes for a second analysis and after some sessions you must
give him the advice to go back to his first analyst.
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Well the only interpretation that I gave her, I did so only in order to
see her possibilities of perceiving. So she told me that her first and last
marriage was a catastrophy in the sense that, during her honeymoon the
idea was to go to the mountains and to take long walks. But what h a p
pened was that her husband feu into a crisis of semi-epilepsy on every
walk in the wildemess which put her in a state of complete terror, as
they were away frqm any inhabited centre, village or town, not to mention doctors and so on. And as she had given me some idea, describing
this disquiet, that one of her symptoms was the fact that she cannot live
with a man without feeling the dread that a second woman would come
and take this man from her, so also this was an idea that was not reassuring at all; projected jealousy, homosexuality, and so on. So when she
told me that her husband had this reaction when they were in the forest
in the mountains, and I remembered that she had told me about her fear
that another woman would take him, I commented on this souvenir of
her marriage to her husband “Well, it is better to be taken by a woman
than be taken by death” and she just looked at me and smiled. I was
reassured because I felt that the symptom had a metaphoric structure.
To be taken away by death or to be taken away by a woman, it was a
metaphor for “enleve‘ pur Ihmou?‘, (to be carried away by love). So this
was a kind of interpretation. True that it was only during the
preliminary jnterviews Yet she came with her,transference already constituted. She left her first analyst and came to me for a second analysis of
her own choice. So she came with her transference already constituted.
So my interpretation was an interpretation within the transference. But
it concerned always the same thing; her relation to what she was saying.

Guyle Puull: What is the difference between within the transference
161
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and in the transference?
Oscar Zentner: I thought that Dr. Safouan’s interpretation was within
or in the transference not an interpretation of the transference, because
to interpret the transference is to liquidate the transference. Also if I can
make an observation, this dream in a way looks similar to the dream of
Anna Freud, because she is a paramedical person and the patient dreams
of medicine, which by extension in latin language, medicine is for the
medical person (medecin) to handle. It looks like the dream of Anna
Freud of how the subject presents itself in the dream. Well Anna Freud
by repeating the syllables of her surname,’ strawberries, wild strawberries.. . .
Moustapha Sofouan: And she says “Anna Freud, strawbewwies, wild
strawbewwies, omblet, pudden!” and so on and at the end she gave her
signature, so to say. So you see really here, that the coincidence with the
object of which she was dispossessed is very clear in this dream. Yes you
can say that this was another dream in which the objet a appeared explicitly, and the oral character of the object is very clear to the analyst.
Gayle Paull: Can you relate the ‘Internal 8’ to this; the diagram of
Lacan, to this dream and yourself?
Moustapha Safouan: Yes, well I found that the dream was almost 8
theory in itself. I was astonished myself. 1 mean I had to spend some
time thinking about this object. The question is that I would say what is
specific about Lacan’s theory is that you won’t find them unless you
forget all knowledge and approach it from this point. In reality to follow
the material without glossing over important details and then you can
finally come out of the material. 1 started off not by thinking too much
of this business tu mbimes and so forth.
It is this very object which is beyond my knowledge concerning you
and it is beyond my knowledge concerning myself, which is expressed in
the form of the medicaments. Its first form is what we said last time we
met, it is what we called in the Alcibiades’ episode as the “Agalma”,this
is its first appearance.
Gayle Paull: Can I show you this diagram concerning the function of
the transference and ask you where you place the analyst in t e r m of the
‘Internal 8’ of Lacan in relation to what you have said?

Moustapha Safouant That’s from the Four Fundamental Concepts?
Gayle Paull: Yes.
Moustapha Safouan: Yes, at its face value, because I don’t remember
the text itself, I would say that it is because there is a point of
transference that the demand doesn’t make a full circuit, it conveys
more. And what is conveyed is precisely something that you can consider as a p i n t of identification, which is implied in the image. This is
implied in what I said, she was the medicament and you can consider it
as a point of desire. To be identified with the medicament, means exactly
that she wants to be the healer. So, the p i n t of identification is always a
point of desire. Now if we go back to the idea that identification does
not give the being identity, it organizes lack. Even conscious identification. Even Napoleon wants to be more Napoleon. So I would say that
because there is a point of transference, that demand is not simply demand, it implies an underlying movement, which can be expressed or
considered according to two facets as a point of identification and a
p i n t of desire.
Gayle Paull: And that is the overlap that he talks about?
Moustapha Safouan: Yes.
Gayle Paull; So that’s the function of the transference.
Moustapha Safouan: The function of the transference is that it makes
the interior circuit, because without transference the demand is simple.
“Give me this” means “Give me this” and that is that.
Oscar Zentner: I have an old question. 1 think it is more than ten
years old, and with your example 1 can see a bridge. It is between what
Freud describes in the Interpretation of Dreams in Chapter VI1 as
transference, and transference in the psychoanalytic praxis. If we accept
that the dream is a process in which the subject will use the system
Perception-Consciousness as a screen, like in the movies, in order to
hallucinate or to project there the dream, this dream, and probably all
dreams, but this dream maybe more, will be the way in which the subject puts himself in consciousness, in perception, in a disguised way. jn
the dream the subject will express his unconscious, in the way of not
knowing. He does not know that he is the one who appears in the
screen. That is the condition, this is why he can appear. That then is
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really not too far away from the definition of Freud, that transference is
the passage from the unconscious system to the preconscious system.
Even beyond the dream, in the analytic session, the patient ismsing if
we can use that word from the unconscious system to the preconscious
system; with the condition of not knowing, because of course if he says,
“yes I know this means this”, it is almost as if he is serving us, with what
is supposed that we have to interpret in his discourse. 1 don’t know, it is
a kind of reflection between the metapsychological transference from
the unconscious to the preconscious and the socalled clinical
transference. They are not after all so far the one from the other. If we
do what you were doing by referring to the diagram we can find again,
how that transference is going to appear in the scheme of Lacan. I think
it is important for us because theory is not so far from the clinical work,
but it has to be in the background while we are working with the patient. Of course after, in the moment of reflection the theory comes and
we are obliged to find, to try to work out a kind of explanation. As
Gayle was trying to do with the topology of the transference.

appearance of the Subject in the dream is concerned, Freud had made
two remarks, the first of which is excellent. He said that the appearance
of the dreamer in his own dream under many guises is not very strange
from the fact of the appearance of the subject in many places of his
phrases, for example “if I remember how beautiful a boy I was when I
was young”; so “I”, “I”, etc. This remark, I think is an excellent one. He
made another remark which is less happy, to the effect that dreams are
absolutely realistic. He says that every appearance of any person in the
dream, all the persons that appear in the dream represent the dreamer.
This of course is untenable you could say. And he himself corrected this
assertion in an article written in 1923. He gives a very ntce example of a
dream. As far as I remember the dreamer, a young woman, drdamt that
she was sitting with her friend and her friend was dressed in a hegligent
way. The father came in and made a remark about how nicely ;he dressed and Freud says that this dream can be simply interpreted if you put
“nicely undressed” instead of “dressed”, because the fact was that this
girl had spent a moment of her life with her father, I think she even
shared her bed with him. But anyway there was a seduction play between them. So the friend in the dream was another representation of
herself. In this case the appearance of the dreamer two times in the
dream is completely analagous to the phrase, “how nice I looked in his
eyes”. But you cannot generalise this concept at all. This dream which I
gave is not an example. Surely the “older man” in the dream is not
herself. I would even say the whole point was that he was not.. . I
would say this is a less frequent case, the dreams in which all the persons
represent the dreamer this is by far the less frequent case.

,

Moustuphu Sufouun: As far as the work is concerned the analyst of
course, should be prepared by the study of the primary processes to get
into the Lacanian perspective which is to understand them as very akin
to, if not the same as linguistic processes.

I was going to say as the processes recognised in rhetorics but then I
would have been under the obligation to add without any theory, which
you have, 1 mean, you don’t have a theory of Aristotle or Plato. . . but
anyway once you work with the unconscious on this basis you can go
further and forget all knowledge and you don’t just make hypotheses
simply on the basis of some dynamic science which doesn’t exist because
you want to consider the unconscious as some reservoir of forces. Hence
you work with the unconscious as if it were structured as a language
which implies forgetting all your previous knowledge and just following
the movement of the signifiers which are brought into the discourse.
Then you obtain results which in a second time can be worked in the
form of schemas of topography and so on. But surely you don’t work
with the unconscious with this topography in your head. As far as the
I64

Oscor Zentner: I don’t remember the example but I wonder if when
Freud says egoistic he really means maybe objects which belong to the
ego as distinct from unconscious objects. I think egoistic, at least in the
Spanish translation from the German, refers to the ego. When he speaks
of the drives, he refers to some drives as being egoistical. I wonder then
if that would be the case. If they refer to the ego, then it is obvious that
there can be another object no doubt, but if they refer to the unconscious then it is only its own object. It is only when there is no
distinction that all objects in the dream could represent the dreamer.
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Moustapha Safouan: You can say dreams are absolutely realistic in
the sense that they are all telling about what you are that you ignore,
what you are in the unconscious, in this sense, yes. You can say in all
dreams there is an umbilical point which leads to the heart of being. In
this case, yes. But that was not his meaning when he said that there were
absolute meanings. This interpretation is absurd. But still they are not
egoistic because the object, which the subject is in the unconscious, is
precisely what is the furthest object from his conscious thought. The
subject is the root of identity, and at the same time the root of
foreigness. As far as you come near to realizing that you are there in that
object, and before the realization comes the feeling of strangeness, of
depersonalization.
Oscar Zentner: We return with that to the formulae of Descartes and
Lacan, which I will modify a little. . “1 am precisely there where I do not
know anything about myself.”
Moustapha Safouan: Of course! It is from the very beginning a whole
question of this. The mirror gives you access to yourself, it gives you
transparency, you are transparent. This whole story of beyond the mirror.. .there is the absence where you lie and the specular image gives
you transparency which is at the same time the indicator of our absence
from ourselves. And it is this point of absence which philosophy has
tried to tame. That is the whole question. Andl the rupture with
humanism is that instead of this concept of man came the concept of the
split subject. Because what we discover through analysis is that this
absence is not pure absence. 1mean the fact is, we have in this example,
that the distance from the mother had its effects on the boy. Here again
is a case of identification in which some object symbolized the mother’s
love and the mother’s power. All this operation happened without the
subject being aware. . , I mean, it took place completely closed from the
subject’s eyes.
Frances Moran: In some ways is this connected with the Fort-&
-the presence or absence- all of this that you are talking about?
Moustapha Safouan: Really, how? Explain this to me.
Frances Moran: I don’t know either --I can’t put it into words- but
where the presence is, I mean the absence leads to the presence.
I66
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Gayle Paull: Yes, it is the formula
Name of the Father
Desire of the Mother

.

Desire of the Mother

Signified to the Subject
I think it is exactly this, if you read in the Ecrits concerning the
Fort-&.
Frances Moran: It brings to mind something about repetition. . .
In& Zentner: It is beyond the pleasure principle.
Frances Moran: Yes, it is the same point.
Oscar Zentner: I think what I understood Frances to be saying, is that
what is important to conceptualize is that the subject is trying to build a
lack. That is the whole relation of the subject - how can he build his
relation with a lack? How can he put a lack where in reality is the
discourse of the mother for instance. I don’t know if that was it?
Frances Moran: Yes.
Gayle Paull: Can we pursue that Frances?
Frances Moran: I suppose it is, that if you don’t know that is what the
subject is trying to do, that is when you fall into the trap of giving an
answer and being that object.
Moustapha Safouan: I mean this is the fault of many analysts, for example to take this analysand, one can easily imagine the moment which
comes where she perceives the presumption that leads her to practise her
profession, that of being the healer - and this will be a moment in
which she can perceive her own infatuation. As long as you don’t do
anything which goes in the sense of her repressions, she will come to
understand things by herself. And if this moment comes she will come to
perceive that this is built upon some identification with her mother her mother as a doctor. She will not only perceive this presumption but
she can even put her finger on this rule . . .her relation with herself. . .
this is confirmed in some way or other. This will be only a moment this will already be a knowledge from the uncbnscious.
This relates to the question of regression in analysis, I mean she will
come to the moment that every regression is a progress, this is the whole
point.
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Well the more decisive point would be that first there is always
something, this kind of object will come in the place, in order to fill the
castration gap. 1 mean that she will come to the point in which she will
apprehend its phallic value as an object of power and this will be an a p
proximation. We don’t know before hand how far she will agree to go.
Frances Moran: What do you mean by “agree to go”?

Mousfapha Safouan: 1mean how far she will be prepared to go in this
exploration of her unconscious.
Frances Moran; Do you mean in terIIIS of good Will?
Moustapha Safouan: No, in terms of the fact that you can’t avoid or
neglect her resistances and of course in terms of her needs. Maybe at
some moment she may get rid of one of her main symptoms. For example, well, she may get rid of her symptom, or her inhibition at a certain
stage. And this practical end being realized, she may feel she has no need
for further treatment. And that is why therapeutic analyses, because
most of the time they end at the moment corresponding to the practical
needs of the analysand, they don’t usually give us most of the time, full
insight into the process itself; into how it ends. Of course if she goes to
the moment when she is able to see,to signify only the phallic value of
this oral object, or its use as a cover for the castration gap, this would be
a very decisive moment. You don’t attain that sometimes, but that is
analysis. For example it happens frequently that the analysand has some
fears of castration and some mechanism to overcome these fears and
that there may be some reduction in these mechanisms. He can be sufficiently relieved of the symptoms, for example in ejaculafiopraecox, he
may be ready even for the first time to have sexual relations, but with
this it doesn’t necessarily mean that regression goes to the object, which
was really working for him as a pregenital object. He doesn’t need that;
it is enough for him to clarify for himself the problems related to the
phallic phase and that is that. This already brings very much relief. It
isn’t necessary to push regression. . .
Oscar Zenrner: In regards to regression as a way to make conscious
the unconscious. Without regression, without topographical
regression.. .
Moustapha Safouan: No, I didn’t say regression was what makes the

unconscious conscious. I said that the depth of an analysis, as you talk
about the depth. . . as how far one goes in an analysis, you can talk in
other words as to how far that process of regression goes in an analysis.
It is not the regression that makes conscious the unconscious.
Oscar Zentner: No, it is the lifting of the repression.
Mousrapha Safouan: Yes, the depth of regression is the measure of
the depth of what you can know about what is in the unconscious.
Oscar Zenfner: Yes, you used other words, you were saying that
regression is the progress. I was referring in that way, 1 wonder if you
can comment on which will he, if there is any, the connection between
this that you have said, that the regression is the progression in the
analysis, and Freud‘s statement of the regression as the only mechanism
which changes the structure and relations of the unconscious? Because
obviously that is the progression, apparently.
Frances Moran: Oscar I have always understood you to say that there
is no progress in analysis.
Oscar Zenfner: But I think we are using progress in a very different
way. I think Dr. Safouan is saying all the time that an analysis will go as
far as the patient will be the patient. When the patient says
“goodbye”. . .
MousfaphaSafouan: As far as his resistance or his practical needs will
permit him to go.
Oscar Zentner: Exactly, and from that point of view, to use the word
progress is fine in so far as it is the progress in the direction of his unconscious.
Gayle Paul/; Is the unconscious restructured Oscar, or is it just that it
is revealed more with that progress?
Oscar Zentner: Freud says that with regression, the interrelation of
the contents of the unconscious is modified. They modify their relationship. Which obviously will fit very well with what Dr. Safouan was say
ing as a progression. Because to put an example, a history known, is not
any longer the same history. If I know my history, it is no longer the
Same history, because something else happens in that.
Moustapha Safouan: This is a very common notion in the psycho-
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analytic literature, the only point which is important about it is not to
assimilate it as some new form of infantilism and so on and the patient
becomes dependent and then you will sometimes say, analysts sify “the
regression was profound, he was demanding, it was exacting etc.” But
maybe it was demanding and exacting because there is a point in all this.
Instead of saying that it is regression and he became dependent and i n
fantile and so on, it is going to move to new areas. If you take it just as
regression you will not follow him. Suppose a man whose erotic life for
example goes under the sign of what Freud called “the debasement of
erotic life or of love”. For example a man who can only have sexual relations with prostitutes, that’s one of the forms that he enumerated. But
suppose that he suffers from this, and that is why he is coming because
he has problems and he has the feeling that there is something wrong.
Maybe he will overcome this symptom, because in this case it is a symp
tom, and he himself considers it such by the very fact that he comes to
be cured, or asks for analysis for this. His analysis may go to the point at
which he may be capable of having love relations with one person of his’
own choice. And it is possible that the analysis ends but suppose that
this person of his choice goes through some new kinds of problems. I
mean he may be over jealous or demanding of the person or the person
is not suffering from lack of love but the love which is given him leaves
him unsatisfied. Well I mean we know these kinds of relations
sometimes happen and you will say in French “ilm’en merde”, (he shits
me). This much, even under these kinds of metaphors, there are some
relations between people in love which are “merde” and that with each
other. But the behaviour of each one of them is precisely calculated to
frustrate the other. This is a very common phenomenon and even in the
metaphors which come from the analysand‘s tongue are indicative
enough. (I’m insisting on the function of the metaphor as indicative of
the unconscious.)
Anyway we talk about the problem of the infantile sexuality. We
simply forget that this infantile sexuality, we discovered in others.
Which means that all these relations boil down to one single phrase
which once articulated may be put in these terms: “I want you” that is
the phrase addressed to the object. . . “I want her to give me everything,
including her merde” (her shit). So even if she gives him total love,
because there is no doubt that she loves him, still there is something

missing; which if it appears at that, with this invitation, implies defaecation with the mother, because she is the first person who asks for that. If
that goes to that depth, I mean, that’s what you call anal regression. But
this is a tremendous progress in the analysis and you can be sure that the
erotic life will be even more profoundly reorganized than in the first date
of simply getting rid of the first symptom which he brought you. But
there is absolutely no telling in the beginning.
In& Zentner: Dr. Safouan at the beginning when you told us the
dream of your patient, you made a remark about your interpretation of
the dream and the truth. Could you please enlarge that a little bit in the
context of transference?
Moustupbu Sufouun: Of course, this notion of truth, as far as you take
truth in the sense of being adequate to the object, well this was at the
bottom of the trials in order to verify the analytic concepts experimentally. They wanted to know if they are truth, which is, do they correspond to facts? So there were many attempts to try to verify that objectively which is a manifest oversimplification. But at the bottom of the
simplification is this notion of truth as equivalent to or corresponding to
something outside. What I said about this patient’s? I said that. . . is the
hypothetical interpretation true? If you take truth in the sense of an
equation to what really is, where are we going to find this which really
is? 1 mean you can’t just open it and see what is in and to make the comparison between yourjnterpretation and what is, what really is. What
really k, is precisely what is signified in the dream itself. So that criterion
is not the adequacy to something exterior. But the criterion rather in
such a case,is simply that you take into consideration the details. The
details are always the most important thing, that’s what makes tlie particularity of the case. So, what I said in the beginning, was to that effect.
I mean, I had reasons to say that the hypothetical interpretation was
false, or let us say inexact, not because I knew the truth as something
outside which is said, but as far as it didn’t take full account of what was
said, and that’s all.
Oscor Zentner: Besides we know since Freud that the way in
psychoanalysis of inferring if an interpretation is correct or not, is by an
indirect way. By the way of associations, by the way of lifting of repressions, by the way.. .I would say, by the way of regression. As an
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advance. It is interesting, by the way of regression, because Freud says
“the lifting of repression installs perversions”. To take even the example
of the polymorphous perverse that you have given before, then of
course the lifting of the repression installed perversion in so far as at the
same time there was an advance constituted by that regression.
Moustapha Safouan: Yes but in the case I was giving as an example
there is absolutely nothing bordering on perversion, not even in the distant form of say a typical position.. . Not even involving it, but still 1
mean all the relations of this subject were modelled by a point of fixation. This does not mean that every point of fixation leads to perversion.
It’s a polymorphous form. , . .to say it is an anal unconscious desire
which was dominating the erotic life that doesn’t mean that because the
unconscious desire was of anal., , this doesn’t mean that there was a
perversion. There wasn’t!. , .or that the uncovering of this repression
would lead to perversion.
Oscar Zentner: I’m not trying to say that, no. What I’m trying to say
is that Freud says that the lifting of the repression installs perversions.
Moustapha Sq‘ouan: This would be an error, a mistake of Freud.
Oscar Zenfner: He says that in Civilization and its Discontents if I’m
not wrong, pervc rsion understood not psychopathologically, but in the
way of ‘regressions. But again regression in the way that you were
describing. Regcssion not as something morally bad, but as a way of
restructuring.
Moustapha Sq’ouan: Yes, of course, in the normal genital positions
which are, say, wzll assumed, there is always the fattor of what is called
forepleasure, wbi1:h involves the situation. Yes, it may comprise all his
fantasms. The woman, for the man always comes in the place of some
pregenital object. I mean the objet la femme always comes in the place
of the objet a.
Oscar Zentner: And what about man in regard to women?
Moustapha Safouan: Yes that’s what I’m saying. And then what
about man from the point of view of women, I don’t know.. . .
i
Oscar Zentner:,We always reach the unknown land.
John Dingle: You said before about this woman, that you had a

suspicion that there may be an erotomania. Hearing this case makes me
think of what Piera Aulagnier says about this being the equivalent of
perversion in the woman to identify with the object of desire.
Moustapha Safouan: Yes! Anyway we started by saying that this,
from the point that there is not a clear.. .I mean that the very fact that
the image, the specular image always appears in some lack, and it is
precisely this lack which determines the transduct of libido from this image towards the object. . .
The point is that there is a distinction between the object as an object
of love and desire. I mean this one who loves the beautiful, what is his
desire? It is precisely because in this object of love you don’t find what
you desire. This is the source of all the classical distinctions. The point
here is precisely the fact that, there is this lack which cannot be annulled
by possession. It is precisely this lack which is the condition without
which it couldn’t be constituted as an object. So you see now, the state
of affairs.
Frances Moran: I’m not clear on that distinction between desire and
love even in the terms you have expressed it in.
Moustapha Safouan: Well, I mean, say this gross example I gave, the
man who realized so to say, the limit of the object as an object of love.
That is, instead of prostitutes and so on, he had one object of love, well
that was an example of something that remains unsatisfied in this situation.
Frances Moran: Then why does he keep loving?
Mousfapha Safouan: Why, do you know people who are absolutely
satisfied in love:’
Frances Moran: No, but then you’re saying that it is the desire that’s
not satisfied.
Moustaphn Safouan: But that is what happens, love usually ends badly. 1 mean that is where you find that distinction. The object of love is
very easily replaced. But what makes you love is always the same thing.
Frances Moran: Then love can be. satisfied?
Moustapha Safouan: You can never find what you call full satisfac.
tion, no, never.
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Frances Morun: But isn’t that the definition of desire that it can’t be
fulfilled?
Mousrapha Safouan: No, it is an indicator, if you go back to the indication you started from, it is an indicator that all the libido is not invested in the object of love, that love is always partial. There is a part of
the libido which remains invested in some other obscure object. The narcissistic structure of love was seen long before psychoanalysis. But as far
as the question of desire is concerned, it is always a field for the moralist,
with the insistence you know on its excesses, its frenzy, its untamed
character and of course with its changes. As a matter of fact the
moralists were mistaken, what changes is the object of love, and that is
that. You can say the discovery of analysis is the partial character of
love, The nature of love is always partial love. This is the whole contribution of psychoanalysis as far as the notion of love is concerned.
Oscur Zenfner: We can also clarify perhaps more the difference between love and desire with, for instance, what Lacan says about love. He
says love is a situation where a subject gives what he does not have to
another being who is not. While for desire he will say that there is not an
object of desire. Desire by definition does not have an object, but there is
an object in desire. In other words desire iuel/is object. I don’t know if
this clarifies it or not.
Mousfaphu Safouan: Yes of course, and you can say that at the
genital level, the sexual partner may come as an object of desire but in as
far as it is put in the place of the object, which is in desire.
Frances Moran: But in terms of the Symposium can you make that
distinction that you just made between love and desire?
Oscar Zenrnec 1 think in terms of the Symposium, and I would like
Dr. Safouan’s opinion, for me, the question of love is that love allows
desire to concede, that love concedes to desire in the Symposium.
Because the whole talk really is about a special moment in which
someone can see what Dr. Safouan was recalling earlier tonight in the
Agulrna. That is to say in something that the other presents as having or
being without having or being. Something that is lacking or missing in
the active subject.
Frances Moran: Are you saying that Socrates is defemng in stepping

away in favour of Agathon? Was an image of love conceding to desire?
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Oscar Zenrner: I didn’t think of it in that way, but maybe it’s alright.
Mousrapha Safouan: The distinction is in the very question, “he who
loves the beautiful, what does he desire?” You have the distinction between two libidinal orientations. One which has a point which it reaches
- which is called the beautiful. But still, even in the beautiful, what do
you desire of this? So the distinction in the formula is there, in the text,
and what is more instructive is that there is the distinction and that with
the question you find the frontier .between what is within your reach
and another object which is the point of ignorance. That is the whole
bearing of this text. That you have the distinction and you have the corollary of the distinction. It is the demarcation between what you can say
and the point beyond which you can say nothing. And in order to say
something, there had to be some speculation which led us to beauty, etc.
It is a question of filling the point of ignorance rather than really knowing. It is only analysis which permits some knowledge of this.
Frances Moran: So rhegood which is elaborated on in the ascending
dialectic is what is elaborated on by Lacan as what someone is that you
aren’t - as trying to fill in what is not.
MousfaphuSafouan: Yes,there was a time when psychoanalysis was
not invented. . . so you try to fill in by some creative effort, in as far as
psychoanalysis leads us towards objects (in investigating the unconscious) which are in the desire. From this point on, these are bbjects
which can never give satisfaction, but the only satisfaction is in interpretation. There is the knowledge you can have of them and that is that
at the end of an analysis.
Frances Moran: This is really the story of Don Quixote, the man of la
Mancha.
Moustapha Safouan: Don Quixote followed his search in reality - he
tried to find it (the object) in reality.
Oscar Zenfner: Which is the meaning, in this context, of what Lacan
comments a s love being always courteous love?
Mousrapha Safouan: I think that where the formula of ‘courteous
love’ comes in is that love is always reciprocal; which has always been
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the point where when I said it is half the truth, because once you love
you will make the experience of the other’s lack, as well as your own
lack. Because the other doesn’t contain what you need. Here comes in
the narcissism of the subject. He can believe that he is well equipped to
fill the lack of the other. That’s the whole sense of the phallic phase in
the man. He figures that the woman wants his business. Really this is
the narcissism which comes here, and the whole problem is that you can
describe the psychoanalytic experience as that experience which brings
the experience of the lack of the other as one’s own lack. I mean that he
is not more equipped than the other.

explained in a variety of ways. For example, when you say that nobody
would love if it were not granted for him that he had some dignity or
some worth to be loved. So it is an ironical formula. It doesn’t mean that
love is in reality always to be presumed on the level of intersubjectivity,
with the answer you want. It always implies the answers, it is reciprocal
in its very essence.
Even if you are in the situation of what we call in French lhmoureux
transise (unrequited love), love which is not returned. It doesn’t mean
that this is not a very good condition because it is sufficient to love in.
order to have the value affirmed in the very principle itself. This is only
the formula concerning love as substitution. 1 mean the moment you are
the lover frustrates the moment in which you are the beloved. You take
the two places together, and in this sense, considering not what happens
really on the intersubjective level the formula is simply ironic. But as’far
as it brinB before us the infra-structure of the intersubjective nature of
love it is worth retaining. Love is always reciprocal.
Sabar Rustorqjee: Are we talking about infatuation?
Moustapha Safouan: Yes,it’s the same thing.
Oscar Zentner: Dr. Safouan, honestly I, must say that by now I have
difficulties in distinguishing between love and desire. I wonder what
happens if I formulate it in this way. Love is what is missing in me that I
find in the other - this is why 1 love the other. If this is correct, sup
pose.. .
Mousfapha Safouan: Yes,that is half of the truth.
Oscar Zentner: Fine, the other half of the truth, which is the problem,
is, and 1 don’t know that of course,the fact that I love the other because
the other possesses for me what I am lacking.
Moustapha Safouan: This is the transduct.
Oscar Zentner: But for my desire, I do not have any object of
desire. . . as a psychoanalytic premise. If 1 say “I desire” it is a conscious
desire. Is this a way of making the difference.
Moustapha Safouan: Of course, yes this is the instructive side of the
Symposium, the same point is given as the same point beyond which,
you can’t say anything. It’s the point where science leaves you. Thai‘s

Oscar Zenfner: This is very interesting because there is no such thing
as love for knowledge in psychoanalysis, but rather desire which pushes
knowledge. In philosophy there is love for knowledge.
Mousrapha Safouan: In Greek it is epithymia.
Oscar Zenfner: When in the phallic phase the subject makes the experience of finding, because in order to figure himself what the other
Iaiks he must reduce the desire to a demand, he must make this confusion which is the hallmark of the neurotic condition. Coming back to
your book, to the point where you mention Little Hans, he was a kind of
researcher. From that point of view it is clear that what was pushing
him was not love but desire. He was making the experience of discovering castration in himself through the lack in the other.
Mousfapha Safouan: Yes, and of course he was satisfied because the
gift has a very important function. His fantasm was that he was giving
the phallus to his mother, but it doesn’t mean that he wants to give it
really. He figures out that he has what the mother lacks and he is giving
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Once the subject is taken in this passion, he will make the experience
of the lack of the other, that it is beyond the power of the other to give
him full satisfaction, to give what he desires. And of course he doesn’t
even know what. So as a matter of fact the whole thing boils down to
the incapacity of the other of telling him what he wants - of telling him
his unconscious. But as the experience had this facette of bringing the
experience of the lack in the other, the subject may figure that he
himself has what lacks in the other, and as far as the phallic stage is concerned in the man this is clear enough.
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it to her. So, to consent to accept the mother's castration, so to say, is to
accept by the same token the absolute poverty, the inanity of one's ef. .
forts at oblativity, at giving. And of course, it doesn't mean that, when
according to one's fantasm, the phallus appears separated and really
'.I
given, it is in the hands of the other. In this of course; it is anxiety as '.;
happens sometimes in dreams. The vision which conforms to encounter- .j
ing one's fantasm coming in dreams as the penis in the han&.of the :!
other, is anxiety in the dreams. And this is one of the reasons which ;
favour regression to the points of fixation because the phallus is not '!
detachable, while the faeces are.
Oscar Zentnw'Is this why women are better equipped in relation to 1
the Real than men?
!?
:

I

Moustapha Sufouan: They are more sensible to desire as such, than

i
i
.I

men. Man makes the mistake of confusing sexual desire with the d e i
mand. The woman poverty, the mother of love is less liable to fall for .;/
and share the same error. In this'capacity, I refer you 'to a short story ..\
'The Beast in the Jungle' by Henry James. You must read that. It's pm '1
fundity is incredible as far as the psychological intuition implied in it is
concerned.
Oscar Zentner: To return to Socrates in the Symposium, it is no
wonder that he lets a woman talk.

SEMINAR IV - TOPOGRAPHIC POINT OF VIEW
OF THE UNCONSCIOUS
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Moustapha Safouan
As we started our work by trying to convey an idea of what Freud
meant by the unconscious . . . through concerning ourselves with the
primary processes mainly, and then eventually language skills . . . we
learnt that the unconscious is marked by ambiguities and the
possibilities of language and so on. Afterwards we tried to tackle the subject of transference itself, which is the whole of analysis. I mean, you interpret a dream or a symptom but what you analyse. in the last resort is
always in the transference.
Tonight I thought that the best way to conclude would be to say in a
very schematic and summary way how we envisage the unconscious
from the Lacanian psychoanalytic schemes which are known as the
topographic point of view . . .So let us go to the topographical problem.
I must remind you that it all stems from the seventh chapter of the
Truumdetung In this, one reads what Freud gave as his first account or
conception of topography, and his considerations go in two directions.
According to one direction the unconscious would constitute a system
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within the psychic apparatus . . . the unconscious would represent the, ir
ii,
part of the unknown within the subject.
'I
Another direction consists in presenting the unconscious as located, I . 3.I
would say in another place, a completely different place. I mean a dif.
ferent place from that in which our relations with the world are con. .{
cerned.
4
I
These two directions are not easy to reconcile, in fact they are I
divergent . . . because in one, the unconscicks constitutes an inside, the i
inside of the psychic apparatus of the subject and according to the other
view it is an outside, outside the apparatus of the subject. It has to be 1
'i
one or the other.
i
So what are our options or our solutions if there is a third alternative?
Before comin'g to this problem, I will make two preliminary remarks.
The first is that . . . the unconscious is always synonymous with Freu-. ..
dian Desire, that is, an unconscious desire. Now this uncon~sciousdesire ' 1
means that this desire cannot be posited as an attribute of the subject.
Say, for example, that I have an attribute, this attribute could not take 'j
my place.
If we say that desire is unconscious we cannot say that it can be attributed to the subject, as it is on the level of the unconscious. Desire is
not an attribute of the subject it is the subject himself. Also I want to say
that desire cannot be preceded by a want. If you say 'I want' to such and .
such a fellow, this 'I want' is a demand or a revindication, it is not a
desire. That is why you can.say the subject of the unconscious.is a,
beheaded subject, acephalous; a humorous description, but it has its
own meaning. It means that desire isa thought, in the sense that desire is
not a thought, without the thought that thinks it.
That is why after all, that such a remark has its. . . reputation. For example, if you say to an analysand, "you want to take my place, or you
want to take the place of your brother" - he simply is not there, so you
see, to answer is nonsense. The target of an analysis, you can say, is not.
to communicate knowledge but it is rather to bring the subject to have
knowledge; which is different.
.
:.

.i
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chose the second alternative it means that by this very.choice you posit
the division of the subject - he will.not be one.
Now to answer i&lf. From all that has been said, this is how some
considered it, that the relation between the two systems, the Cs.and the
Ucs. is like two rooms, with a separation between them; but as a matter
of fact they are two rooms which are always in the same place, in the
same house, the same world, etc. If you talk about a radically different
place, that means we can say a radically different world. So all the
metaphors that are borrowed.from our everyday space are condemned
to be deficient and we have to find models in some other kinds of space,
as far as spaces can be considered as surfaces.

Well, the second remark is from where we started our alt6rnativ6;either that it is an interior with unconscious or it is exterior. Now if you

Now this is why we must go to some preliminary considerations of
surfaces, and what I mean by that word. Now take a cube for example,
we can consider it as volume . . . but you can neglect the fact of the
cube's volume and consider only the metric characteristics of its surface,
for example the number of sides or faces and the proportions of these.
The same can be said of a sphere, and we can go further than making an.
extraction of the metric properties of the surface of the cube or sphere
and put the question - can you transpose one into the other without
cuts or breaks? You can easily grasp the idea that you can transpose a
cube into a sphere. In this instance it means that they have the same properties. But take another surface, as you say in English, a doughnut
(taurus) . . . you can see immediately that you cannot transpose a
doughnut shape into a sphere or the other way around without some
cuts..What are the properties that make i t different? This is'the kindof
question we c a U a topologid question. The characte.ristics of a sphere
are that, if you draw a circle, or more precisely a closed curve onto a
sphere or a cube, you can reduce this closed curve to a point, (of course
we are not considering metric properties) but if you take a doughnut.
shape you will find that this is not possible:You have two.kin@ of
circlwwhich are not reducible to a point on the doughnut. Firstly, a circle that goes around the central hole, and if.you reduce this circle to'a
point, you encounter the resistance of the hole or void, which hinders
the reduction. The other kind of circle you can draw will be around
here, this sausage part, and you will also encounter the hole. And as a
matter of fact if you make a circle on a sphere and then cut all around it
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you will have two separate parts, but if you make a circle on a doughnut
and cut it (where I have said) it will not fall apart, but you will have a
sausage shape. This makes it have topological characterlstics which are
different from those of a sphere.
Now when making a law to generate the law for the construction of a
circle it is sufficient to make a point move at a fixed distance from
another point. The law of construction of a doughnut now is another
circle which moves around this first circle which is not reducible to a
point, ie. you have to make the second circle repeat the first in order to
generate a doughnut.
With this characteristic, I would say you have the most appropriate
way of representing the relation between desire and demand. With this
repetitive rotation around this other circle you can read the repetition of
demands, and I would say, a repetition of ‘void‘ demands. Void in what
sense? Here I will have to make a remark. Suppose a subject who makes
these rotations and who counts every circle. He will count say one hundred rotations as he goes, he will in fact have made one other rotation of
a circle, but it will never get into his count. So as a matter of fact he will
have made 101 repetitions. There will always be one more circle which is
never brought into account.
This other circle which can never be formally articulated as such, is
the very representation of desire.
So you can say the repetition of void demands, is the void of what is
always left unstructured - always left out of the account. This circle of
central void, which is always left out,you can see in the representation
of the nothing, in the sense of the nothing put there in answer to any
demand.
So now we are ready to approach the question of haw we figure out
the unconscious -for example the relation of desire to demands, which
IS exactly confirmed by Freud- the unconscious is not words, when
Freud says that, sometimes the unconscious is not articulated in words.

Now suppose two doughnuts can be made so that one enfolds inside
the other, like this,
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What is here, the circle of demand, will be here in the other, as the circle of desire and vice versa. It is very simple to see by drawing it.
All this prepares us for the following answer, in the formula. You can
say that desire ir aIways the desire of the Other, but in as much ar it
becomes the demand in the subject and in as much as the subject iden- .
tifies with the Other on the point of desire. He will figure out that the
Other is demanding him to this desire. This is very easy to illustrate. For
example, only last night I was talking about the common position in
male sexuality. I mean for a man who wants to be the phallus, he will
figure it ollt that the other, in this case the woman, is demanding this
from him. So it is hls unconscious desire which will be apprehended by
him as a demand on the part of the other. At the same time, a woman
characteristically an hysteric, may grasp the unconscious desire of the
man, that is to be the master, and to be the father, and she demands him
to be so. Very frequently we see this in a child’s demand for a little
brother or sister, which means the child perceives the signifier of the
desire of the mother and it becomes a demand, he wants, it is as if he is
saying - give me the signifier of your desire. And you know what the
child symbolizes for the mother as far as it identifies with the unconscious desire of the mother. The little girl will figure this out, that the
I83
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Other of her demand wants a child from her ie. demands her to give him
a child. As a matter of fact, this constitutes one of the main obstacles on
the road to the realization of maternity in many women and it is very
common. She figures out that the Other demands of her the ultimate
good;and of course as.far as the ultimate good is concerned you don’t
give it simply like that! .
Now as far as obsessional and hysterical characteristics are &ncernkd,
the obsessional desires your demand, it is very focal, all that he desires is
that you demand something from him, for the hysteric you can say it is
the contrary, she demands your desire.
Now so far as our solution of an alternative is concerned, I would say
we have come to the option of saying that desire has its place in the
Other and it is in that place that desire is first constituted. This is why we
can say desire ex-ists (dividingthe word). The question comes now, what
mode of ex-istence is this?
As psych,oanalysts there is no.place where you can pretend to know
the desire beforehand. You catch’ it only in’ the moment of it being
signified, and you must wait until it is sufficiently signified. .
p a t is why far as interpretation is +ncerned you can repeat this
expression, that Freud l i e d so much, “The lion makes a single leap”. It
. is a. matter of nerves, making a signification before an act of signification
-‘did it ,exist before, this s i ~ f i c a t i o n ?
Once you grasp the measure of the import of the discourse of the text,
.you grasp it always in the register of a thought. These unconscious
thoughts of desire present with the %me structure =,demands, exclamations, interrogations and.sarcasms and so you have all the varieties. So
desire exkts in the mode of (an unconscious) thought. Our question is,
did this.thought exist before its own signification, at the very moment of
. .
its transportation to.signify itself?.
At least here is a question’that indicates looking more closely’at the
Other because here; we talked about the other as being the woman for
.the male or the other. =;being the mother, the signifier for a child’s
‘demands and so on, so we werespeaking about some particular Other.
Anyway, there is more to,’thisfundamental meaning in another dimension of this Other, in the sense that nobody talks a language of. his own

invention. Talking supposes always a language, even the tongue which
you receive. So it is in this capacity, that it is the mother who always is
the first to occupy this place, which I have just formally characterized.
She is the first to occupy it really - this formal place.
From this Other, this mother in this place, the subject not only
receives his own message (if a child asks for food, it is because he was
asked to feed), in relation to the Other and the one who occupies this
place, but the Other makes the law of what to say or what not to say.
The first words from the Other not only have the power of oracles,
but also that of jurisdiction in the sense of what to say and what not to
say. So from this ‘formal place’ you are allowed to take some significance
and not allowed to utter some other significance - that is what you call
censorship. So censorship is a very basic mechanism, it even precedes, I
would say, repression. So you can say the unconscious thoughts are in
this very place, and it is from this place, in the sense of ‘left utterances’
that you take significance (from the left utterances) those that you are
not allowed to articulate. And sometimes the signifiersfollow different
parts of the body, which in the case of hysterical symptoms are in the
form of the return of the repressed . . .
. . . In the Seventh Chapter of the Traumdeutung and precisely under
the title of The Fulfilling of Desire,Freud gives the example of a young
woman whose friend recently married, and this friend was anxious to
get her opinion about her bridegroom. . . .The friend said that he was a
magnificent man or words to that effect, and the words that she would
have liked to have said, were that he was the most common man, the
like of which you can find by the hundreds or thousands but she just
drew silence upon that. On that very night she had a dream in which a
question was put to her, and she answered that for all ulterior comment
it is sufficient to indicate the number. So this indicates that, the
significance that you reject or leave has its own autonomy, and has its
own function, (which is not communication, there is no communication
in a dream), its function is to indicate the subjects position concerning
truth, in as far as truth lies.
Even if I lie to somebody, I must postulate that he believes me, that is,
that he is believing that I am telling the truth, otherwise I wouldn’t even
say the lies. So I would say that you can’t make a theory of games,
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without taking into consideration the Other, in the Sense of the Other
which includes you in your own calculations of postulations. Without
this there is no theory of games possible. And at the same time I would
say, there is no psychoanalytic theory possible, without the Other, as the
position from where the operations both of language and of truth proceed. Without this, all descriptions, like Balint's, are condemned to just
keep going around. In Leclaire for example, you find many descriptions
of the double inscription which goes nowhere, precisely.becausein,the
very roots of his theory you find the complete absence of the notion of
the Other. And this condemns his efforts.
Now, we will go back to one of the points mentioned worthy of further reflection. Why is this explanation possible, why say that all the
thoughts, with their many varieties in the unconscious are desires? especially if we say the unconscious has all the varieties, so why say that
what is in the unconscious, is a desire? It is simply that desire is always
implied in all that you say, even to such an extent in what logicians call
alternative propositions or assertions. The logicians talk about them.in
terms of their voluntary element -.there is some desire which indicates.
attribution itself, the putting of the attribute together with the subject.
Now we must try to explicate what is meant by this unconscious,
which is unconscious desire, which is thought. We must comment a little
on how there can be a thought without a thought without a thinker..It is
not a matter of how can it be, you have already had explained its power
of identity with that place. The question is how useful is it for us toconsider some problems which are current in topology and psychoanalysis. I
am referring to the notion of what we call in French mentdigprimitive,
the priqitive mind. I am referring to a book by a Chilean, Ignacio MateBlanco in which there is a remark on which I have never heard a commentary in all the psychoanalytic literature. Ignacio has had all his
education in the British Institute. His major work is titled, The Unconscious as Infinite Sets - an Essay in Illogic. In this book he starts
from the assertion of Freud's, that the unconscious does not include any
negations, which means it has no contradictions, that logic is not in
the unconscious thought. It is not subjected to the law of noncontradiction. It is this law of non-contradiction of course, in which
resides the whole logic of oppositionsbecause every position has a value
186

either true or false and you make it a law - that is the values. Anyway,
if you imagine a mentality which does not admit this law, it would be a
mentality which has its own logic.

'

What will be this mentality? All this effort, I would say is based on the
postulate that the unconscious thinks -which is only a thought- if
you assimilate the unconscious to a thought in this sense you will have
two kinds of thoughts - which amounts to saying that there are two
modes of beings. As a matter of fact, he effectively talks about the unconscious as a mode of being, but the mistake here is very erroneous and
obvious. You can't be content with this definition of the unconscious, as
a mode of being, precisely because being for psychoanalysis is an operation which is always built up in what we call identifications.
It is here that we touch the point where topography touches the question of identification. As a matter of fact if you look upon the kinds of
identifications which are implied in the unconscious -suppose you
make a list of the kinds of identifications which are implied in unconscious desires which you grasp from the unconscious during your
work -in all their varieties- you will find that in spite of all this variety
they pertain to 2 or 3 kinds of identifications. The first kind of identifications are identifications to the signifier of the desire of the Other. You
have for example, in the Truutndeutungmany kinds of instances, one of
them in the Muikufer dream among the dreamers associations (which I
did not mention), that when she was seeing to her daily occupation as a
housekeeper she was struck by the image of her husband hanging. This
image filled her with anxiety, but associations revealed that some hours
before she was struck by this image, she had read somewhere the following, that men when. hung get erections. So Freud had no difficulty in
guessing that her wish was that her husband would get an erection at
her sight, even if hanging. In Italian you say vistu and in French you say
vue which has two meanings, sight in the Sense of vue, that is the thing I
see, and vue the act of seeing.
This man was by inference from the associations of the dream, impotent. These things are the indications of her unconscious desire.

You can say also that the child reads the unconscious desire of his
mother on her face, especially in those fist few months -that is what
187
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we dll the paranoid position. A. position in which the child is suspends

-

iignificance which is that of the father.
Well, 1 think that I have finished the work, except if there are any
luestions.

in the mother's unconscious desire. Now we can say that this woman
suspends her reading of the desire of her husband's unconscious desire;.
She was identifying her vue to the signifier of the desire of her husband.'
So this identification is to the signifier of the d,esire.,inso far as it is a
question of the phallic desire. You have the same kind of identifiitiori.
on ttie level of say, regressive desires, anal, oral, etc.
<'.',$i
The second kind of identification is the identification with the'Other.
himself, not with the signifiers of his desire, as far as he is present or,:.is,.
the Other of love or of,power. 1 recall even in that very first movement
of life, the cry for help, the helpless being has no recourse except to
become identified with the object which answeis this cry, which by this
very fact comes to represent or works as the sign of love of the Other,
.I
and & the power of the love of the Other, which in this case you can say
is the breast, as it was' in answer to the cry due to hunger.
So.you have both these kinds of identifications, with the signifier of
the Other's desire and with the other. There i s a third kind of identifida:
tion which we meet most often in psychoanalytic cases and from tIiei
words of the patient, etc., which is the.identification with the father as"a
rival.
, .
This identification take+ place in the imaginary register, but still;.
where we observe this kind of 'identification you will always find un;.
conscious thoughts or desires or expiatory wishes or wishes to e x o r c k .
the threat, of castration.. These wishes I would say testify to another
kind of register - the symbolic register, which means that wishes th$
testify to the presence of this place of the Other, or major principleor
fundamental axiom which is the father as such. Not in his image, as,an
imago, but in his name, +s such.
.Y
I think it is from this point on, that one can proceed to even more of7
the question of topography and I think this is the obscure point whose
reconciliation may permit the construction of a second topography. As1
far as the f i t topography is concerned, it all depends on the notion of
the Other as the place of language and truth, first as the notion of the,
Other occupying this place as a censor as a law giver and the notion of.
the identification with debt, both with this Other itself and with'the
signifier of this Other's desire and the.presence in this Other of major!

Frances Moran: But then it doesn't sound like the subject represses,
'ut that something happens to the subject.
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Oscar Zentner: Well, yes there is a question. You made a subtle and
nteresting differentiation between repression and censorship, which is
!cry important because if I understood you correctly, you were saying:
'1would put censorship even before repression". This opens many ques-:
ions. First, if that.is so, it is obvious that dreaming is a very archaic
unction. Second I wonder ,if by censorship you mean primary represion. Then there are two questions: If censorship in your words, means
irimary repression or if censorship is previous to repression or even
iefore primary repression?
Mousfupha Sufouan: That is the question, the last question. I would'
ay, in this affirmation that the formation of censorship is more radical
han repression . . . I would say that in relation to the object of idenification of the subject to the signifiers of desire of the Other, this is the
nechanism which is at the root of the constitution of the object from
vhich the subject is cut. Which, his lack arises. So as far as we mean by
irimary repreion, the mechanism which is at the root of the constituion of what we could call Lacan's objet a, ypu can't say the'cenbr plays
ts part, but in as far as you are considering the'othernkes of the subect, then the fundamental mechanism is censorship. As far as primary
epression isconcerned, I would say censorship,! a,mechanism as
adical as repression:It concerns the effects of identification from which
'ou suffer. Censorship'concerns the utterances from the very beginning.
..
Frances M o r a But why dois pnmary ip&ion occur?
Moustapha Sufouan: Because the subject h e ne in.born desire. So the
vays in which desire gets 'constituted is within,the.relation with the
Ither. The result of,this relation is what the subject does not know. This
i ttie meaning of the so called wunter transference.
/I:
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Moustaphn Safouan: Yes,of course. .
Frunces Moran: To repress sounds to me like the subject does
something to itself.

Sometimes of course if YOU are protecting somebody you are protecting
yourself. If you suppress, it comes back .... Suppression may be mostly a
form of censorship to describe what YOU exercise upon. yourself, but
which is not the rule of the otherness as such.

’

Moustapha Safouan: Yes,but the term is a mistake as you say it, it is
an agent.
Frances Moran: Could you put it another way, that ,the subject is
r e p r d . by the Other?
Moustapha Safouan: You can say the subject is an object. That is
why anthropological theory had some time ago the notion of a gift,
which Levi-Strauss extended to the-notion of exchange. The subject is
exchanged as an object,:as someone has commented, but it is even
worse, the subject is an object, but what the object is, noone can say as
it is constituted in primary repression. It is the whole question of priority
- the priority is the unconscious.

’

Sabar Rusfoqjee: Is it at a more conscious level than repression?
Moustapha Safouan: Yes,repression is a more radical mechanism.
Oscar Zentner: Can we say in our words that censorship is the way in
which the Other takes place - by making unconscious in the subject, as
if the entrance of the Other would occur through censbrship?
Moustopha Safouan: Yes! this position of the Other, &s the’legislator
of what is to be said and what is not to be said -it is not only specific to
the child, you can see it in adult life- in the position of power. In the
dream of the smoked salmon, you can’t say, ‘I’want’themoney to eat
this’, so there are things to be said or not said and what is not said ap
pears somewhere. This is the whole of the scheme of Leo S t r a w in his
b o k , Writing and the Art of Persecution, a comment on political
theory. In the Traumdeurung, the Other is the dictator of the,words.

Oscar Zentner: You would remember Frances, that we were saying
that the translation of repression has led us to a mistake ki English, as
Verdangung has the meaning of putting something else in the place of
something.
Moustapha Sofouan: Yes that is so, I think in other languages a h ,
and that is why we must distinguish between primary and secondary
repression. Ah, now you have reminded me of another inconvenience of
this word, as repression is always
.
. wrongly taken to mean social repression.
. Oscar Zentn.er:,Dr.
SafoFn,what would the relation be between.two
concepts that Freud wonders. about ,all the .,way through the
Traumdeurung. He made a loose distinction between Verdrzngung and
Unterddkung and I wonder if UnterdrCkung is not c l q to what you
mean by censorship?
MoGfapha Safouan: Yes,I would say there are two levels of censorship. Censorship in the Sense that you draw silence upon something,
which is’the case of Freud in reference to Signorelli and also in the e x
ample of the dream of the woman, she had her opinion but she’censbred
herself. There is a difference, you can say these are examples of UnterdrZkung, of suppression: This.is different from the sign in the Other.

Frances Moran: Could you say that what has not been said has
nonetheless been spoken?
Moustapha Safouan: Yes,it is very nice, - and if not, outspoken.
Frances Momn: I am reminded of a book, Deceit Desire and the
Novel, by Bernstein and his whole argument is that there is no good
novel or worthwhile novel, unless it accommodates desire and intersubjectivity.
Oscar Zentner: At LXIliance Frangaise you were giving the example
of famillonaire in Heine’s “as true as God protects me, I was received in
a famillionaire way”. If that would be the only production of the subject
and full stop, then the analysis would fmish there. But as Heine wrote
this, we know that he was denied the hand of his cousin by his
millionaire uncle. I wonder if this case is not a magnificent example (not
in the joke, but in the one who brought.the joke), of the appearance of
the real subject of the enunciation. It is as if the whole joke brought out
the unconscious of Hyacinthe, namely Heine . . .. My question is.if a
joke can avoid censorship or not?
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MousfaphaSafouan: . . .It is an anecdote of a lapsus but in Heine he
paits his uncle as the obstacle between him and the object desired. The
girl didn’t want him at all. The joke as a bitter joke probably came to his
mind as containing this secret. In both cases as a lapsus or as a joke, the
important thing is that it keeps the same structure - to show the structure of the different formations of the unconscious.
Frances Moran: Then whereabouts does the symbol fit into all of
this?
MousfaphuSafouan: It is one of substitution, of one for the other.
Frances Moran: Is that the same for a symptom?
Moustapha Safouan: Symptoms show the same structure except that
symbolism is more common and symptoms have a more intimate connection with the repressed. When I speak of symbolism I subscribe to
the difference described by Jones between the symbol and the metaphor

scious, but the signifier or symbol that is lacking is unconscious. That is
why the subject has no idea that he is losing a symbol. Say he leaves his
umbrella and YOU laugh at it, he doesn’t think it has a symbolic meaning
at all, he doesn’t suspect that he is using a symbol.

...

Frances Moran: I mean in terms of censorship and repression?
Moustapha Safouan: This is something we can cover by suppression

...
Frances Moran: Would a symbol be subject to the more radical censorship you have been talking about?
MousfaphaSafouan: No, a symbol in the sense of symbolism is a different matter, houses as symbols, or snakes as symbols of the phallus, in
analysis it is a different topic.
In& Zentner: Do you consider the symbol to be one of the formations
of the unconscious?
Moustapha Safouan: Of course it is, it takes a very strong part in the
unconscious, it is the first appearance of the unconscious, in the symbol,
in identification or in repression it is very profound. This is established in
the relation between signifiers and their mechanism. In the mechanism
of metaphor the motor is in the fact of substitution and displacement
which has the mechanism of avoiding censorship. Symbolism has its
part, not because it is something different from metaphor, but because
the status of the signifier that is lacking, is not the same as metaphor.
The signifiers as symbols in metaphor in the usual language are con192

There is a n American analyst who in an article talks about a patient
who was tormented by,the ideas about her new house and made her life
and those around her a hell, where to put the light, etc. etc. The analyst
knowing the symbolic meaning of the house told her that all these obsessions were related to her body. The woman thought that he was mad
and she didn’t come again. Of course her symptoms became unbearable
and she returned. He gave her the same interpretation and talked of her
breasts, etc., but she couldn’t accept it. Anyway, finally in one session I
don’t remember in what context, he gave her a Japanese proverb, “the
blind don’t spear snakes”, and afterwards finally she gave her own interpretation and admitted that perhaps all her torment about her house was
a comment about the torment of her body. I mean it was such a n effort
to make her admit the interpretation, but once he used a metaphor in
this way then the same interpretation was accepted -and he finishes by
saying that maybe she had some Japanese, etc.- which was very funny
for me. Anyway, I am not concerned with the meaning here, the point is
that even without theory you can see how the subject is touched differently. As far as the symbol was concerned, the house, the symbolic
value of it, the subject was not aware of that and this is one of the
characteristics of symbols.
1

1

Moustapho Safuan: It may now be appropriate to say some words
about some impressions of mine as far as this work is concerned. I have
been to many places and I have seen many groups. I really worked with
you with a feeling of pleasure, I mean I have the feeling that you listened
and that you are impressed with the thing itself. And I just hope you
proceed with Oscar Zentner and show determination in learning more
and more of psychoanalysis and about psychoanalysis and I thank you
very, very much.
I93
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Oscar Zenfnec We are very pleased with your work with us. People
at the School have been working hard and with perseverance. The
School is no longer an illusion but a reality. A reality that exists since
1977 and that has allowed us to invite you, Dr. Safouan, in order for us
to listen to your work and learn from it. We are glad that we have not
disappointed you in your recognition of our work. We all thank you for
this series of seminars which you shared with us.

PART I11

THE FREUDIAN DISCOURSE

Seminar transcribed from tam.
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AND THOU SHALT BE LIKE GODS
Ricardo Goldenberg’
“To push the blinking of
what is known as the
child pushes his toy, right
up to the edge of the
table and let it fall
without reason, may be
just to play with its emp
ty place.”
Roberto Juarroz’

Analysed and educated (accept this term for a moment) by two
generations of analysts, the shepherds of the 1.P.A. and the misled sheep
that went after Lacan, many of us are cast adrift, unable to accommodate our spirits to the military strictness with which the former imposed obedience on technical precepts, the blind faith with which they
answered all questions but also unable to formulate anything to the latRicardo Goldenberg, Argentman analyst
Buenas Aim.
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ter who had erected themselves as celebrants of a New Word, letting
their sharpened rhetorical scimitars fall on any infidel who dared to even
think about any of the three Kantian questions: What can [.know: What
can I expect? What must I do?

In such a way a didactic analyst is overwhelmed interpreting the
venomous farts of the maternal environment to a patient who questioned him about the smoke in his office, while all the time an electrical
socket is burning away. Another one forbids his patients everything,
even touching the doorknob on leaving; a.task that is reserved for him,
explaining that he would be responding to a demand. In one respect, 1
can’t help remembering that C.I.A. director who used to interview with
gloves and a surgeon’s mask to prevent himself from being contaminated
by the germs that his agents would bring.
These anecdotes, they explain nothing. I choose them to expose
readers of Freud who employ a non-conventional method; they begin
with the end.

.

,’

!.
:’

Freud declares that it is necessary to abstain and they, visibly, dp
nothing else. What is the use of undertaking the task of disentangling
threads until we find the pattern of their logic? Does the road matter if
they all lead to Rome? (or to Vienna or Paris)? However the Professor
was always cautious on the subject of short cuts. He always recommended that Ferenczi moderate his enthusiasm in relation to shortening
treatments, anticipating obstacles. He thought that these were constituents of the analysis which could not be skipped over on pain of getting
just about anywhere except where the analysis should have gone.
To say it in brief the theory of transference was constructed under the
same obstacles that Freud had to overcome in analysis. It can’t be used,
to spare anyone from them. Even the nile of abstinence carries within it
a conception of the object radically different from what is implied in suggestion. Furthermore, “the rule of abstinence instead of suggestion”, as
an indication,.does not have the least meaning outside a subjective position.
Having made these clarifications to which I shall return, let us review
the I9 14 article, Observations on Transference - Love. In it Freud says
that love, far from being contingent, is inherent to analysis,
198
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“. . . . .it is so unavoidable and so difficult to clear
up, that a discussion of it to meet a vital need of
analytic technique has long been overdue.”’
That being said, what is left for us is a choice between two roads;
either we perform an amorous reading of psychoanalysis, or we perform
a psychoanalytic reading of love.
Oscar Masotta commented that psychoanalysis begins with “the
beautiful butchered. (A resounding translation, poorly evoking Lacan’s
French subtleness in naming it, synthesizing in two words the hysteric’s
core: “belle bouchere’:)I wish then to introduce here some observations
on transference love.
I shall remind you that you will find this analysis in the fourth chapter
of, The Interpretation of Dreams, used to exemplify the way in which
resistance to analysis is promoted by censorship. It concerns a woman
much closer it seems, to those nymphs who celebrated the God Bacchus,
than to the, The Lady of the Camellias, very well served (in both senses)
by her butcher-husband and also quite fond of him. Nothing in what
Freud relates allows us to suppose that she was in love with her analvst
~ ,--,
~ ~
notwithstanding that there are some indicators there that Cupid had
done his deed.
She says she dreamt and that her dream contradicts the theory of the
Herr Pmfmor. Her wish to offer a supper party is frustrated in the
dream. Cunningly, he tells his readers that this does nothing but confirm
his thesis - that every dream is the fulfilment of a wish; this one would
carry out the desire that he, Freud, would be mistaken.
It is quite clear that those longings for him to be wrong are preconscious hut if this were all, analysis would not be the least interesting.
This is not all, since one does not dream just because one wants to but
because one cannot avoid doing so. If what she declares is true -that
she dreams to thwart him- then he must be in an eminent position in
relation to this lady, so that her unconscious will work overtime on account of his mere remark.
Be that as it may, Freud requests her to associate. The analysis to
come indicates the ways by which the unconscious leads this woman’s
discourse.. To contradict he who boasts of possessing the secret, she will
~~
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reveal how she has been forced to promote her wish as unfulfilled, to
such an extent that Freud does not hesitate in calling it “the desire of
having an unsatisfied desire”.
The dream presents her as frustrated in giving a supper party. Sfie has
nothing to offer but a slice of smoked salmon. Through her associations,
Freud concludes that she desired to starve, to leave wanting a skinny
friend of hers who had expressed her eagerness to gain weight and had
asked the patient explicitly to invite her for supper. As the dreamer is
jealous because her husband courts this friend more than would be expected, Freud interprets thus:
“A likely thing! I’m to ask you to come and eat in
my house so that you may get stout and attract
my husband still more!’”
He likes them full, Goya-esque, he even confesses to us his fantasy, that
is; “a piece of a pretty young girl’s behind”. Therefore, let the skinny one
stay skinny. In such a way, she is no competition. In other words, if the
object of her husband‘s desire is a fantasy, in order to be desired by him
they must incarnate it. This puts the “beautiful butcheress” in a specular
war, a game of envies with the other, the rival in her love’s economy.

If we remain within this we have neither emerged from bourgeois
morality nor from common sense. It would have to do with “He who
has a love, let him look after it, look after it. . .”,’she would take care of
it in dreams.
This is what I called an amorous reading of psychoanalysis. It
becomes necessary to distinguish love from desire and the way to do it is
the object’s.
As a matter of fact, the butcher gets aroused by his butcheress who
fills the requirements of his fantasy with her arse. We could concede
even though it is not evident, that he is in love with his chubby com-

panion. All this, far from clearing things up, complicates all. Why is she
jealous of another woman who she knows with her figure, cannot be her
competitor? The text seems to answer, Aha! Because her husband flirts
with her. Notice that this only displaces the question; why does he pay a
compliment to someone he does not like?
Freud saw the problem with absolute clarity except that he could not
give an account of it theoretically, since he was dealing’with a conception of the Wunsch that carries implicitly the two notions that Lacan
distinguished, demand and desire.
He not only saw it, but faithf6l to the discourse of his analysand he
encountered a discordance, a little enigma of which he must give account. If the Wunsch that the dream fulfills is that her rival’s desire to
gain weight is not ‘accomplished, then why is she not the star of the
dream, instead of the patient herself?
He explains that she has idenfifiedherself with herfriend. As a,proof
of this he draws our attention to the fact that both women amuse
themselves &th their respective husbands in a rather absurd little game,
that consists of the following. First they convince them that they are dying to have something, in this case it is a gastronomic ‘something’: caviar
for one and smoked salmon for the other, warning them later to not
even imagine bringing home that ‘something’ wanted. Women! Who
understands them?
Freud gives this foolishness such an importance that to explain it he
proposes a second interpretation of the dream “more subtle still”, he
says. He formulates it thus:
“. . . . .my patient put herself in her f r i e h s place
in the dream because her friend was 4king my
patient’s place with her husband and because she
(my patient) wanted to take her friend‘s place in
her husband‘s high opinion.’%
Nevertheless, what is this “would like to occupy” in the man’s desire?
In which place has the other been put? 1.emphasizin.the man’s desire
not in hisfantmy. That position she already has and to that she responds
by means of the caviar trick, which Freud points to adequately, as being
unconscious - a trick to show something she might well ask for, but
does not expect to receive.
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this we mean there is no ‘real’ achievement of the object. So the dream
itself is nothing but a metaphor of this desire. The analyst is its cause,
there where his desire, properly, does not yield as such before the love it
provokes in the patiem.
The caviar, with which her demand is formulated in the metonomy is
for her husband the displacement of the object, similarly in the ‘not-tobeaten’ smoked salmon in the dream for Freud her desire turns into
metaphor. The desire is symholized

The two women are matched in a sisterhood in that case, not only in
the fantasy of “the piece of. . . behind,” but also in that amusement that
starts a certain privation working, a privation which is delighted.in, that
something can be missed that seems to satiate itself on insatiability; the desire of having a desire - Freud calls it.
With this operation he seems to have coped with what is essential of
the Wunsch: to achieve its object by means of another desire. There is,
nevertheless, a remainder. The remainder belongs to Lacan.
The man who appears to be the cause of these desires and rivalries
between women is not where he knows what he likes, in his fantasy, but
where he does not know - where he makes his compliments, showing
off his little lady, the other, from whom he asks what she could not give.
It is not thinness that he wants, it is her unfitness! Like the ladies, he
wishes what he does not want.
It is no use, the more he persists in his genital militancy, this “man of
the piece of behind will end up swallowing his woman’s caviar. “YOU
will never be able to”, she tells him. “What 1 want, you cannot give me.”
And this is literally, a thing that never ends. The funniest thing is that
the hysteric knows (her unconscious k n o w it) that he, the Viennese
male, is also after the phallus like any common girl. This function, Lacan
writes as (the phallus as long as it is missing. There, he adds, is
where the hysteric idenfifes with the man who looks at the other, to see
how one is desired for what one does not have.’
A brief pause to recover our breath, an intimate reverence to the sub
tle ties of a reading that returns some Freudian things to their right
place: it is not that the woman wants to have her husband for herself
alone and that she cannot. It is due to having too much of a husband
that her desire, in danger of being extinguished like a candle in the rain,
gives way to the ‘not-to-be-eaten’ caviar.
But the dream is something else, the dream is for Freud. He causes it
in a double sense. That is, on one hand it is directed to what he knows
and believes; that a wish is fulfilled in the fantasy. In this way it is agift,
of love. On the other hand it aims at what he does not know (that he
knows), .that the desire is not capable of accomplishing. . . in any
substance, in any object in a positive sense, in anything whatsoever. By
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Freud is at this time very busily engaged in proving to his detracto;
that every dream is a fulfilment of a wish. He convinces them first that
behind the apparent d earn there is another genuine one, the latent conrent that the work of analysis must bring to light. As his critics refer only
to the munifest content, he is satisfied in demonstrating that a desire is
fulfilled in a positive sense in the latent content to consider his
hypothesis out of danger.
This woman gives him his latent content, in the same way she gives
her am to the other one but not before giving proof that, in fact, it is
not what one or the other desires. Freud accepts this offering by
designating the object as possible. It’s about your friend, he tells her.
This is the love from which he recommends us to abstain.
As it is seen, there is no way to be on guard against this. It is Freud‘s
position, the moment inwhich he was in his analysis, that makes it possible for him not to remain there fascinated and to pay attention to that
discordance called “smoked salmon”. This is absrinencejust as Freud
practices it. Its limits are those of the analyst’s own analysis. Its operation is relative to the unconscious and not to the conscience, good or
bad, nor to the will of the analyst. An analyst must abstain from being
lovable. From desiring there is no abstinence. How could there be if the
desire is unconscious?

r .
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The rule ofabstinence has a close relation with amorous disappointment. Freud knows about it because he has suffered from it. This cannot
&‘spared for anyone who wants to enter into being a psychoanalyst.
The temptation to believe that “perhaps there might be an object afterall”, cannot be resolved-Except at the end of the analyst’s personal
analysis.

possibility remained open that the sexual fantasy
invLriably seizes upon the theme of the parents.)”
Try not to be immunized by 82 years of psychoanalysis and still
wonder at Freud‘s steps. The efforts of a mind, wielded in the maximum
ideals ofpsitivism, that does not renounce when he discovers that all
the episodes in which he believed he had found the cause, the aetiology
of the hysteric symptoms werqlies. The time was not yet ready for
understanding that the hysteric’s lie was the truth hesought - the truth
of her desire. By this I mean to say he did not know it.
He did not know it but. the discourse did, and that was why it was
time to conclude and he concluded asking, What is, meine Frau, that
smoked salmon that lies in your dream? I mean to say; that the two interpretations that Freud presents of this dream are not absolutely at the
same level. That which he calls thefirst and which reduces the production of the dream to jealousy, arrives there as a resistance to unknow the
effect that the other, which he calls the second. has produced. It arrives
in a position to hide what. that smokedsdmon reveals; it acts by forcing
the other, caviar. to represent to the subject. It is following this analysis’
logic that I propose that thissecond interpretation. the one which names
the identification’withthe other woman and the signifier of her desire, is
logically previous to that which we have come to call thefirst.
For all this, it does not seem reasonable to me to act in our practice as
if we believed that what Freud had in mind when he announced tliat a
psychoanalysis had to be carried out in abstinence, was a command of
the type of you must not fornicate! Such a categorical imperative and
a-priori, could only install impotence, because it appeals to morality, to
aesthetics and to the spiritual strength of the practitioner, forcing him
thus to forget that it is the unconscious that interprets, not him.
On the contrary, when he warned that it is.. .
“just as disastrous for the analysis rf the patient’s
craving for love is gratified as if it is suppressed,”
he implies that in the first case, the practitioner has given in, in his
desire, to the narcissistic illusion that the patient’s love proposes. Meanwhile, in the second case, to play the priest who absolves Qr even the
censoring father, the analyst’s desire has been trampled on tiy a reaction
formation as in obsessional neurosis.

Let us remember purposely how he complained to his friend Fliess as
far back as 1897:
“. , . . .I no longer believe in my neurotica (theory
of the neurosis). This is probably not intelligible
without an explanation; after all, you yourself
found what I could tell you credible. So I .will
begin historically from the question of the origin
of my reason for misbelief. The continual disap
pointments in my attempts in bringing my
analysis to a real conclusion, the running away of
people who had for a time seemed most in my
grasp, the absence of complete success on which
I had reckoned, the possibility of explaining the
partial successes in other ways, on ordinary line,
this was the first group. Then came surprise at
the fact that in every case the father, not ex.
, cruding my obm9’hadto be blamed as a pervert,
the realization of the unexpected frequency of
hysteria, in which the same determinant is invariably established, though such a widespread
extent of perversity towards children is, after all,
not very probable. (The perversity would have to
be immeasurably more frequent than the
hysteria, since the illness only arises where there
has been an accumulation of events and where a
factor that weakens defence has supervened).
Then thirdly, the certain discovery that there has
been no indicarion of reality in the unconscious
so that one cannot distinguish between the truth
andfiction that has been invested. (Thus, the
204
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/Freud concludes the paragraph asserting that,
"The way that the analysis will follow is rathc
different and it lacks antecedents in real Ive.''
It is not far from his spirit to affirm that the only guide to that way is
that confidence in the unconscious which only one's own experience of
analysis permits one to achieve. He abstains then on behalf of himself,
simply when he has listened.
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